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Facility Study Introduction 
 
The Pottsgrove School District Facility Study will be an important tool for the district to 
use in understanding the current physical and programmatic condition of each of the 
facilities, as well as, planning for the future.  Along with some baseline data, this report 
includes a comprehensive list of small capital improvement projects and a number of 
major capital improvement options to help the District contend with its aging buildings 
and capacity deficiencies.  This tool can be used for short-term and long-range planning 
for developing budgets and addressing the current and future needs of the District. 
 
Based on information received through the building evaluations, owner provided 
information and the trends in enrollment data, several options with related costs have 
been developed.  These options can be presented to the school board to assist them in 
making informed and educated decisions for the future of Pottsgrove School District. 
 
 

Mission Statement: 
The mission of the Pottsgrove School District is to educate and inspire all 

students to excel as productive, responsible citizens, and lifelong learners. 
 

Principals of the Facility Study: 
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the Department of Education, Environmental 
Protection and International Building Codes have established basic guidelines of school 
programs, school sites, buildings and supporting facilities needed to provide a complete 
educational experience for the students.  These guidelines include: 

! Curriculum regulations and the state’s position on standards-based education will 
impact facilities 

! School sites must be of adequate size to provide for the safety of students and 
provide outdoor play areas, bus loading and unloading, parking facilities for 
students, staff and visitors 

! School buildings are to be safe and create an environment which will encourage 
students to learn 

! Facilities should meet the educational, physical, intellectual, social and emotional 
needs of students 

! Flexibility, including spaces to provide for the various teaching/learning styles, is 
essential to the modern school 
 

Goals of the Facility Study: 
! Identify the best uses of existing facilities and sites to meet educational needs of 

students, based on the educational program, material in the strategic plan and 
the enrollment growth. 

- How these facilities: 
! Serve staff members who are engaged in meeting educational 

program goals 
! Conform to the standards established by the Department of 

Education 
! Conform to various local, state, and federal regulations and laws 

 



! Present information and options to the Board of School Directors and district 
personnel to address identified needs 

- Recommend improvements needed to maintain the facilities while 
meeting the educational goals 

 
Why is a Facility Study Necessary? 
The purpose of the study is to develop a comprehensive plan to address the needs of 
the facilities district wide.  The Department of Education, as defined in the Basic 
Education Circular (BEC) 24 P.S. 7-733, “School Construction Reimbursement Criteria,” 
requires a district wide facility study as a condition of reimbursement: 
 
“School districts must develop a complete building facility study of all district 
educational facilities including the district administration office.  The study must be 
completed prior to, and within two years of, the date of the PlanCon Part A, Project 
Justification, submission. The study must provide an appraisal as to each facility's 
ability to meet current and planned educational program requirements, the degree to 
which the present facilities meet reasonably current construction standards, and an 
estimated cost of necessary repairs and improvements.  Facility studies must contain 
documentation regarding the authors' credentials for producing the document.” 
 
This Facility Study includes the following: 

- Analysis of demographics and historic and projected enrollments 
- Analysis of existing facility capacities 
- Evaluation of each building’s physical condition, compliance with building 

codes and potential areas for improvement 
- Analysis of major construction/renovation options 
- Cost estimates for construction/renovation options 



Executive Summary 
 
Gilbert Architects Inc. (GAI) conducted a comprehensive assessment of all facilities that 
comprise the Pottsgrove School District.  The assessment included a study of enrollment 
projections and current school capacity, interviews with key administrators to identify 
program or building deficiencies, and surveys of each building to evaluate condition of 
primary systems and finishes. 
 
Upon completion of the assessment, GAI developed several options to address the 
determined deficiencies. 
 
Enrollment Projections and Capacity 
Based on enrollment projections calculated using the “cohort survival rate” method, the 
capacity of the elementary schools is sufficient (based on state standards) over the 
timeframe evaluated.   This evaluation is based on the years 2008 through 2016 and 
does include provisions for full day kindergarten. 
 
The middle school enrollments will exceed capacity – but only for a few years (2013 – 
2015) and only by a small number of students. 
 
High school enrollments are projected to exceed capacity starting in 2013 and will 
experience a significant jump in 2016.  (It should be noted that this projected increase is 
at the end of the evaluation period and has greater potential for inaccuracy.)   
 
Options presented in this report address the potential capacity shortfall at the high 
school. 
 
Facility Condition 
Generally, all schools in the Pottsgrove School District are well maintained, but the older 
schools are showing signs of age. 
 
Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School went through a major renovation in 2003 and is in 
good condition overall.  Recommendations are minor in nature, including some 
realignment of spaces and upgrades to lighting and sound systems. 
 
Ringing Rocks Elementary School has the most significant needs of all facilities within 
the District.  Multiple major systems are in need of replacement, site conditions are not 
ideal and multiple program, security, and accessibility changes are recommended. 
 
West Pottsgrove Elementary School requires some system upgrades and some building 
modifications including the addition of a second serving line in the cafeteria.  This school 
has gone through some recent renovations including creation of a secure vestibule at 
the main entrance. 
 
Pottsgrove Middle School, the most recently constructed facility within the district, is in 
good condition.  Many of the recommendations are related to improving energy 
efficiencies in and around the building.  Some rearrangement of the administrative suite 
is also recommended. 
 



Pottsgrove High School and the District Administrative Offices share a single building.  
Both the high school and the DAO would benefit from some additional space. Multiple 
systems require some attention and potential upgrades. 
 
Options and Cost 
 
The options presented in Section 4.0 of this report were developed to address 
deficiencies identified during our assessment process.  Option 2 which provides 
significant renovations and additions to Ringing Rocks Elementary School combined 
with the options outlined at the high school will address most of the  current needs and 
position the Pottsgrove School District for success over the next 15 to 20 years.  
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1.1  Demographics 
 

Community Composition: 
 
Three separate political entities compose the Pottsgrove School District in Montgomery County, 
Pennsylvania: 
 

! Lower Pottsgrove Township 
! Upper Pottsgrove Township 
! West Pottsgrove Township 

 
 
Population Growth: 
 
The total population of the Pottsgrove School District increased approximately 19.9% from 1990 to 2000 
and is expected to grow at the same rate over the period from 2000 to 2010.   
 
Projected growth from 2005 to 2010 for the entire district is 10.2%.  At the township level, Upper 
Pottsgrove will realize the greatest percentage of growth at 31.8% over this 5 year period, with West 
Pottsgrove having a decrease in population (-1.1%).  Lower Pottsgrove is projected to experience a 5.0% 
increase in population. 
 
 

Township 1990 Population* 2000 Population*
2005 Estimated 

Population** 
2010 Projected 
Population*** 

          
Lower 
Pottsgrove 8,808 11,213 12,047 12,650
          
Upper 
Pottsgrove 3,315 4,102 4,926 6,492
          
West 
Pottsgrove 3,829 3,815 3,833 3,791
          
          

TOTAL 15,952 19,130 20,806 22,933
     
* US Census     
** Montgomery County Planning Commission   
*** Midatlantic Employers Association   
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Housing Growth: 
 
Housing growth for the Pottsgrove School District is expected to grow at 20.4% during the period from 
2000 to 2010.  Most of the growth will be realized in Upper Pottsgrove Township (33.5%).  Lower 
Pottsgrove is expected to grow by 14.2% and West Pottsgrove will experience the least amount of growth 
at 3.1%. 
 

Township 2000 Housing* 2005 Housing** 
2010 Estimated 

Housing** 
        
Lower 
Pottsgrove 4,127 4,507 4,812 
        
Upper 
Pottsgrove 1,459 1,664 2,193 
        
West 
Pottsgrove 1,606 1,643 1,655 
        
        

TOTAL 7,192 7,814 8,660 
    
* US Census    
** Housing projections based on reports from individual municipalities 

 
Wealth: 
 
As seen in the following table, the median household income in each of the three townships is lower than 
the median for Montgomery County, but higher than the state level.  Upper Pottsgrove Township 
maintains the highest median income while West Pottsgrove has the lowest. 
 

Region 

Median 
Household 

Income 

Individuals 
below Poverty 

(%) 
      
Lower 
Pottsgrove $52,100 7.7%
      
Upper 
Pottsgrove $70,500 2.6%
      
West 
Pottsgrove $42,759 7.7%
      
County $72,183 4.4%
      
State $40,106 11.0%
      
   
All Data from the 1990 and 2000  US Census 
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Transportation: 
 
Access to Pottsgrove School District is possible via Pennsylvania Routes 100 and U.S. Route 422. 
 
 
Mobility: 
 
According to the 2000 U.S. Census data, 68.3% of the residents of West Pottsgrove Township and 57.7% 
of Lower Pottsgrove Township have remained in their homes since 1995.  These are similar percentages 
as compared to the 1990 Census.  Upper Pottsgrove Township showed a decrease in the number of 
people remaining in their homes from 1990 to 2000, but still has a rate of 59.0%.  Average for the entire 
district is 60%.
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1.2 District Enrollment History and Projections 
 

    
Graph 1.2.1 

 

 
Graph 1.2.2 

 
NOTE:  The capacity levels have been determined making the assumption of full day 

kindergarten in each of the elementary schools.  See Section 2 for more details. 
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1.3  Summary 
 

Growth: 
! Population and housing growth for the entire district grew at about the expected rate over the past 

few years.   Future growth is expected to be at a somewhat reduced rate as compared to this period.  
Upper Pottsgrove will be the only area within the district to realize some robust growth. 

 
! Birth rates rose in 2002, but quickly returned back to the lower rates experienced in 2000 – 2001.  

Births in the district should remain between 270 and 280 per year. 
 
 
Enrollment: 
! The increased birth rate of 2002 has resulted in a larger than expected Kindergarten in 2007-08.  This 

will also result in a larger than typical 1st grade during 2008-09 school year.  This larger group will 
continue to track throughout the school system and graduate from high school in 2019 – 2020. 

! Other than this “blip” enrollments will remain relatively flat. 
! Some other contributing factors that may impact enrollments are: 

o Relocation of St. Pius High School due to take place in 2009 or 2010 
o Change in program at the Western Center for Technical Studies from full day to half day 

sessions 
! District wide enrollment projections during the period of this study remain between 3,300 and 3,500.  

This year, 2007 – 08, has an enrollment of 3,264 (based on information from PDE).
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1.4  Methodology for Enrollment Projections 
 
The “Cohort Survival Ratio” (CSR) has been used to project the enrollments for Pottsgrove School 
District.  CSR is a widely accepted method that is based on the relationship between the enrollment in a 
given grade and the enrollment in the next lower grade during the previous year.  This approach allows 
for such factors as transfer of students between schools within the district, withdrawals, dropouts, 
retention of students at a grade level, transfers between public and non-public schools, transfers into 
special programs such as vo-tech or special education and in- and out-migration of the population. 
 
For example, in the 2006-2007 academic year, grade three had an enrollment of 212 students.  The 
previous school year, 2005-2006, there were 226 in grade two.  As the students moved from grade two to 
grade three, their number decreased by 14 or -6.2%.  The CSR would be .938.   Looking at grade three 
enrollments during 2007-2008 (261) and comparing it to the previous year grade two (242) a CSR of 
1.079 is realized. 
 
The ratio indicates whether a change in the number of students is indicative of enrollment that is stable, 
increasing, or decreasing.  A ratio of one indicates stable enrollment, less than one indicates declining 
enrollment, while greater than one indicates increasing enrollment.    
 
Calculating a single cohort ratio per grade (based on just one year) to help project future enrollments is 
not typically performed since an “aberration year” can heavily impact the accuracy of the projections. 
Therefore, an average cohort ratio of the past three, four, or five years is used to smooth out any 
irregularities that may exist in the data set.  For the purposes of this study, historic enrollment data for the 
past four years was used.   
 
In order to project kindergarten enrollments for the future, live birth rates for the district are used.  Since 
most children enter kindergarten by the age of 5, the CSR is established for the relationship between the 
kindergarten enrollment in a specific school year and the birth rates five years earlier. 
 
The average kindergarten CSR for the last five years is .837.  Actual birth data and district projections 
developed by PDE were used with this CSR to establish kindergarten enrollments. 
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2.1  Explanation of FTE, Utilization and Capacities 
 

The Pennsylvania Department of Education has established standards to calculate the capacity of a school 
facility.  In these standards a unit student capacity is assigned to various areas of the facility.  However, 
special and support spaces, distribution of students by grade levels, course selections on the middle and 
high school levels and attendance areas create situations in which it is not possible for a district to place as 
many students in each unit of the facility as identified in the PDE standards. 
 
The capacity of a facility will change from year to year, based on the types of programs it houses.  The 
educational programs offered in schools today require various spaces.  Depending on program usage, 
spaces may have different capacities even though they may be similar in size.  Although the Department of 
Education has set standards for building capacities, other program factors need to be taken into 
consideration: 
 
! Maximum class size policies of the School Board versus recommendations of the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education; 
 
! District policies such as teacher assigned classrooms and block scheduling; 
 
! Specialized programs such as pre-k or full day kindergarten, and special education; 
 
! Spaces which are used by all students for specialized instruction, such as art or music on the 

elementary level; or specialized services, such as reading support, are not counted as part of the 
instructional capacity of the facility; 

 
! Space which falls below the minimum PDE recommended size of 660 square feet for a classroom or 

below the various recommended sizes for secondary classrooms and instructional spaces are not 
counted as part of the instructional capacity of the facility; 

 
! Current use of the space. 
 
In order to develop a more realistic understanding of space utilization, Gilbert Architects uses the 
recommendations identified by the Council of Educational Facility Planners International (CEFPI) as a 
planning tool for building capacity.  The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Department of Education (PDE) 
has set their guidelines as a mechanism for determining reimbursement, which may not account for space 
planning for future growth, new program requirements needing additional space, etc.  By providing a 
capacity range between the PDE criteria and the CEFPI criteria, a truer test of the functional capacity of the 
building can be determined for planning.  
 
! Elementary level – PDE recognizes 100% utilization factor as a basis of reimbursement or no functional 

capacity provisions for the elementary schools, i.e. all general classrooms will be 100% occupied 100% 
of the time.  Based upon the experience of Gilbert Architects, very few, if any, elementary schools are 
able to achieve a 100% utilization based upon the PDE capacities.  Since the students typically have 
time outside of the classroom, scheduling does not permit 100% usage of the classrooms every hour of 
the day.  Therefore, the recognized CEFPI “functional” utilization factor is .9 or 90% utilization, which 
characterizes the actual use of the spaces more appropriately. 

 
! Secondary level - PDE recommends a utilization factor of 90% for secondary facilities.   CEFPI 

recommends using a maximum utilization factor of 85% for the middle school level and a utilization 
factor of 80% for high school facilities. 

 
Capacity Analysis can be found in Section 2.3.
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2.2  PlanCon A07 and A08 

 
Chart 2.2.1 – Current Configuration 

 
 

This PlanCon A07 was completed using information from the schools on current use of the facility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ELEMENTARY BUILDING CAPACITY  
District/CTC:   Project Name:     Grades:     
Pottsgrove 
School 
District   District Wide Facility Study   K 

 
 
- 

 
 

5     
          

   SCHOOL: 
Lower 

Pottsgrove      SCHOOL: 
Ringing 

Rock          
                       
    PRESENT PLANNED  PRESENT PLANNED 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #3 #4 #5 #6 
NAME OF 
SPACE 

UNIT 
CAP 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE  

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL  
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

HALF-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 50 3 150       1 50      
FULL-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 25 2 50       1 25      
REG CLSRM 
660+ SQ FT 25 28 700       17 425      
NATATORIUM XX   XXXXXX   XXXXXX    XXXXXX   XXXXXX 
BUILDING 
TOTAL XX XXXXXX 900  XXXXXX    XXXXXX 500  XXXXXX   

   SCHOOL: 
West 

Pottsgrove      SCHOOL:             
                       
    PRESENT PLANNED  PRESENT PLANNED 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #3 #4 #5 #6 
NAME OF 
SPACE 

UNIT 
CAP 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL    
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL   
FTE  

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL   
FTE 

NO. OF  
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

HALF-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 50 2 100               
FULL-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 25 1 25               
REG CLSRM 
660+ SQ FT 25 17 425               
NATATORIUM XX   XXXXXX   XXXXXX    XXXXXX   XXXXXX 
BUILDING 
TOTAL XX XXXXXX 550  XXXXXX    XXXXXX   XXXXXX   
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ELEMENTARY BUILDING CAPACITY  
District/CTC: Project Name:   Grades:  
Pottsgrove 
School 
District District Wide Facility Study       K 

-  5   
          

  SCHOOL: 
Lower 

Pottsgrove     SCHOOL: 
Ringing 

Rock          
                     
    PRESENT PLANNED PRESENT PLANNED 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #3 #4 #5 #6 

NAME OF 
SPACE 

UNIT 
CAP 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL  
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

HALF-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 50                 
FULL-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 25 7 175      4 100      
REG CLSRM 
660+ SQ FT 25 26 650      15 375      
NATATORIUM XX   XXXXXX   XXXXXX    XXXXXX   XXXXXX 
BUILDING 
TOTAL XX XXXXXX 825  XXXXXX   XXXXXX 475  XXXXXX   

  SCHOOL: 
West 

Pottsgrove     SCHOOL:             
                     
    PRESENT PLANNED PRESENT PLANNED 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #3 #4 #5 #6 

NAME OF 
SPACE 

UNIT 
CAP 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL    
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL   
FTE 

NO. OF 
UNITS 

TOTAL   
FTE 

NO. OF  
UNITS 

TOTAL 
FTE 

HALF-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 50                 
FULL-TIME 
KINDRGRTN 25 5 125              
REG CLSRM 
660+ SQ FT 25 15 375              
NATATORIUM XX   XXXXXX   XXXXXX    XXXXXX   XXXXXX 
BUILDING 
TOTAL XX XXXXXX 500  XXXXXX   XXXXXX   XXXXXX   

 
Chart 2.2.2 – Providing for Full Day Kindergarten 

 
 

This PlanCon A07 was completed based on full day kindergarten at all three elementary schools.  In every building, 
regular classrooms needed to be changed to full-time kindergarten rooms to accommodate.  Making this change 
reduces the state rated capacity of the elementary schools in the district by 150 students. 
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Chart 2.2.3 – Current Configuration 
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2.3 Capacity Analysis 
 

Building Name PDE Building 
FTE 

PDE Recommendations CEFPI Recommendations 
Utilization 

Factor Capacity 
Utilization 

Factor Capacity 
            
Lower Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 900 1.00 900 0.90 810 
Ringing Rocks 
Elementary School 500 1.00 500 0.90 450 
West Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 550 1.00 550 0.90 495 
            

ELEMENTARY  
SUB-TOTAL 1,950   1,950   1,755 

            
Pottsgrove Middle 
School 1,109 0.90 998 0.85 943 
            
Pottsgrove High 
School 1,214 0.90 1,093 0.85 1,032 
            

DISTRICT TOTAL 4,273   4,041   3,730 
            

 
Chart 2.3.1 – Current Configuration 

 

Building Name PDE Building 
FTE 

PDE Recommendations CEFPI Recommendations 
Utilization 

Factor Capacity 
Utilization 

Factor Capacity 
            
Lower Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 825 1.00 825 0.90 742 
Ringing Rocks 
Elementary School 475 1.00 475 0.90 428 
West Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 500 1.00 500 0.90 450 
            

ELEMENTARY  
SUB-TOTAL 1,800   1,800   1,620 

            
Pottsgrove Middle 
School 1,109 0.90 998 0.85 943 
            
Pottsgrove High 
School 1,214 0.90 1,093 0.85 1,032 
            

DISTRICT TOTAL 4,123   3,891   3,595 
            

 
Chart 2.3.2 – Providing for Full Day Kindergarten 
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Building Name 
February 

2008 
Enrollments 

PDE Recommendations CEFPI Recommendations 

Capacities 
Excess 

Capacities 

Additional 
Classrooms 

Needed Capacities 
Excess 

Capacities 

Additional 
Classrooms 

Needed 
                
Lower 
Pottsgrove 
Elementary 
School 650 825 175 -5 742 92 -4 
Ringing Rocks 
Elementary 
School 401 475 74 -3 428 27 -1 
West 
Pottsgrove 
Elementary 
School 401 500 99 -4 450 49 -2 
                
ELEMENTARY   

SUB-TOTAL 1,452 1,800 348 -14 1,620 168 -7 
                
Pottsgrove 
Middle School 800 998 198 -8 943 143 -6 
                
Pottsgrove 
High School 1,009 1,093 84 -3 1,032 23 -1 
                

DISTRICT 
TOTAL 3,261 3,891 630 -25 3,595 334 -14 

                
 
 

Chart 2.3.3 – Current Enrollment Providing for Full Day Kindergarten 
 
 
At current enrollment levels, there is sufficient capacity at all levels based on the PDE and CEFPI 
recommended capacity levels.
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Building 
Name 

Highest 
Projected 

Enrollment 

PDE Recommendations CEFPI Recommendations 

Capacities 
Excess 

Capacities 

Additional 
Classrooms 

Needed Capacities 
Excess 

Capacities 

Additional 
Classrooms 

Needed 
                
Lower 
Pottsgrove 
Elementary 
School 703 825 122 -5 742 39 -2 
Ringing 
Rocks 
Elementary 
School 422 475 53 -2 428 6 0 
West 
Pottsgrove 
Elementary 
School 438 500 62 -2 450 12 0 
                
ELEMENTARY   

SUB-TOTAL 1,563 1,800 237 -9 1,620 57 -2 
                
Pottsgrove 
Middle School 1,020 998 -22 1 943 -77 3 
                
Pottsgrove 
High School 1,336 1,093 -243 10 1,032 -304 12 
                

DISTRICT 
TOTAL 3,919 3,891 -28 2 3,595 -324 13 

 
Chart 2.3.3 – Worst Case Scenario - Highest Projected Enrollment with Provisions 

for Full Day Kindergarten 
 
 
Over the projection period evaluated, years 2008-2009 to 2016-2017, under worst case scenario, the 
district will realize a shortage of classroom space at the middle school and high school level.  This worst 
case scenario is predicted at the end of the projection period for the high school – data is least reliable at 
this point.  Middle school deficiency should be expected in 5 or 6 years and will last only several years.
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2.4  Summary of Analysis 
 
Elementary Level 

! Current enrollment at the three elementary schools does not exceed capacity when compared to 
PDE or CEFPI recommendations. 

! Enrollment projections during the period reviewed (2008 – 2016) for the Pottsgrove School District 
elementary schools show a peak in 2009 of 1,563 students.  Enrollments show minor fluctuations 
with a general trend toward slight decreases. 

! Capacity of current facilities exceeds requirements throughout entire review period when using 
PDE and CEFPI recommendations. 

! Pottsgrove School District has indicated a desire to maintain a classroom population for K 
and 1st at 18 students and at 24 students for 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th grades.  Using this criterion, 
the District is deficient by 2 classrooms at the elementary school level during the time 
period analysis in this study. 

 
 
Middle School Level 

! Current enrollment at the middle school does not exceed capacity when compared to PDE or 
CEFPI recommendations. 

! Enrollment projections during the review period show a middle school peak in 2013 with 1,020 
students.  Enrollments remain at this level for three years and then drop back into the 800s. 

! At peak projected enrollment, Pottsgrove Middle School will require between 1 and 3 additional 
classrooms. 

 
High School Level 

! Current enrollment at the high school does not exceed capacity when compared to PDE or CEFPI 
recommendations. 

! Enrollment projections during the review period show a high school peak in 2016 with 1,336 
students.  Based on projected middle school enrollments, this level should remain high for several 
years and then return to a more typical level (between 1,050 and 1,100). 

! At peak enrollment, the high school will require an additional 10 classrooms based on PDE 
recommendations or 12 classrooms based on CEFPI recommendations. 

 
 
Timing 
Planning for renovations and/or additions to facilities is a time consuming process.  From the time the need 
for renovations and/or additions is identified until the completed space is available for student use, several 
years may pass. 
 
A key factor in determining when space will become available in the district is the timeframe in which the 
school board makes a determination of the actions to be taken.  Renovations and/or additions may require 
between twenty-one months and three years to move from planning stage to student occupancy of the 
facilities.  Decisions made in the district regarding spaces for support programs and services will have an 
effect on the schools. 
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3.1  Introduction  
 

The information presented in this section represents a needs analysis of the Pottsgrove 
School District’s educational facilities.  Using the projected enrollment needs determined 
in Section 1, the existing facility capacity analysis outlined in Section 2, and the 
evaluation criteria, Gilbert Architects and Moore Engineering surveyed the school 
buildings and met with the appropriate administrative personnel in order to: 
 

! Determine facility needs related to program delivery, system life cycle 
expectancies, overall building conditions and current building and life safety code 
compliance. 

 
! Provide recommendations which, if completed, will upgrade the facilities to 

current educational standards and comprehensively extend the life cycle of the 
buildings and operational systems an additional 20 – 25 years. 

 
 
The facility recommendations can be classified into three categories as noted below.  As 
a needs analysis, only inadequate conditions are typically identified.  Conditions which 
meet the evaluation criteria are not discussed. 
 
 
Classification of needs: 
 
Code related needs: 
Current building and life safety codes are more restrictive than those enforced when 
some of the original buildings were constructed.  Existing conditions which do not meet 
today’s requirements for handicapped accessibility, fire rated construction and life safety 
considerations will be addressed as part of this evaluation.  School buildings are to be 
safe and create an environment which will encourage students to learn. 
 
Program needs: 
Instructional areas are evaluated against program criteria.  This includes a determination 
of adequacy in terms of capacity, size, spatial relationships, furnishings, equipment and 
overall teaching conditions.  Program needs have been further developed after 
discussions with the administration and faculty. 
 
Physical plant needs: 
Physical plant needs describe damaged and/or deteriorating systems and conditions 
which should be corrected in order to extend the life of the facility and maintain safe 
conditions; and items which require replacement or upgrading but are not critical to the 
continued safe operation of the facility.  This typically includes site improvements, 
finishes, furnishing upgrades, roofs, windows, HVAC systems and energy conservation 
considerations.  These recommendations do not directly improve the facilities in terms of 
the educational programs or satisfy all current life safety and building code requirements.  
School sites must be of adequate size to provide outdoor play areas, bus loading, 
parking facilities for students, staff and visitors.
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3.2  Summary of District Owned Buildings 
 

 
 

Building Addresses and Main Phone Numbers: 
Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
1401 Kauffman Road 
Pottstown, PA 19464 
610.323.0903 
 
Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 
1329 Buchert Road 
Pottstown, PA  19464 
610.323.7510 
 
West Pottsgrove Elementary School 
25 Grosstown Road 
Stowe, PA  19464 
610.323.6410 
 
Pottsgrove Middle School 
1351 North Hanover Street 
Pottstown, PA  19464 
610.326.8243 
 
Pottsgrove High School 
1345 Kauffman Road 
Pottstown, PA  19464 
610.326.5105 
 
Pottsgrove District Administrative Office – directly adjacent to high school 
1301 Kauffman Road 
Pottstown, PA  19464 
610.327.2277 
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Building Building 

Size 
Planned 
Grades 

Site 
Size 

Year Built Additions/ 
Remodels 

Ringing Rocks 
Elementary School 

52,600 
sq.ft.* 

K – 5 10.0 
acres 

1962 1967, 1983, 
1989 

Lower Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 

117,017 
sq.ft.* 

K – 5 39.6 
acres 

1972 1989, 2003 

West Pottsgrove 
Elementary School 

60,263 
sq.ft.* 

K – 5 22.5 
acres 

1980 1994, 1997, 
2008 

      
Pottsgrove Middle 
School 

167,000 
sq.ft.* 

6 – 8 38.9 
acres 

1999 N/A 

      
Pottsgrove High 
School 

167,910 
sq.ft.* 

9 – 12 49.8 
acres 

1958 1967, 1992 

      
Pottsgrove District 
Administration 
Building 

9,900 
sq.ft.* 

N/A N/A 1992 N/A 

 
* Based on information supplied by Pottsgrove School District 
 
Note:  Existing building size (square feet) is based on existing floor plans provided by the 
district which were electronically scanned and scaled.  Actual area calculations will need 
to be verified for each building project.
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3.3  Regulatory Requirements  
 

Pottsgrove School District 
Applicable Building Codes 

 
 

Municipal 
Jurisdiction 

Lower Pottsgrove 
Township 

Upper 
Pottsgrove 
Township 

West 
Pottsgrove 
Township 

Buildings Ringing Rocks ES 
Lower Pottsgrove ES 

Pottsgrove HS 
Pottsgrove DAO

Pottsgrove MS West Pottsgrove ES 

    

Zoning District R-2 Residential R-3 Residential R-3 Residential 

    

Zoning Status Public schools are 
permitted by “special 

exception” 

Public schools are 
permitted by 

“special exception” 

Public schools are 
permitted by “special 

exception” 
    

Municipal Issues 
and Comments 

Requires approval by 
Zoning Hearing Board 

Requires approval 
by Zoning Hearing 

Board 

Requires approval 
by Zoning Hearing 

Board 
    

Applicable 
Building Codes 

IBC 2006 2006 UCC 
Code/ADA Review 

IBC 2006 
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3.4 Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 
               

 
 
Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School, originally known as Pottsgrove Intermediate School is located on a 
39.6 acre parcel and has the largest site and building square feet of all the elementary schools.  The 
school was built in 1972 and went through a major renovation in 2003. 
 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   1329 Buchert Road 
    Pottstown, PA  19464 
 
Principal:   Ellen Siegel 
 
Local Municipality/County: Lower Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1972 – Original Construction, 1989, 2003 
 
Zoning:   R-2 Residential 
 
Site Size:   39.6 acres 
 
Building Size/Area:  117,017 sf 
 
Number of Floors:  Two 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry 
 
Roof:    Fully adhered E.P.D.M. membrane roof 
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Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer, modeled plaster   
    panel banding 
 
Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block at corridor walls, brick or stud and drywall,   
    moveable partition walls 
 
Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, ceramic tile 
 
Flooring:   Terrazzo, vinyl composition tile, linoleum, ceramic tile 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tile – fiber and metal panel 
 
Windows:   Glass and aluminum - operable 
 
Exterior Doors:  Aluminum door with aluminum frame 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frame 
 
Mechanical: The facility is heated by two Bryan model CL-240 bent tube boilers with 

natural gas/#2 fuel oil burners.  These boilers are in good condition. 
 
 Fuel oil is stored in a 10,000 gallon above ground oil tank located 

adjacent to the boiler room.  The system includes a leak detection 
system and is in good condition. 

 
 The hot water is circulated through the facility by a duplex variable 

volume chilled water pump set.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 The school is cooled by rooftop packaged AAON units.  These units 

appear to be operating properly and are in good condition. 
  
 Most of the school is served by VAV systems.  These systems are in 

good condition.   
 
 The classroom floors over the portico area are generally cold.   
 
 The systems in the general office area have had some conditioning 

issues that should be addressed. 
 
 The rooms over the boiler room tend to remain warm as the heat from 

the boiler is transmitted through the floor. 
 
 The grilles in the gym are constructed of aluminum.  These grilles should 

be replaced with heavy duty steel grilles as the aluminum grilles are 
damaged. 

 
 Air measurement devices are installed in the HVAC units to monitor the 

quantity of outdoor air. 
 
 CO2 control devices are utilized only in the cafeteria area. 
 
 The control system for the school is an Alerton control system with a 

Johnson Metasys system overlay. 
 
 The large areas are heated, cooled, and ventilated by single zone AAON 

air handlers with water coils. 
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 Generally the exhaust systems appear to be adequately sized and in 
good condition.  The one exception is the garage which does not have 
adequate ventilation. 

   
Plumbing/Fire Protection: The school is connected to the public water and sewer systems. 
 
 The domestic hot water is generated by one PVI water heater.  A hot 

water mixing valve and hot water recirculation pump are used to maintain 
the temperature in the piping system. 

 
 The water softener system has been de-energized due to the 

transmission of hot water from the heating system.  This system should 
be further evaluated and repaired so the water can be properly treated 
for hardness. 

 
 The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.  The automatic faucets and 

flush valves have been a maintenance problem.  Further evaluation 
should occur with these devices. 

 
 The toilet rooms appear to meet ADA accessibility standards. 
 
 The condensate disposal system for some of the AAON HVAC units 

does not function properly.  These systems should be leveled, piped, and 
drained to resolve these issues. 

 
Electrical/Communications: Service is 277/480 volts, 3 phase, 1600 Amp main breaker via a 

secondary meter on a PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is 
adequate for the building load. 

 
Generator is a KatoLight 75 KW diesel indoor unit with sub-base (skid) 
fuel tank. This unit is well-maintained and adequate for the emergency 
power load. 

 
Emergency lights are fluorescent lamps, normally-off, located within 
normal fixtures. This lighting is reported as effective and appears in good 
condition. 

 
Exit signs are LED type.  Lower mount units had been added and are 
radium gas tube (wireless) as required by a local code inspector. The 
exit signs appear to be in good condition. 

 
Lighting: Overall lighting is fluorescent T-8 linear and compact lamps using high-

efficiency electronic ballasts. Lighting is in good condition and appears to 
be well-maintained. 

 
Classroom lighting is pendant indirect with front row on separate switch 
and occupancy sensor control. The lighting levels appear to be 
appropriate for a classroom. 

 
Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide glass refractor pendant 
luminaries fitted with wire guards. Lighting is in good condition. Control is 
via a Watt Stopper panel with local multi-button controls. Replace 
gymnasium lighting switches with locking types. Unprotected, multi-
button switches have been subject to impacts and tampering. 

 
Corridor lights are recessed 2’x4’ and recessed 6” down lights controlled 
by the Watt Stopper panel time clock function. Lighting is in good 
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condition. Local corridor lighting controls need to be added at key 
entrances to building.  There are presently no corridor lighting switches, 
only time-clock control via relay panel. 

 
Library lighting is pendant indirect and compact fluorescent cylinder 
pendant integrated with corrugated-perforated metal sound panels. The 
lighting levels appear to be appropriate for a library. 

 
Stage lighting is a one-row color border light and track-mounted spot 
lights in Cafeteria controlled by a Lutron System with wall mounted 
controls. These controls are not designed for stage and are cumbersome 
for simple usage. 

 
Exterior building lighting is metal halide from full-cutoff building and pole 
mounted site luminaries.  Exterior lighting is controlled via the 
gymnasium Watt Stopper Panel by a photocell. 

 
Electrical Systems: Fire alarm is a Simplex 4100U with wall-mounted visual alarms and 

ceiling speakers.  Corridor smoke detectors are located on 30-foot 
centers.  Classrooms have speakers and visual units. The signal 
coverage is appropriate for a school. 

 
Access control is KeyScan System at all district buildings via wide area 

 network. 
 

Intrusion detection is an Ademco System, door contacts only (monitored 
by “Securahome”).  Two key pads – one on main lobby upper level and 
one at east entrance at kitchen/boiler room corridor. 

 
Video surveillance consists of a split-screen monitor in main office.  
Entrances have cameras inside looking at door. This appears to be a 
standard installation at other Pottsgrove schools. 

 
Intercom system is a Rauland head end in the main office with speakers 
throughout building.  This system is connected to be accessed by the 
voice system. 

 
Classroom clocks are analog type.  Master clock is in the intercom 
system to generate class change tones. 

 
Voice system is a Cisco voice-over-IP operated over the district-wide 
area network. 

 
Telecommunication service to the building is a 100 pair Verizon copper 

 and 24-strand single mode Verizon fiber.  
 

Local area network consists of two data closets on upper level and one 
head end.  The network is a wired/wireless overlay.  There are no wired 
classroom data outlets.  Office and computer lab outlets are wired. 

 
Cable TV service is from Comcast with cable runs in corridor to splitters 
serving lines to classrooms. 

 
Local audio systems are located in the cafeteria/stage area and the 
gymnasium. There is no reported trouble with these systems. 
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Summary of Recommendations - Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 
 
The following site and building improvements should be considered as part of a renovation 
project.  It is not our position that any or all work should be completed as a requirement, but as a 
recommendation depending on the scope of the project proposed. 
 
Site: 

! The site exceeds the minimum recommended land area for an elementary school as defined by 
the PA Department of Education. 

! New multi-purpose fields (2) can be added to the site.  (See Appendix 5.1 for Athletic Field Use 
and Feasibility Study dated October 2006) 

! Reconstruct and add softball fields (2).   (See Appendix 5.1 for Athletic Field Use and Feasibility 
Study dated October 2006) 

 
Building: 
Structure 

! Provide additional insulation for temperature control in classrooms over the portico. 
! Provide additional insulation at ceiling of boiler room to minimize higher temperatures in rooms 

above. 
! Provide additional insulation for noise control between auxiliary gym and kindergarten room 38. 

 
Systems 

! Install card access to elevator. 
! Install new sound system in gym. 
! Conditioning of general office area needs to be analyzed and corrected as needed. 
! Improve ventilation in garage. 
! Water softener system needs to be evaluated and corrected as needed. 
! AAON HVAC system needs to be leveled, piped and drained. 
! Replace gym light switches with protected, locking types. 
! Evaluate and make changes as needed to stage lighting controls. 
! Provide local light controls (to override time-clock control) at key entrances. 

 
Program 

! Enclose auxiliary gym to provide a securable space. 
! Provide larger pull down screen for visual presentations in the cafeteria. 
! Provide a pull down screen in auxiliary gym. 

 
Miscellaneous 

! Consider alternate use of locker rooms. 
! Consider alternate use and/or layout of reading center. 
! Consider rearranging library to permit more computer stations. 
! Provide automated door opener at main entrance. 
! Provide dedicated space for OT/PT and psychologist testing. 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Elementary School Educational Program Check List 

LOWER POTTSGROVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 
 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 
Participants:  Ellen Siegel, Principal, Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. General Information 

1. Current 2007-2008 enrollment?  Approximately 650 
2. How many Temporary Classroom Units (modulars) are located at your school? 0 
 

B. Site Issues 
1. Number of existing parking spaces?  Needs to be verified 
2. Is parking adequate for regular school day?  Good 
3. Is parking adequate during special school events?  Challenging  especially on “Field 

Days”– overflow parks on the street 
4. How many school buses serve your school? 

a. Full size buses – 10 or 11 
b. Half size buses – none 
c. Vans – 2 – one handicapped and one daycare 

3. Approximate number or percentage of student walkers? none 
5. Safety concerns between bus and parent drop-off/pick-up?  Two areas are well 

segregated and works as long as parents follow procedures 
6. Safety concerns with traffic flow on site or at site exits?  No 
 

C. Educational Program Issues 
1. Are classrooms adequate in size to serve 15 – 18 students for primary grades (pre-K to 

2nd) and 18 to 25 for intermediate (3rd to 5th) with new equipment and technology 
requirements?  K thru 4 are fine, 5th grade rooms on the first level are smaller and a bit 
tight 

2. What is the average number of students in a general classroom? 
a. Primary?     18 to 19       Intermediate?      23 to 25       .          

3. Adequate number of Reading and Mathematics Support spaces?  Reading Center is not 
being used for its intended use and could be re-worked to be more effective use of 
space 

4. Large group instructional/lecture space available?  Use Cafeteria 
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5. Acoustics within teaching spaces support verbal communications?  Generally good 
except between room 38 and the gym – no insulation for noise in the auxiliary gym 

6. Adequate number of power and data outlets in teaching spaces?  Fine for now – as more 
computers are added will need more power outlets. 

7. Adequate non-glare lighting is provided in teaching spaces?  Yes – no glare, 
MechoShades help 

8. Noisy areas (music, band, gym, auditorium, boiler room, etc.) are acoustically isolated 
from teaching spaces?  Areas are not segregated, but sound is generally not an issue, 
except from gym to room 38 and health classroom (110) gets noise from cafeteria 

9. Specialized learning areas and equipment is compatible with instructional needs? 
a. Art Education 

1. Art Studio – good, but no natural light 
2. Sculpture/Kiln studio - Yes 

b. Library 
1. Storage – computer/teaching area could use some re-arrangement, 

additional computers, larger projection screen 
2. Conference Room - No 

c. Computer Lab – good, chairs have wheels and cause some behavior problems 
d. Health Classroom – a bit noisy from the cafeteria 
e. Music Education 

1. Classroom – Very large room 
2. Instrumental Room – Large room 
3. Practice Rooms (2) - Good 
4. Storage  - Good 

f. Physical Education 
1. Gym – Very poor acoustics in this area, would like some way to close 

and lock off auxiliary gym from main gym – convert this to fitness area 
with DDR and Wii equipment 

2. Locker Rooms – Underutilized – only used by middle school teams for 
changing, could be converted to something else 

3. Physical Education teacher office – 2 – one in each locker room 
4. Toilets near Gym? Yes 
5. Equipment storage capacity? Good 

 
D. ADA Accessibility Issues 

1. Adequate and appropriate handicap parking from main parking lots to main public 
entrances?  Yes 

2. ADA compliant toilet facilities?  Yes 
3. Gymnasium bleacher handicap seating?  No 
4. Assistive listening system for cafeteria and gymnasium?  Yes 
5. Elevator or ramp access to upper or lower levels where applicable?  Yes 
6. Administration reception counter is accessible?  Yes 
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E. Support Spaces 
1. Cafeteria with stage/Kitchen 

a. Number of lunch seatings?  4 
b. Number of serving lines?  2 
c. Cafeteria is adequate in size?  Seating capacity?  275 by design 
d. Kitchen equipment meets the needs for proper food preparation requirements? 

Yes 
e. Sound system quality?  Okay 
f. Stage lighting and rigging system quality?  Good 
g. Adequate support space for public functions   

1. Lobby - Yes 
2. Public toilets - Yes 
3. Stage is adequate in size - Yes 
4. Changing rooms – no designated areas, use storage room 

2. Administration Suite 
a. Located at main entrance with proper supervision of visitors entering the 

building?  Yes 
b. Secure vestibule?  Yes 
c. Reception area provides adequate seating for visitors?  Yes 
d. Adequate numbers of offices of proper size?  Yes – Assistant Principal is located 

in classroom on lower level 
e. Adequate mail/work room?  Good, but need more mail boxes 
f. Adequate conference room?  Good, but on the smaller side and shared with 

Guidance 
g. Administration toilets provided?  One within the Admin. Suite 
h. In-School Suspension room?  Yes, in the Admin. office 

3. Instructional Support Teacher?  Has their own classroom 
4. Student Service Specialists?  Speech, looking into identifying Gifted and Talented space 
5. Nurse/Health Suite 

a. Private waiting/treatment room?  Yes 
b. Adequate cot area with nurse supervision?  Yes 
c. Lockable storage for medications?  Yes 

6. Student Support Center - No 
7. Professional Development School’s Office & Seminar Room provided?  Use library, 

cafeteria or conf. room 
8. Instructional Planning Centers (2) - Yes 
9. Faculty lounge/dining is adequate in size and centrally located within building or to 

academic area?  Yes 
10. Adequate numbers of faculty toilets are conveniently located through out the building?  

No – could use more 
11. Student Toilets/restrooms – could use another set of multi-user toilet rooms 

a. Located close to academic classrooms? Yes 
b. Located close to cafeteria and public use spaces? Yes 
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c. Adequate in size to handle the school day and evening function demand? Yes 
12. Corridors and stairs are adequate in width to avoid congestion during class changes?  

Yes 
13. Storage is adequate?  Generally good 

a. Student material storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  
Students are sharing cubbies, but okay 

b. Student lockers?  No lockers being used 
c. Teacher storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Good 
d. Administration and Guidance storage?  Good 
e. General school supplies?  Other schools have things stored on lower level – many 

deliveries are received at Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School due to space and 
loading dock 

14. Custodial space sufficient?  Okay 
 
F. General Building systems and conditions 

1. Roof condition 
a. Type of roofing system(s)? 
b. Leaks? 

2. Window systems 
a. Operable windows? 
b. Insulated glass windows? 

3. Mechanical systems provide reliable heating, ventilation and cooling? 
4. Plumbing systems function properly? 

a. Quality of drinking water? 
b. Water pressure adequate? 

5. Fire protection/sprinkler system? 
6. Electrical systems are reliable and adequate for power requirements? 
7. Lighting systems provide adequate levels of illumination for required tasks? 

a. Minimal glare at computer stations? 
8. Fire Alarm system is functional and meets current code and ADA requirements? 
9. Security Systems 

a. Card access system? 
b. CCTV system? 
c. Intrusion detection system? 
d. Central monitoring station tied into the fire alarm system? 
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3.5 Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
 
 

                 
 
Ringing Rocks Elementary School is located on a 10 acre parcel directly adjacent to Pottsgrove High 
School.  It was built in 1962 and currently houses students from kindergarten to 5th grade. 
 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   1401 Kauffman Road 
    Pottstown, PA  19464 
 
Principal:   Michelle Bozzini 
 
Local Municipality/County: Lower Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1962 – Original Construction, 1983, 1989 
 
Zoning:   R-2 Residential 
 
Site Size:   10.0 acres 
 
Building Size/Area:  52,600 sq.ft. 
 
Number of Floors:  One 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry 
 
Roof:    Hypalon rolled rubber 
 
Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer, aluminum window  
    curtain wall 
 
Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block, brick or stud and drywall 
 
Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, ceramic tile 
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Flooring:   Terrazzo, vinyl composition tile, asbestos floor tile, ceramic tile,   
    wood (stage) 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tiles 
 
Windows:   Sliding aluminum frame windows with vertical blinds 
 
Exterior Doors:  Hollow metal door with metal frame 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frame 
 
Mechanical: The school is served by two separate boiler rooms.  Each boiler room 

includes a Weil McLain series 788 dual fuel boiler with a Gordon Piatt 
burner.  The boilers do not have blend pumps installed to reduce the risk 
of thermal shock.  These pumps should be added. 

 
 Fuel oil is stored in two 2500 gallon oil tanks without leak detection 

systems. 
 
 The hot water is circulated through the facility by horizontal base 

mounted hot water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 The heating system has a main hot water temperature reset valve in 

place for reducing the loop water temperature based on outdoor 
temperature.  This system appeared to be functioning properly. 

 
 There are many valves that are corroded and no longer function.  Also, 

the old gate valves should be replaced with newer style ball valves for 
better system serviceability. 

 
 Combustion air systems for the boiler rooms do not meet current code 

requirements. 
 
 The school ATC system is a Landis & Gyr system.  The system is 

generally a pneumatic control system and in need of upgrade.  Zone 
control is quite limited. 

 
 Most of the school is heated by classroom style unit ventilators.  These 

units provide heating and ventilation only.  They are not particularly 
effective for ventilation or air distribution.  They also do not provide any 
cooling. 

 
 Relief air for the unit ventilators flows into the corridor through door 

louvers.  This is a code violation as smoke would be forced into the 
egress path during a fire. 

 
 The exhaust systems appear to be inadequately sized in most areas. 
 
 Several areas are air conditioned with rooftop units as follows:  library, 

cafeteria, math room, reading room, and room 25.  The rooftop ductwork 
systems are in poor condition and should be repaired. 

 
 The office area utilized packaged through the wall air conditioners.  

These units are drafty, inefficient, and noisy. 
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 The gymnasium utilizes two heating only units hung from the ceiling.  
Access is difficult.  The air distribution in the space is very poor and 
noisy.  This system should be upgraded and ducted. 

 
 The copier/server room in the library is not adequately conditioned.  An 

independent cooling system should be added for this area. 
 
 Except as noted above, the systems were generally in good condition but 

are 20 years old and at the end of their typical effective life expectancy. 
 
 
Plumbing/Fire Protection: The school is connected to the public water and sewer systems. 
 
 The domestic water system does not appear to have the required 

backflow prevention device installed on the 3” service. 
 
 The domestic hot water is generated by two PVI 240 gallon water 

heaters for the 110 F system and one AO Smith 140 gallon water heater 
for the 170 F system to the kitchen. 

 
 The recirculation pump for the domestic hot water system is in need of 

repair. 
 
 The valves at the water heater system are in poor condition and in need 

of replacement. 
 
 Some galvanized drain piping was noted during the survey.  This pipe 

typically experiences early failure and should be replaced. 
 
 Some of the storm sewer lines were not insulated.  These un-insulated 

pipes can sweat and cause stained tiles and wet floors.  They should be 
insulated to prevent this potential condensation issue. 

 
 The plumbing fixtures generally appeared to be in fair condition. 
 
 Some classrooms have bubblers at the sinks. 
 
 The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards. 
 
 The school does not have any fire sprinkler system. 
 
 The kitchen utilizes an in-floor style grease trap. 
 
 Except as noted above, the systems were generally in good condition but 

are 20 years old, or older, and at the end of their typical effective life 
expectancy. 

 
 
Energy Opportunities: Generally the systems should be replaced with more efficient systems 

that allow for greater control and energy saving opportunities. 
 
 
Electrical/Communications: Service is 120/208 volts, 3 phase, 1600 Amp main fused switch via a 

secondary meter on a PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is 
adequate for the building load.  The distribution switchboard is poorly 
labeled with panelboard circuits. 
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Emergency lights are incandescent lamps within fluorescent luminaries.  
There are incandescent spotlights in the cafeteria and incandescent 
emergency lamps in several other locations. 

 
Exit signs are incandescent.  The exit signs should be replaced with LED 
types. 

  
Lighting: Overall lighting is fluorescent T-12, linear lamps using magnetic ballasts. 

Replace or retrofit T-12 fixtures with T-8 lights and electronic ballasts. 
 

Classroom lighting has recessed, lens type using four T-12 lamps. The 
inner 2 and outer 2 lamp ballasts are on separate switches.  The lighting 
levels appear to be appropriate for classrooms.  Replace T-12 fixtures 
with pendant or recessed using T-8 3 lamp luminaries. 

 
Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide aluminum reflector lensed 
pendant luminaries fitted with wire guards. Lighting is in good condition.  
Clean and re-lamp fixtures with high-output metal halide.   
 
Corridor lights are recessed 1’x4’ fluorescent. 

 
Library lighting is T-12 lensed recessed fluorescent. The lighting levels 
appear to be low for a library. 
 
Stage lighting in the cafeteria is track-mounted spot lights. 

 
Cafeteria lighting has been replaced with semi-recessed lensed 320 watt 
metal halide type.  More controls are needed to manually reduce levels 
when there is abundant daylight. 

 
Exterior building lighting is metal halide from building wall-packs and 
recessed incandescent.  Exterior lighting is controlled by photocell. 

 
Electrical Systems: Fire alarm is a Simplex 4001 zoned panel with wall-mounted audio/visual 

alarms.  Corridor smoke detectors are located on 30-foot centers.  The 
signal coverage should be reviewed as there are no classroom audio-
visual devices.  This system is not monitored by an off-site central 
station.  A new system is recommended. 

 
Access control is KeyScan System at all district buildings via wide area 
network. 

 
There is no intrusion detection system. 

 
Video surveillance consists of a split-screen monitor in main office.  
Entrances have cameras inside looking at door. This appears to be a 
standard installation at other Pottsgrove schools. 
 
Intercom system is a Dukane switch-bank in the main office with 
speakers throughout building. This system cannot be connected to be 
accessed by the voice system.  Classrooms have call buttons.  A new 
system is recommended. 

 
Classroom clocks are analog type.  Master clock is a Simplex unit in the 
main office and it generates class change tones over speakers. 

 
Voice system is a Cisco voice-over-IP operated over the district-wide 
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area network. 
 

Telecommunication service to the building is a 50 pair Verizon copper.  
There is no optical fiber service into the building.  The entry point 
appears to be the boiler room and is not well organized or labeled. 

 
Local area network consists of two data closets with a copper backbone.  
The network is a wired/wireless overlay.  There is at least one wired 
classroom data outlet.  Office and computer lab outlets are wired. 

 
Cable TV service is from Comcast with cable runs in corridor to splitters 
serving lines to classrooms.   

 
A portable local audio system in a road case plugged into fixed speakers 
is used in the gymnasium.  At the time of visit it was being used and 
sounded good. 
 
The cafeteria system is old and speakers are deteriorated.  This system 
should be upgraded. 

 
Energy Savings  
Opportunities: Replace older fluorescent pendant lights in classrooms with pendant T-8 

luminaries.   
 
 Retrofit all T-12 fluorescent (support spaces) with T-8 lamps and 

electronic ballasts. 
 

Investigate present or future “low power factor” penalties on PECO 
electric billing.  Install capacitive correction as required to eliminate 
charges. 

 
 Add occupancy sensors to classrooms and smaller spaces where lights 

may be unintentionally left on. 
 
 Replace all exit signs with LED types to eliminate maintenance and 

reduce from 30 watts to 4 watts each. 
 
 Replace high-glare exterior building lighting with cutoff style compact 

fluorescent for effective security lighting.  Replace recessed 
incandescent with surface compact fluorescent that covers opening. 
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Summary of Recommendations – Ringing  Rocks Elementary School 
 
The following site and building improvements should be considered as part of a renovation 
project.  It is not our position that any or all work should be completed as a requirement, but as a 
recommendation depending on the scope of the project proposed. 
 
Site: 

! The site meets the minimum recommended land area for an elementary school as defined by the 
PA Department of Education. 

! Additional parking is required. 
! Drop-off/pick-up areas for parents and buses are not well segregated creating a safety issue. 
! Relocate flag pole to area that does not require students to cross through parking and traffic. 

 
Building: 
Structure 

! Provide sound control between music and rest of the school. 
 
Systems 

! Boilers do not have blend pumps installed to reduce the risk of thermal shock.  These pumps 
should be added. 

! Fuel oil is stored in two 2500 gallon oil tanks without leak detection systems. 
! There are many valves that are corroded and no longer function.  Also, the old gate valves should 

be replaced with newer style ball valves for better system serviceability. 
! Combustion air systems for the boiler rooms do not meet current code requirements. 
! The school ATC system is a Landis & Gyr system.  The system is generally a pneumatic control 

system and in need of upgrade.  Zone control is quite limited. 
! Relief air for the unit ventilators flows into the corridor through door louvers.  This is a code 

violation as smoke would be forced into the egress path during a fire. 
! The exhaust systems appear to be inadequately sized in most areas. 
! The rooftop air conditioning ductwork systems are in poor condition and should be repaired. 
! The office area utilized packaged through the wall air conditioners.  These units are drafty, 

inefficient, and noisy. 
! The gymnasium utilizes two heating only units hung from the ceiling.  Access is difficult.  The air 

distribution in the space is very poor and noisy.  This system should be upgraded and ducted. 
! The copier/server room in the library is not adequately conditioned.  An independent cooling 

system should be added for this area. 
! The domestic water system does not appear to have the required backflow prevention device 

installed on the 3” service. 
! The recirculation pump for the domestic hot water system is in need of repair. 
! The valves at the water heater system are in poor condition and in need of replacement. 
! Some galvanized drain piping was noted during the survey.  This pipe typically experiences early 

failure and should be replaced. 
! Storm sewer lines should be insulated to prevent stained tiles and wet floors. 
! The school does not have any fire sprinkler system. 
! The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards.  
! Generator is a Kohler 30 KW natural gas indoor unit. This unit is well-maintained but may not be 

adequate for the connected lighting and heating systems power load.  The boiler and circulator 
(heating) equipment is connected to the emergency system. 

! Exit signs are incandescent.  The exit signs should be replaced with LED types. 
! Overall lighting is fluorescent T-12, linear lamps using magnetic ballasts. Replace or retrofit T-12 

fixtures with T-8 lights and electronic ballasts. 
! Library lighting is T-12 lensed recessed fluorescent. The lighting levels appear to be low for a 

library. 
! Cafeteria lighting has been replaced with semi-recessed lensed 320 watt metal halide type.  More 

controls are needed to manually reduce levels when there is abundant daylight. 
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! Fire alarm is a Simplex 4001 zoned panel with wall-mounted audio/visual alarms.  Corridor smoke 
detectors are located on 30-foot centers.  The signal coverage should be reviewed as there are 
no classroom audio-visual devices.  This system is not monitored by an off-site central station.  A 
new system is recommended. 

! There is no intrusion detection system. 
! Intercom system is a Dukane switch-bank in the main office with speakers throughout building. 

This system cannot be connected to be accessed by the voice system.  Classrooms have call 
buttons.  A new system is recommended. 

! Telecommunication service to the building is a 50 pair Verizon copper.  There is no optical fiber 
service into the building.  The entry point appears to be the boiler room and is not well organized 
or labeled. 

! The cafeteria system is old and speakers are deteriorated.  This system should be upgraded. 
! Retrofit all T-12 fluorescent (support spaces) with T-8 lamps and electronic ballasts. 
! Add occupancy sensors to classrooms and smaller spaces where lights may be unintentionally 

left on. 
! Replace high-glare exterior building lighting with cutoff style compact fluorescent for effective 

security lighting.  Replace recessed incandescent with surface compact fluorescent that covers 
opening. 

! Except as noted above, the systems were generally in good condition but are 20 years old and at 
the end of their typical effective life expectancy. 

! Provide additional power outlets in specified areas to avoid extension cords. 
! Replace floor in library (replace carpet with tile). 
! Improve ventilation in MDF/IDF closets. 

 
Program 

! Provide secure vestibule. 
! Replace floor in gym. 
! Replace kitchen equipment. 
! Remove tables built into walls in cafeteria – safety issue. 
! Move kiln into art studio area. 
! Relocate guidance closer to administration. 
! Create waiting room for nurse’s suite. 
! Replace casework as needed in classrooms. 
! Improve method of delivery to the kitchen – currently through front door. 
! Provide space for IT personnel. 

 
Miscellaneous 
 

! Provide ADA compliant door hardware. 
! Provide ADA compliant counter in reception area. 
! Provide ADA access to stage in the cafeteria. 
! Provide automated door at main entrance. 
! Replace vertical blinds with MechoShades. 
! Provide additional interior security gates to secure portions of the building for evening use. 
! Provide card access at additional doors. 
! Remove asbestos floor tiles.
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Elementary School Educational Program Check List 

RINGING ROCKS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 
Date of Meeting: February 25, 2008 
Participants:  Irene Klucar, Principal, Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects Inc. 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects Inc. 
 

A. General Information 
1. Current 2007-2008 enrollment?  401, expect this to remain about the same next 

year and have had as many as 580 students 
2. How many Temporary Classroom Units (modulars) are located at your school?  0 
 

B. Site Issues 
1. Number of existing parking spaces?  Need to verify 
2. Is parking adequate for regular school day?  No, cafeteria workers are the last to arrive 

and often need to park along drive 
3. Is parking adequate during special school events?  No, for events parents park on the 

playgrounds 
4. How many school buses serve your school? 

a. Full size buses – 15 or 16  
b. Half size buses –  0 
c. Vans –  4 or 5 

3. Approximate number or percentage of student walkers?  About 10 to 15 students 
5. Safety concerns between bus and parent drop-off/pick-up?  Yes, parents go to the back 

of the building and buses go to the front.  Cars and buses must cross each other’s 
paths and students are in between all vehicles.  Student walkers also compete with 
bus traffic. 

6. Safety concerns with traffic flow on site or at site exits?  Yes, not enough room to easily 
accommodate the two-way traffic.  Traffic gets congested at Kauffman Road. 

 
C. Educational Program Issues 

1. Are classrooms adequate in size to serve 15 – 18 students for primary grades (pre-K to 
2nd) and 18 to 25 for intermediate (3rd to 5th) with new equipment and technology 
requirements?    Yes for both primary and intermediate. 

2. What is the average number of students in a general classroom? 
a. Primary?    18      Intermediate?     22       .          
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3. Adequate number of Reading and Mathematics Support spaces?  No – could use more, 
have a space for Speech and the I.S.T. and one Math room and the Reading space is 
shared with Title 1 teachers. 

4. Large group instructional/lecture space available?  No space 
5. Acoustics within teaching spaces support verbal communications?  Music program can 

be heard down the hall 
6. Adequate number of power and data outlets in teaching spaces? All technology is on 

carts – including TV’s, so extension cords are used and create safety issues.  Floor or 
ceiling mount outlets would be preferred. 

7. Adequate non-glare lighting is provided in teaching spaces?  Yes – depends on which 
side of the building – front has more problems with glare 

8. Noisy areas (music, band, gym, auditorium, boiler room, etc.) are acoustically isolated 
from teaching spaces?  With exception of the Music program 

9. Specialized learning areas and equipment is compatible with instructional needs? 
a. Art Education 

1. Art Studio – Yes, with natural light and access to outside 
2. Sculpture/Kiln studio – Kiln is in Boiler Room – far removed from the Art 

Studio 
b. Library 

1. Storage - Okay 
2. Conference Room - No 

c. Computer Lab – Yes with 25 stations 
d. Health Classroom – No, on a cart, teacher is also the PE teacher 
e. Music Education 

1. Classroom - Yes 
2. Instrumental Room - Yes 
3. Practice Rooms (2) - No 
4. Storage – Some but inadequate 

f. Physical Education 
1. Gym – Carpeted with bad acoustics 
2. Locker Rooms – Yes, but used for storage 
3. Physical Education teacher office - Yes 
4. Toilets near Gym? Yes 
5. Equipment storage capacity?  Could be bigger – this space is also used 

for Building Facilities storage 
 

D. ADA Accessibility Issues 
1. Adequate and appropriate handicap parking from main parking lots to main public 

entrances?  Only one spot 
2. ADA compliant toilet facilities?  No  
3. Gymnasium bleacher handicap seating?  No gym seating 
4. Assistive listening system for cafeteria and gymnasium?  No 
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5. Elevator or ramp access to upper or lower levels where applicable?  Exterior ramp to get 
into door 

6. Administration reception counter is accessible?  No 
 

E. Support Spaces 
1. Cafeteria with stage/Kitchen 

a. Number of lunch seatings?  4 
b. Number of serving lines?  2 
c. Cafeteria is adequate in size?  Seating capacity?  156 – some tables built into the 

wall – only used occasionally because they are unsafe. 
d. Kitchen equipment meets the needs for proper food preparation requirements?  

Old equipment requiring many repairs – milk machine is broken now 
e. Sound system quality?  Poor 
f. Stage lighting and rigging system quality?  Curtain only with minimal spot lights 
g. Adequate support space for public functions 

1. Lobby - Okay 
2. Public toilets - Okay 
3. Stage is adequate in size - Yes 
4. Changing rooms - No 

2. Administration Suite – would like to have Guidance adjacent to the Admin. Suite 
a. Located at main entrance with proper supervision of visitors entering the 

building?  No 
b. Secure vestibule?  No 
c. Reception area provides adequate seating for visitors?  No 
d. Adequate numbers of offices of proper size?  No 
e. Adequate mail/work room?  No 
f. Adequate conference room?  No, shared by many people and groups 
g. Administration toilets provided?  One in Principal’s office, others in corridor  
h. In-School Suspension room?  No, use Principal’s office 

3. Instructional Support Teacher?  Yes, with office in Library 
4. Student Service Specialists?  No 
5. Nurse/Health Suite 

a. Private waiting/treatment room?  No 
b. Adequate cot area with nurse supervision?  Yes, 3 cots 
c. Lockable storage for medications?  Yes 

6. Student Support Center - No 
7. Professional Development School’s Office & Seminar Room provided?  No, have a shelf in 

the library with some materials 
8. Instructional Planning Centers (2) – No, use classrooms 
9. Faculty lounge/dining is adequate in size and centrally located within building or to 

academic area?  Not big enough to fit entire staff 
10. Adequate numbers of faculty toilets are conveniently located throughout the building?  

No 
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11. Student Toilets/restrooms 
a. Located close to academic classrooms?  Okay 
b. Located close to cafeteria and public use spaces?  Yes 
c. Adequate in size to handle the school day and evening function demand?  Okay 

12. Corridors and stairs are adequate in width to avoid congestion during class changes?  
Tight in some corridors – especially near Related Arts 

13. Storage is adequate? 
a. Student material storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  

Classrooms from last addition are not as big as others and tight on space 
b. Student lockers? N/A 
c. Teacher storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay 
d. Administration and Guidance storage?  Guidance storage is okay,  admin. could 

use more space. 
e. General school supplies?  Not good – use any space available to keep things 

14. Custodial space sufficient?  Okay 
 
F. General Building systems and conditions 

1. Roof condition 
a. Type of roofing system(s)?  First generation rolled rubber - Hypalon 
b. Leaks?  Yes – from wear and from birds pecking at it. 

2. Window systems 
a. Operable windows?  Yes 
b. Insulated glass windows?  Yes 

3. Mechanical systems provide reliable heating, ventilation and cooling?  Okay – only the 
core areas in the building are air conditioned 

4. Plumbing systems function properly?  Okay 
a. Quality of drinking water?  Okay – but not many fountains in the corridors 
b. Water pressure adequate?  Okay 

5. Fire protection/sprinkler system?  Less than 10% of building 
6. Electrical systems are reliable and adequate for power requirements?  Adequate, 

emergency generation is undersized 
7. Lighting systems provide adequate levels of illumination for required tasks? 

a. Minimal glare at computer stations?  Okay – lighting is still all T-12 
8. Fire Alarm system is functional and meets current code and ADA requirements?  Okay 
9. Security Systems 

a. Card access system?  Only at the main entrance 
b. CCTV system?  4 internal cameras 
c. Intrusion detection system?  No 
d. Central monitoring station tied into the fire alarm system?  No 
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3.6 West Pottsgrove Elementary School 
               

 
 
West Pottsgrove Elementary School is located on a 22.5 acre parcel in West Pottsgrove Township.  The 
school was built in 1980 and has experienced several significant renovations. 
 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   25 Grosstown Road 
    Stowe, PA  19464 
 
Principal:   Ruth Fisher 
 
Local Municipality/County: West Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1980 – Original Construction, 1994, 1997, 2008 
 
Zoning:   R-3 Residential 
 
Site Size:   22.5 acres 
 
Building Size/Area:  60,263 sq.ft. 
 
Number of Floors:  One 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry with metal panels 
 
Roof:    Ballasted EPDM 
 
Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer 
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Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block at corridor walls, brick or stud and drywall,   
    moveable partition walls 
 
Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, ceramic tile 
 
Flooring:   Terrazzo, vinyl composition tile, linoleum, ceramic tile, carpet (in library) 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tile 
 
Windows:   Glass and aluminum windows – some operable 
 
Exterior Doors:  Hollow metal door with metal frame 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frame 
 
Mechanical: The facility is heated by two Weil McLain 788 cast iron boilers with #2 

fuel oil Industrial Combustion burners.  The boilers have blend pumps 
installed to help reduce the possibility of thermal shock.  These boilers 
are in good condition. 

 
 Fuel oil is stored in a 2500 gallon oil tank.  The system includes a leak 

detection system and is in good condition. 
 
 The hot water is circulated through the facility by horizontal base 

mounted hot water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition.  The 
system did appear to have air entrained in the system.  We suggest that 
the District bleed the air out of the systems to reduce system noise. 

 
 In addition to the base mounted pumps, there are two inline pumps for 

newer zones.  These pumps are in good condition. 
 
 The heating system has a main hot water temperature reset valve in 

place for reducing the loop water temperature based on outdoor 
temperature.  This system appeared to be functioning properly. 

 
 The main boiler room is not adequately ventilated.  Additional ventilation 

should be added.  In addition, the main control panel has a clip on fan 
installed on the unit to keep it cool.  This unit should be installed in 
another conditioned space as the high room temperature will affect the 
performance and life expectancy. 

 
 The school ATC system is a Johnson DDC system that is in good 

condition. 
 
 Some of the pipe insulation is stained and wet.  This typically relates to 

pipe or valve leaks.  These leaks should be repaired. 
 
 The school is cooled by a 154 ton Trane air cooled chiller with a remote 

evaporator.  The room that holds the remote evaporator does not appear 
to comply with current requirements for spaces with refrigerant.  
Refrigerant monitors should be installed to control the ventilation 
systems.  In addition, the room should have the proper breathing 
apparatus installed for emergency use. 

 
 The chilled water is circulated through the facility by horizontal base 

mounted chilled water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
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 Most of the school is conditioned by classroom style unit ventilators.  
These units provide heating and cooling only – not the outdoor air 
ventilation.  They are not particularly effective for air distribution, but do 
appear to be in relatively good condition. 

 
 Outdoor air ventilation is provided to the classrooms through rooftop heat 

recovery units as opposed to being provided through the unit ventilators. 
 
 We were not able to confirm if the unit ventilators have economizer 

capability.  If this does not exist, then there is not any way to get free 
cooling during moderate to low temperature days.  It may be possible to 
add this feature for areas that need cooling in the heating season. 

 
 Large spaces utilize central air handlers with hot and chilled water coils.  

These units appear to be in good operating condition.  The cafeteria 
units are hung from the high space and do not appear to have cooling.  
When they are replaced, they should be relocated for better serviceability 
and should be piped to be able to provide adequate cooling. 

 
 We noticed that a storage room has been converted to a music space.  

This room does not have the required ventilation systems in place and 
does not comply with current codes and standards. 

 
 The MDF room is not adequately conditioned.  A new air conditioning 

system should be installed in this space. 
 
 The exhaust systems appear to be adequately sized and in good 

condition. 
  
 
Plumbing/Fire Protection: The school is connected to the public water and sewer systems. 
 
 The domestic water system has the required backflow prevention device. 
 
 A booster pump system is installed due to low pressure in the building.  

The booster system is raising the pressure from an incoming pressure of 
35 psi to a building supply pressure of 65 psi.  Some of the insulation on 
the system is in poor condition and should be replaced. 

 
 The domestic hot water is generated by an AO Smith 200 gallon dual 

fuel water heater.  The related tank is leaking and the unit should be 
replaced.  The system also includes a mixing valve.  There are signs of 
leaks and corrosion at the valve.  This system should be repaired or 
upgraded at the same time the water heater is replaced. 

 
 The plumbing fixtures generally appeared to be in good condition. 
 
 Some classrooms have bubblers at the sinks. 
 
 Some of the older water coolers appear to be in need of replacement.  

Due to their age, they are not likely “lead free”.  
 
 The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards. 
 
 The school includes a fire sprinkler system.  Due to the low pressure, the 

system includes a 10,000 gallon holding tank and the required fire 
pumps.  The systems appear to be in fair condition. 
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 The kitchen utilizes an outdoor style grease trap. 
 
 
Energy Opportunities: Variable speed drives could be added to the HVAC circulation pumps to 

reduce hot and chilled water pump energy. 
 
 CO2 sensors could be added to the larger areas to allow for demand 

control type ventilation.  This will greatly reduce the cost of ventilating 
these spaces.  This control would be most effective in the gymnasium, 
cafeteria, media center, and auditorium. 

 
 When the water heater is replaced, the new units should be a high 

efficiency type  to reduce the cost of water heating. 
 
 Unit ventilators could be tied to occupancy sensors to reduce fan run 

times and energy use.  The occupancy sensor would not change room 
temperature, but would allow the ventilation and fan to be cycled based 
on actual room occupancy. 

 
 
Electrical/Communications: Service is 120/208 volts, 3 phase, 2000 Amp main fused switch via a 

secondary meter on a PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is 
adequate for the building load. 

 
Generator is a Kohler 60 KW natural gas indoor unit. This unit is well-
maintained and adequate for the connected lighting and systems power 
load.  The boiler and circulator (heating) equipment is not connected to 
the emergency system. 

 
Emergency lights are fluorescent luminaries connected as night lights. 
There are incandescent spotlights in the cafeteria and incandescent 
emergency lamps in several other locations. 

 
Exit signs are incandescent and compact fluorescent type.  All exit signs 
should be replaced with LED types. 

  
Lighting: Overall lighting is fluorescent using a mixture of T-12, T-8 linear and 

compact lamps and magnetic and high-efficiency electronic ballasts. 
Newer T-8 lighting is in good condition and appears to be well-
maintained.  Replace or retrofit T-12 fixtures with T-8 lamps. 

 
Classroom lighting is either pendant T-12 or T-8 parabolic recessed with 
center lamps or one row on separate switch.  The lighting levels appear 
to be appropriate for classrooms.  Replace T-12 fixtures with pendant or 
recessed using T-8 lamps. 

 
Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide glass refractor pendant 
luminaries fitted with wire guards. Lighting is in fair condition.  Clean and 
re-lamp lights with high-output metal halide lamps.  Stage lighting in the 
gymnasium is track-mounted spot lights. 

 
Corridor lights are recessed 2’x4’ and recessed 6” compact fluorescent 
down lights. The newer T-8 lighting is in good condition.  Replace T-12 
fixtures and 2 x 2  (‘U’ tube T-12) with T-8 types.  

 
Library lighting is T-8 parabolic louver fluorescent. The lighting levels 
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appear to be appropriate for a library. 
 

Cafeteria lighting is mercury vapor, consumes over 10 kilowatts total and 
is in poor condition.  These lights should be replaced with compact or T-5 
high output fluorescent due to mounting height of 18 feet.  (This was the 
original gymnasium.) 

 
Exterior building lighting is metal halide from building wall-packs and full-
cutoff pole mounted site luminaries.  Exterior lighting is controlled by 
photocell. 

 
Electrical Systems: Fire alarm is an Edwards ‘EST2’ with wall-mounted audio/visual alarms.  

Corridor smoke detectors are located on 30-foot centers.  The signal 
coverage should be reviewed as there are no classroom audio-visual 
devices. 

 
Access control is KeyScan system at all district buildings via wide area 

 network. 
 

Intrusion detection is a Napco system, door contacts and corridor motion 
sensors.  This system is reported to be unreliable due to excessive heat 
in the boiler room where the main panel is located. 

 
Video surveillance consists of a split-screen monitor in main office.  
Entrances have cameras inside looking at door. The office has a door 
bell and controlled access doors.   

 
Intercom system is a Rauland telecenter. Main amplifier and control is in 
the main office with speakers throughout building.  This system is 
connected to be accessed by the voice system. 

 
Classroom clocks are analog type.  Master clock is in the intercom 
system to generate class change tones. 

 
Voice system is a Cisco voice-over-IP operated over the district-wide 
area network. 

 
Telecommunication service to the building is a 200 pair Verizon copper.  
There appears to be no optical fiber service into the building. 

 
Local area network consists of data closets and library head end.  The 
network is a wired/wireless overlay.  There is at least one wired 
classroom data outlet.  Office and computer lab outlets are wired. 

 
Cable TV service is from Comcast with cable runs in corridor to splitters 
serving lines to classrooms.  There is a local, in-school broadcast system 
similar to one at the middle school. 

 
Local audio system is located in the stage area at the gymnasium. There 
is no CD player and this system is not used often. 

 
Energy Savings  
Opportunities: Replace older fluorescent pendant lights in classrooms with pendant T-8 

luminaries.  The older luminaries are effective, but inefficient. 
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Investigate present or future “low power factor” penalties on PECO 
electric billing.  Install capacitive correction as required to eliminate 
charges. 

 
 Add occupancy sensors to classrooms and smaller spaces where lights 

may be unintentionally left on. 
 
 Replace all exit signs with LED types to eliminate maintenance and 

reduce from 30 watts to 4 watts each. 
 
 Re-circuit emergency, always-on lighting to normally-off emergency and 

switched normal circuits.  Use 3-lamp luminaries with the center lamp on 
emergency only circuits. 

 
 Replace cafeteria lighting to reduce consumption by 50% and increase 

lighting levels 30%. 
 
 Replace high-glare exterior building “wall-pack” lighting with cutoff style 

compact fluorescent for effective security lighting. 
 

Review control of exterior lighting.  Parking area lighting may be turned 
off after hours where not required for security. 
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Summary of Recommendations – West Pottsgrove Elementary School 
 
The following site and building improvements should be considered as part of a renovation 
project.  It is not our position that any or all work should be completed as a requirement, but as a 
recommendation depending on the scope of the project proposed. 
 
Site: 

! The site exceeds the minimum recommended land area for an elementary school as defined by 
the PA Department of Education. 

! Modify parking lot to improve flow and conditions for drop-off/pick-up 
 
Building: 
Structure 

! Replace aluminum windows and entrances with higher efficiency units. 
 
Systems 

! We suggest that the District bleed the air out of the hot water systems to reduce system noise. 
! The main boiler room is not adequately ventilated.  Additional ventilation should be added.  In 

addition, the main control panel has a clip on fan installed on the unit to keep it cool.  This unit 
should be installed in another conditioned space as the high room temperature will affect the 
performance and life expectancy. 

! Some of the pipe insulation is stained and wet.  This typically relates to pipe or valve leaks.  
These leaks should be repaired. 

! The school is cooled by a 154 ton Trane air cooled chiller with a remote evaporator.  The room 
that holds the remote evaporator does not appear to comply with current requirements for spaces 
with refrigerant.  Refrigerant monitors should be installed to control the ventilation systems.  In 
addition, the room should have the proper breathing apparatus installed for emergency use. 

! We were not able to confirm if the unit ventilators have economizer capability.  If this does not 
exist, then there is not any way to get free cooling during moderate to low temperature days.  It 
may be possible to add this feature for areas that need cooling in the heating season. 

! The MDF room is not adequately conditioned.  A new air conditioning system should be installed 
in this space. 

! We noticed that a storage room has been converted to a music space.  This room does not have 
the required ventilation systems in place and does not comply with current codes and standards. 

! Some of the insulation on the booster pump system is in poor condition and should be replaced. 
! The domestic hot water is generated by an AO smith 200 gallon dual fuel water heater.  The 

related tank is leaking and the unit should be replaced.  The system also includes a mixing valve.  
There are signs of leaks and corrosion at the valve.  This system should be repaired or upgraded 
at the same time the water heater is replaced. 

! Some of the older water coolers appear to be in need of replacement.  Due to their age, they are 
not likely “lead free”.  

! The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards. 
! CO2 sensors could be added to the larger areas to allow for demand control type ventilation.  

This will greatly reduce the cost of ventilating these spaces.  This control would be most effective 
in the gymnasium, cafeteria, media center, and auditorium. 

! When the water heater is replaced, the new units should be a high efficiency type to reduce the 
cost of water heating. 

! Unit ventilators could be tied to occupancy sensors to reduce fan run times and energy use.  The 
occupancy sensor would not change room temperature, but would allow the ventilation and fan to 
be cycled based on actual room occupancy. 

! Exit signs are incandescent and compact fluorescent type.  All exit signs should be replaced with 
LED types. 

! Replace older fluorescent pendant lights in classrooms with pendant T-8 luminaries.  The older 
luminaries are effective, but inefficient. 
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! Add occupancy sensors to classrooms and smaller spaces where lights may be unintentionally 
left on. 

! Re-circuit emergency, always-on lighting to normally-off emergency and switched normal circuits.  
Use 3-lamp luminaries with the center lamp on emergency only circuits. 

! Replace cafeteria lighting to reduce consumption by 50% and increase lighting levels 30%. 
! Replace high-glare exterior building “wall-pack” lighting with cutoff style compact fluorescent for 

effective security lighting. 
! Review control of exterior lighting.  Parking area lighting may be turned off after hours where not 

required for security. 
! Louvers at the gym need to be replaced  - birds nest in the space and louvers bang causing 

distracting noise. 
 
 
Program 

! Renovate library including floor replacement. 
! Increase kitchen to two serving lines. 
! Kitchen equipment needs to be updated. 
! Replace stage curtain. 
! Replace protective padding at edge of stage in gym. 
! Provide a method to secure classrooms – doors at folding walls do not lock. 
! Provide a second guidance office. 
! Provide space for IT personnel. 

 
 
Miscellaneous 

! Provide method to secure academic areas of building during evening/public use. 
! Exterior signage needs to be repainted or replaced. 
! Provide ADA access to the stage. 
! Replace vertical blinds with MechoShades. 
! Provide automated door opener at main entrance.
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Elementary School Educational Program Check List 

WEST POTTSGROVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 
Participants:  Ruth Fisher, Principal, West Pottsgrove Elementary School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. General Information 

1. Current 2007-2008 enrollment? 401  
2. How many Temporary Classroom Units (modulars) are located at your school? 0 
 

B. Site Issues 
1. Number of existing parking spaces?  Needs to be determined 
2. Is parking adequate for regular school day?  Yes 
3. Is parking adequate during special school events?  No, park on playground and have 

agreement with Saint Gabe’s Church 
4. How many school buses serve your school? 

a. Full size buses – 6 
b. Half size buses – 0 
c. Vans – 4 

3. Approximate number or percentage of student walkers?  About 40 students (10%) 
5. Safety concerns between bus and parent drop-off/pick-up? About 30-40 students are 

picked up/dropped off by parents, areas are segregated from bus, but sometimes 
parents don’t follow procedure.  All traffic exits through single residential street. 

6. Safety concerns with traffic flow on site or at site exits?  Signs need to be replaced – 
current signs are faded and difficult to read 

 
C. Educational Program Issues 

1. Are classrooms adequate in size to serve 15 – 18 students for primary grades (pre-K to 
2nd) and 18 to 25 for intermediate (3rd to 5th) with new equipment and technology 
requirements?  Yes 

2. What is the average number of students in a general classroom? 
a. Primary?      21        Intermediate?      21       .          

3. Adequate number of Reading and Mathematics Support spaces?  Yes – using regular 
classrooms 
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4. Large group instructional/lecture space available?  Folding walls between multiple 
classrooms or gym or cafeteria 

5. Acoustics within teaching spaces support verbal communications?  Ok – folding walls 
have doors in them - no acoustical problems – creates security concern 

6. Adequate number of power and data outlets in teaching spaces?  No problem 
7. Adequate non-glare lighting is provided in teaching spaces?  Do get some glare from 

windows and from lighting 
8. Noisy areas (music, band, gym, auditorium, boiler room, etc.) are acoustically isolated 

from teaching spaces?  Yes 
9. Specialized learning areas and equipment is compatible with instructional needs? 

a. Art Education 
1. Art Studio – Functions well 
2. Sculpture/Kiln studio - Yes 

b. Library – needs to be renovated, remove carpet, technology has been installed 
but still needs to be worked into curriculum 

1. Storage - ok 
2. Conference Room – no, but do have office and AV storage 

c. Computer Lab – noise from fans is loud 
d. Health Classroom – No, use gym or stage area 
e. Music Education 

1. Classroom - yes 
2. Instrumental Room – created a space out of a storage closet 
3. Practice Rooms (2) – acoustically not good, used as storage 
4. Storage  - ok 

f. Physical Education 
1. Gym – Good – louvers at roof can be distracting – slamming shut – birds 

tweeting, . . ., lighting is not good 
2. Locker Rooms - None 
3. Physical Education teacher office – Yes, with full shower 
4. Toilets near Gym?  Yes 
5. Equipment storage capacity?  One storage closet, very full 

 
D. ADA Accessibility Issues 

1. Adequate and appropriate handicap parking from main parking lots to main public 
entrances? Yes 

2. ADA compliant toilet facilities?  Yes 
3. Gymnasium bleacher handicap seating?  Yes 
4. Assistive listening system for cafeteria and gymnasium?  No 
5. Elevator or ramp access to upper or lower levels where applicable?  Yes, access to stage 

is through Music or Art 
6. Administration reception counter is accessible?  Yes – with renovation 
Some doors do not have adequate push/pull clearance or ADA hardware 
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E. Support Spaces 
1. Cafeteria with stage/Kitchen 

a. Number of lunch seatings?  4 
b. Number of serving lines?  1 – would like to have a second line 
c. Cafeteria is adequate in size?  Seating capacity?  225, capacity is okay 
d. Kitchen equipment meets the needs for proper food preparation requirements?  

Older equipment that needs to be updated 
e. Sound system quality?  Microphone only – doesn’t work well, acoustics are not 

good in this space, air handler makes noise 
f. Stage lighting and rigging system quality?  Poor lighting for seating area – stage 

is in gym 
g. Adequate support space for public functions 

1. Lobby - ok 
2. Public toilets - yes 
3. Stage is adequate in size – located in gym 
4. Changing rooms – use art and music rooms 

2. Administration Suite 
a. Located at main entrance with proper supervision of visitors entering the 

building?  Yes, with recent renovation 
b. Secure vestibule? Yes 
c. Reception area provides adequate seating for visitors? Yes 
d. Adequate numbers of offices of proper size? Yes  
e. Adequate mail/work room? Yes, but small 
f. Adequate conference room? Yes – renovation will allow for a conference room 
g. Administration toilets provided?  Yes 
h. In-School Suspension room?  Principal’s office – could use Lower ES as an option 

for all day suspension, but rarely do 
3. Instructional Support Teacher?  Yes – share room 13 with Reading Specialist 
4. Student Service Specialists? Gifted and Talented in room 29, shared with speech and the 

video production area 
5. Nurse/Health Suite 

a. Private waiting/treatment room?  Yes 
b. Adequate cot area with nurse supervision?  Yes – 3 cots 
c. Lockable storage for medications?  Yes 

6. Student Support Center – N/A 
7. Professional Development School’s Office & Seminar Room provided?  Use library and 

reference room off of library 
8. Instructional Planning Centers (2) – No designated areas, use faculty room or their own 

classrooms 
9. Faculty lounge/dining is adequate in size and centrally located within building or to 

academic area? Yes – very large 
10. Adequate numbers of faculty toilets are conveniently located through out the building?  

Good 
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11. Student Toilets/restrooms 
a. Located close to academic classrooms?  Adequate 
b. Located close to cafeteria and public use spaces?  Yes 
c. Adequate in size to handle the school day and evening function demand?  Yes 

12. Corridors and stairs are adequate in width to avoid congestion during class changes?  
New schedule has large groups changing in same corridor at same time – lunch to 
recess.  This causes behavior problems and erodes the school culture 

13. Storage is adequate? 
a. Student material storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay 
b. Student lockers? No 
c. Teacher storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay – could 

use more 
d. Administration and Guidance storage?  Okay, but testing materials end up being 

locked in Principal’s office 
e. General school supplies?  Inadequate – would like to have a central storage space 

14. Custodial space sufficient?  Ok 
 
F. General Building systems and conditions 

1. Roof condition 
a. Type of roofing system(s)? 
b. Leaks? 

2. Window systems 
a. Operable windows? 
b. Insulated glass windows? 

3. Mechanical systems provide reliable heating, ventilation and cooling? 
4. Plumbing systems function properly? 

a. Quality of drinking water? 
b. Water pressure adequate? 

5. Fire protection/sprinkler system? 
6. Electrical systems are reliable and adequate for power requirements? 
7. Lighting systems provide adequate levels of illumination for required tasks? 

a. Minimal glare at computer stations? 
8. Fire Alarm system is functional and meets current code and ADA requirements? 
9. Security Systems 

a. Card access system? 
b. CCTV system? 
c. Intrusion detection system? 
d. Central monitoring station tied into the fire alarm system? 
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3.7 Pottsgrove Middle School 
 

               

 
 
Pottsgrove Middle School is located on a 38.9 acre parcel in Upper Pottsgrove Township.  This school is 
the newest of all the schools in the district and was built in 1999. 
 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   1351 North Hanover Street 
    Pottstown, PA  19464 
 
Principal:   Bill Ziegler 
 
Local Municipality/County: Upper Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1999 – Original Construction 
 
Zoning:   R-3 Residential 
 
Site Size:   38.9 acres 
 
Building Size/Area:  167,000 sq.ft. 
 
Number of Floors:  Three 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry with metal panels 
 
Roof:    Ballasted EPDM over rubber 
 
Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer, glass curtain walls 
 
Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block at corridor walls, stud and drywall, or   
    moveable partition walls 
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Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, ceramic tile 
 
Flooring: Flexible terrazzo tile, vinyl composition tile, ceramic tile, carpet (in 

library), wood 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tile 
 
Windows:   Insulated glass and aluminum windows – some operable, with pull down  
    shades or vertical blinds 
 
Exterior Doors:  Hollow metal door with metal frame 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frame 
 
Mechanical: The facility is heated by two HB Smith model M450 cast iron boilers with 

#2 fuel oil burners.  The burners include gas connections for future dual 
fuel feeds.  These boilers are in good condition. 

 
 Fuel oil is stored in a 12,000 gallon underground oil tank.  The system 

includes a leak detection system and is in good condition. 
 
 The hot water is circulated through the facility by a vertical hot water 

pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 The school is cooled two McQuay 225 ton water cooled chillers.  The 

chillers use R-410A refrigerant.  These units appear to be operating 
properly and are in good condition.  Proper safety breathing apparatus 
devices should be installed in the boiler room as required by code. 

 
 The chilled water is circulated through the facility by a vertical chilled 

water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 The cooling tower is a Baltimore Aircoil VT1 series with sump heaters 

and energy miser controls.  The tower shaft is showing some signs of 
corrosion and should be cleaned.  Also, it was noted that the belts were 
off the fans and should be repaired for proper operation. 

 
 The condenser water is circulated from the chiller to the cooling tower by 

vertical condenser water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 Most of the school is conditioned by classroom style unit ventilators.  

These units provide heating, cooling, and ventilation.  They are not 
particularly effective for ventilation, humidity control, or air distribution, 
but do appear to be in good condition.   

 
 Large spaces utilize central air handlers with hot and chilled water coils.  

These units appear to be in good operating condition.  In addition to the 
coils, some of these units utilize multi-zone style units for air distribution. 

 
 The HVAC system in the auditorium is quite noisy and should be 

modified as required to reduce the air noise level.  This would likely 
involve new ductwork and air distribution devices. 

 
 The wall fin baseboard heaters in the cafeteria are in poor condition and 

should be replaced or repaired. 
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 The MDF room is not adequately conditioned.  A new air conditioning 
system should be installed in this space. 

 
 The control system for the school is a Johnson control system.  It 

includes both electronic and pneumatic controls.  The base system 
includes 24 active zones and 3 spare zones.  Generally, the controls are 
electronic with pneumatic actuation. 

 
 The exhaust systems appear to be adequately sized and in good 

condition. 
  
Plumbing/Fire Protection: The school is connected to the public water and sewer systems. 
 
 A booster pump system is installed due to low pressure in the building.  

The pressure in the building fluctuates dramatically.  This variation in 
pressure affects the overall plumbing system operation.  At one point 
during the survey, the system actually went into a vacuum.  This system 
should be modified and corrected.  

 
 The domestic hot water is generated by a Weben Jarco water heating 

system.  The related tank is not insulated and has extreme heat loss.  
This tank should be insulated per the energy code. 

 
 The school has had problems with hot water crossing over into the cold 

water system.  The system needs to be further evaluated in the field to 
look for crossover areas or leaking check valves.  New check valves 
should be added where required. 

 
 The plumbing fixtures generally appeared to be in good condition. 
 
 The toilet rooms appear to meet ADA accessibility standards. 
 
 Science rooms have shower eye wash stations. 
 
 The school has two underground propane tanks to serve the various gas 

needs in the school.  This system appears to be in good condition.  Gas 
is fed to science rooms, kitchens, water heaters, and boiler pilots. 

 
 The school includes a complete fire sprinkler system.  Due to the low 

pressure, the system includes a 10,000 gallon holding tank and the 
required fire pumps.  The systems appear to be in fair condition.  There 
are some signs of corrosion on the main pump.  

 
 
Energy Opportunities: Variable speed drives could be added to the HVAC circulation pumps to 

reduce hot and chilled water pump energy. 
 
 CO2 sensors could be added to the larger areas to allow for demand 

control type ventilation.  This will greatly reduce the cost of ventilating 
these spaces.  This control would be most effective in the gymnasium, 
cafeteria, media center, and auditorium. 

 
 The domestic hot water tank should be insulated to reduce heat loss 

from the tank. 
 
 Units ventilators could be tied to occupancy sensors to reduce fan run 

times and energy use.  The occupancy sensor would not change room 
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temperature, but would allow the ventilation and fan to be cycled based 
on actual room occupancy. 

 
 
Electrical/Communications: Service is 277/480 volts, 3 phase, 2000 Amp main fusible switch via a 

secondary meter on a PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is 
adequate for the building load. 

 
Generator is a Kohler 180 KW diesel indoor unit with sub-base (skid) fuel 
tank and a manual fill from heating oil tank.  Boiler/circulator for heating 
is connected. A neutral conductor needs to be added from the generator 
to the transfer switch.  This unit is well-maintained and more than 
adequate for the emergency lighting and boiler/circulator load.  There is 
a recirculation coolant heater which has a small leak.  This should be 
replaced with an engine block heater. 

 
Emergency lights are fluorescent lamps, normally-off, located within 
normal fixtures. This lighting is reported as effective and appears in good 
condition.  Some interior and exterior emergency lighting has been 
connected as normally-on.  This lighting should be re-circuited to be 
normally-off. 

 
Most offices and support areas have recessed fluorescent lighting with 
parabolic louvers or acrylic lenses. 
 
Exit signs are LED type. The exits signs appear to be in good condition. 

  
Lighting: Overall lighting is fluorescent T-8 linear and compact lamps using high-

efficiency electronic ballasts. Lighting is in good condition and appears to 
be well-maintained. 

 
 Install separate switches for under-counter lights used in many smaller 

rooms. 
 

Classroom lighting is recessed, lensed fluorescent with window row on 
separate switch. Occupancy sensor control is to be installed under a 
present capital project. The lighting levels appear to be appropriate for a 
classroom. 

 
Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide glass refractor pendant 
luminaries fitted with wire guards. Lighting is in good condition but 
several luminaries have lamps out or with low output. This lighting should 
be cleaned and group re-lamped using high-output coated lamps. 

 
Corridor lights are recessed 2’x4’ and recessed 6” down lights. Lighting 
is in good condition.  There are few corridor lighting switches to reduce 
lighting. 

 
Library lighting is pendant indirect.  The lighting levels appear to be 
appropriate for a library. 
 
Cafeteria lighting is pendant fluorescent in high ceiling area and 
recessed fluorescent in low areas.  Only two switches control all the 
lighting in this space. 

 
Stage lighting consists of stage electrics with Fresnel-lensed lights and 
catwalk mounted spot lights. These are controlled by a Lehigh Dimming 
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System and appear to all be functional. 
 
Auditorium lights are recessed metal halide and use auxiliary quartz 
lamps for dimmed lights during performances.  These lights are reported 
to need frequent re-lamping and are left on all day. 

 
Exterior building lighting is metal halide from full-cutoff building and pole 
mounted site luminaries.  Most lighting is photo cell controlled.   

 
Electrical Systems: Fire alarm is a Simplex 4100U with wall-mounted visual alarms and 

ceiling speakers.  Corridor smoke detectors are located on 30-foot 
centers.  The signal coverage should be reviewed as there are no 
classroom audio-visual devices. 

 
Access control is KeyScan system at all district buildings via wide area 

 network. 
 

Intrusion detection is a Simplex System, door contacts and motion 
sensors (monitored by “Securahome”).  There are two key pads – one at 
main lobby level and one at entrance to Boiler Room Corridor. 

 
Video surveillance consists of a split-screen monitor in a second floor 
office.  Entrances have cameras inside looking at door. Some corridors 
have cameras. This appears to be a standard installation at other 
Pottsgrove schools. 

 
Intercom system is a Simplex. The amplifier is in the main office with 
speakers throughout building.  This system is connected to be accessed 
by the voice system. 

 
Classroom clocks are analog type.  Master clock is Simplex and 
connected to generate class change tones. 

 
The voice system is a Cisco voice-over-IP operated over the district-wide 
area network. 

 
Telecommunication service to the building is a 500 pair Verizon copper 
and 24- strand single mode Verizon fiber.  There is a terrestrial 
microwave antenna link to the high school/district office MDF.  

 
Local area network consists of three data closets on second floor level. 
The network is a wired/wireless overlay.  There are two wired classroom 
data outlets.   

 
Cable TV service is from Comcast with cable runs in corridor to splitters 
serving lines to classrooms.  A portable, in-school broadcast system is 
used by Tech. Ed.  This system operates over analog channels 2 and 5. 
 
Classroom and auditorium video projectors are to be installed during 
Summer 2008.  The systems will replace conventional televisions and 
allow display of DVD/VCR and PC monitor sources onto pull-down 
projection screens to match the high school classrooms.  Audio will be 
from two ceiling speakers with manual control. 

 
Local audio systems are located in the cafeteria and room and the 
gymnasium. There is no reported trouble with these systems. 
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Auditorium sound system consists of one central speaker.  This system 
is inadequate for the space and should be upgraded as equipment must 
be rented for performances.  Portable speakers are used for assemblies.  
The wireless microphones do not work. 

 
Energy  
Opportunities: Investigate present or future “low power factor” penalties on PECO 

electric billing.  Install capacitive correction as required to eliminate 
charges. 

 
 Add occupancy sensors to areas such as storage, boiler and yard 

storage rooms with numerous fluorescent lights which are usually left on.  
 
 The cafeteria and band rooms have numerous lights that are located in 

areas with significant daylight.  Daylight sensing controls to switch off 
lights can be added.  Daylight dimming controls are another option but 
require ballast replacements. 

 
 Many compact fluorescent luminaries have (2) 26 watt lamps and are 

used for accent lighting.  These could be retrofitted with (2) 13 watt 
lamps without significant loss of lighting within space. 

 
 Auditorium lighting, which is 175 watt metal halide, and consumes over 

30 KW, can be replaced without high-output compact or T-5 fluorescent 
using dimming ballasts. 

 
 Most areas can benefit from adding switches to allow manual reduction 

in lighting. 
 
 Re-circuit normally-on corridor emergency lights and exterior emergency 

lights to normally-off circuits.  Add local photo controls on exterior 
luminaries needed for security lighting. 

 
 Possible demand reduction may be possible using excess generator 

capacity depending upon utility incentives. 
 
 Review control of exterior lighting.  Parking area lighting may be turned 

off after hours where not required for security. 
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Summary of Recommendations – Pottsgrove Middle School 
 
The following site and building improvements should be considered as part of a renovation 
project.  It is not our position that any or all work should be completed as a requirement, but as a 
recommendation depending on the scope of the project proposed. 
 
Site: 

! The site exceeds the minimum recommended land area for a middle school as defined by the PA 
Department of Education. 

! Re-surface track to be a compactable surface. 
! Re-work drainage ditches around fields. 
! Provide additional fields as outlined in previous study (See Appendix 5.1 for Athletic Field Use 

and Feasibility Study dated October 2006). 
 
Building: 
Structure 

! No structural issues to report. 
 
Systems 

! Proper safety breathing apparatus devices should be installed in the boiler room as required by 
code. 

! The cooling tower is a Baltimore Aircoil VT1 series with sump heaters and energy miser controls.  
The tower shaft is showing some signs of corrosion and should be cleaned.  Also, it was noted 
that the belts were off the fans and should be repaired for proper operation. 

! The HVAC system in the auditorium is quite noisy and should be modified as required to reduce 
the air noise level.  This would likely involve new ductwork and air distribution devices. 

! The wall fin baseboard heaters in the cafeteria are in poor condition and should be replaced or 
repaired. 

! The MDF room is not adequately conditioned.  A new air conditioning system should be installed 
in this space. 

! A booster pump system is installed due to low pressure in the building.  The pressure in the 
building fluctuates dramatically.  This system should be modified and corrected.  

! The hot water tank is not insulated and has extreme heat loss.  This tank should be insulated per 
the energy code. 

! The school has had problems with hot water crossing over into the cold water system.  The 
system needs to be further evaluated in the field to look for crossover areas or leaking check 
valves.  New check valves should be added where required. 

! The school includes a complete fire sprinkler system.  Due to the low pressure, the system 
includes a 10,000 gallon holding tank and the required fire pumps.  The systems appear to be in 
fair condition.  There are some signs of corrosion on the main pump.  

! Variable speed drives could be added to the HVAC circulation pumps to reduce hot and chilled 
water pump energy. 

! CO2 sensors could be added to the larger areas to allow for demand control type ventilation.  
This will greatly reduce the cost of ventilating these spaces.  This control would be most effective 
in the gymnasium, cafeteria, media center, and auditorium. 

! Unit ventilators could be tied to occupancy sensors to reduce fan run times and energy use.  The 
occupancy sensor would not change room temperature, but would allow the ventilation and fan to 
be cycled based on actual room occupancy. 

! Emergency lights are fluorescent lamps, normally-off, located within normal fixtures. This lighting 
is reported as effective and appears in good condition.  Some interior and exterior emergency 
lighting has been connected as normally-on.  This lighting should be re-circuited to be normally-
off. 

! Generator is a Kohler 180 KW diesel indoor unit with sub-base (skid) fuel tank and a manual fill 
from heating oil tank.  Boiler/circulator for heating is connected. A neutral conductor needs to be 
added from the generator to the transfer switch.  This unit is well-maintained and more than 
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adequate for the emergency lighting and boiler/circulator load.  There is a recirculating coolant 
heater which has a small leak.  This should be replaced with an engine block heater. 

! Install separate switches for under-counter lights used in many smaller rooms. 
! Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide glass refractor pendant luminaries fitted with wire 

guards. Lighting is in good condition but several luminaries have lamps out or with low output. 
This lighting should be cleaned and group re-lamped using high-output coated lamps. 

! Fire alarm is a Simplex 4100U with wall-mounted visual alarms and ceiling speakers.  Corridor 
smoke detectors are located on 30-foot centers.  The signal coverage should be reviewed as 
there are no classroom audio-visual devices. 

! Auditorium sound system consists of one central speaker.  This system is inadequate for the 
space and should be upgraded as equipment must be rented for performances.  Portable 
speakers are used for assemblies.  The wireless microphones do not work. 

! Add occupancy sensors to areas such as storage, boiler and yard storage rooms with numerous 
fluorescent lights which are usually left on.  

! The cafeteria and band rooms have numerous lights that are located in areas with significant 
daylight.  Daylight sensing controls to switch off lights can be added.  Daylight dimming controls 
are another option but require ballast replacements. 

! Many compact fluorescent luminaries have (2) 26 watt lamps and are used for accent lighting.  
These could be retrofitted with (2) 13 watt lamps without significant loss of lighting within space. 

! Auditorium lighting, which is 175 watt metal halide, and consumes over 30 KW, can be replaced 
without high-output compact or T-5 fluorescent using dimming ballasts. 

! Most areas can benefit from adding switches to allow manual reduction in lighting. 
! Review control of exterior lighting.  Parking area lighting may be turned off after hours where not 

required for security. 
 
Program 

! Reconfigure administration suite to better utilize space. 
! Provide secure vestibule. 
! Provide space for IT personnel. 

 
Miscellaneous 

! Replace current shades with MechoShades. 
! Provide ADA access to auditorium stage from main seating area. 
! Provide automated door opener at main entrance.
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Middle School Educational Program Check List 

POTTSGROVE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
 
Date of Meeting: February 25, 2008 

Participants:  Bill Zeigler, Principal, Pottsgrove Middle School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects, Inc. 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects Inc 
 
 
A. General Information 

1. 2007-2007 current enrollment? About 800 – 8th grade class is large – expect only about 
720 students next year    

2. How many Temporary Classroom Units (modulars) are located at your school?  0 
 

B. Site Issues 
1. Number of existing parking spaces?  Needs to be verified 
2. Is parking adequate for regular school day?  Good 
3. Is parking adequate during special school events?  Generally okay – except for concert 

nights 
4. How many school buses serve your school? 

a. Full size buses – 24 
b. Half size buses – 1 
c. Vans – 2 or 3 

3. Approximate number or percentage of student walkers?  Only one walker 
5. Safety concerns between bus and parent drop-off/pick-up?  Efficient and effective – bus 

drop off is on top, parent drop off at the lower level – could use better directional 
signage on the site 

6. Safety concerns with traffic flow on site or at site exits?  No 
 

C. Educational Program Issues 
1. Are classrooms adequate in size to serve 25 students with new equipment and 

technology requirements?  Yes 
2. What is the average number of students in a general classroom? 

a. Range – Spec. Ed. As low as 5 or 10, 36 maximum in other classes, average of 25 
3. Adequate number of small group instruction or seminar spaces?   
4. Large group instructional/lecture space available?  Auditorium or Seminar Rooms at 

back of Auditorium 
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5. Acoustics within teaching spaces support verbal communications?  Okay except seminar 
rooms at back of auditorium – separated by accordion wall and can hear noise from 
auditorium. 

6. Adequate number of power and data outlets in teaching spaces?  Okay 
7. Adequate non-glare lighting is provided in teaching spaces?  Okay 
8. Noisy areas (music, band, gym, auditorium, boiler room, etc.) are acoustically isolated 

from teaching spaces?  Okay 
9. Specialized learning areas and equipment is compatible with instructional needs? 

a. Science 
1. Science Laboratories – 6 full labs 
2. Preparation Room – 3 – each shared by 2 labs 

b. Family and Consumer Sciences 
1. Food Preparation Center - Yes 
2. Demonstration Center - Yes 
3. Laundry Center - Yes 
4. Clothing Construction Center - Yes 
5. Teacher’s Work Center - Yes 

c. Art Education 
1. Art Studios with natural light - Good 
2. Sculpture/Kiln studio - Good 
3. Small Outdoor patio for outdoor drawing, crafts, and sculpture – No, 

but access to outdoors  
d. Computer Related Instruction – One computer lab 
e. Foreign Language  

1.   Classrooms and instructional support - Yes 
f. Tech. Ed. 

1. Classroom – 2 classrooms each with similar set ups – using stations 
program – technology based 

2. Fabrication Laboratory – see above 
g. Library 

1. Main Reading Room - Yes 
2. Technology Resource Room – share with video area 
3. Office / Work Space - Yes 
4. Media Production/Videotape Area – shared with Tech. Resource room 

h. Music Education 
1. Choral Room - Yes 
2. Band Room - Yes 
3. Instrument Storage - Okay 
4. Teacher Planning – Shared between three teachers 

i. Health Education – Rotating space – no set space 
j. Physical Education 

1. Gymnasium with folding wall or curtain - Yes 
2. Auxiliary Gym - Okay 
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3. Adaptive Gym - Okay 
4. Shower Area – Okay, not used 
5. Drying Area - Okay 
6. Lockers - Okay 
7. Laundry – No – use the one in FCS area 
8. Storage – Need more space for storing mats and equipment 
9. Office/Shower/Toilets - Okay 

 
D. ADA Accessibility Issues 

1. Adequate and appropriate handicap parking from main parking lots to main public 
entrances?  Okay 

2. ADA compliant toilet facilities?  Yes 
3. Handicap seating available for Evening presentations or Dramatic presentations using 

the stage?  Yes 
4. Gymnasium bleacher handicap seating (If applicable)?  No 
5. Assistive listening system for auditorium, cafeteria and gymnasium?  No 
6. Elevator or ramp access to upper or lower levels?  One elevator and a ramp at the 

auditorium 
7. ADA stations are provided for specialized teaching spaces? 

a. Science labs – No special accommodation 
b. Family and Consumer Science - No 
c. Computer Related Instruction - No 

8. Administration reception counter is accessible?  No, but have room to get behind it. 
 

E. Support Spaces 
1. Cafeteria/Kitchen 

a. Number of lunch sittings? 3 
b. Number of serving lines?  Food court style with 4 cashiers 
c. Cafeteria is adequate in size?  Seating capacity?  About 320 
d. Kitchen equipment meets the needs for proper food preparation requirements?  

Yes 
e. Number of seats able to fit in area for Evening or Dramatic presentations?  Okay 

2. Auditorium 
a. Sound system quality?  Not good, due to be upgraded Summer 2008 
b. Stage lighting and rigging system quality?  Very complicated to operate 
c. Adequate support space for public functions 

1. Lobby - Okay 
2. Public toilets - Okay 
3. Stage is adequate in size - Okay 

3. Administration Suite 
a. Located at main entrance with proper supervision of visitors entering the 

building?  Okay 
b. Secure Vestibule?  No 
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c. Reception area provides adequate seating for visitors?  Okay 
d. Adequate numbers of offices of proper size?   No, Principal located out of suite.  

Area in general is made up of too many “chopped up” spaces and should be re-
worked.  

e. Adequate mail/work room?  Mail boxes are in hall, workroom is okay 
f. Adequate conference room?  Okay – small and used by many different groups 
g. Volunteer Community Room?  No 
h. Administration toilets provided?  Yes 

4. Guidance Suite 
a. Secretarial/Reception area adequately sized?  Yes, but not easy to view from the 

offices  
b. Adequate number of offices of proper size?  No - potential to add more staff 

next year 
c. Secure student records storage?  No 
d. Adequate conference room?  No 

5. Nurse/Health Suite 
a. Private waiting/treatment room?  Yes 
b. Adequate cot area with nurse supervision (2 Preferred)?  Yes 
c. Lockable storage for medications?  Yes 

6. Student Support Center – Have some programs, but no designated space for them 
7. Professional Development School’s Office & Seminar Room provided?  Use library or 

auditorium 
8. Teacher Planning Centers/Work Areas?  No – use classroom or some share spaces with 

Spec. Ed. classrooms 
9. Faculty lounge/dining is adequate in size and close to cafeteria?  Yes 
10. Adequate numbers of faculty toilets are conveniently located throughout the building?  

Yes 
11. Student Toilets/restrooms 

a. Located close to academic classrooms?  Okay 
b. Located close to cafeteria and public use spaces?  Okay 
c. Adequate in size to handle the school day and evening function demand?  Yes 

12. Corridors and stairs are adequate in width to avoid congestion during class changes?  
Wide halls and stairways 

13. Storage is adequate? 
a. Student material storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay 
b. Student lockers?  Okay 
c. Teacher storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay 
d. Administration and Guidance storage?  Admin. is okay, Guidance could use more 
e. General school supplies?  No designated space 

14. Custodial space sufficient?  Okay 
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F. General Building systems and conditions 
1. Roof condition 

a. Type of roofing system(s)?  Rubber 
b. Leaks?  Leak at expansion joint at library 

2. Window systems 
a. Operable windows?  Most panes are fixed, but few are operable 
b. Insulated glass windows?  Yes 

3. Mechanical systems provide reliable heating, ventilation and cooling?  Yes – well 
balanced system 

4. Plumbing systems function properly?  Okay 
a. Quality of drinking water?  Good 
b. Water pressure adequate?  Water must be pumped up to the school – lose 

pressure a couple times a year 
5. Fire protection/sprinkler system?  Yes 
6. Electrical systems are reliable and adequate for power requirements?  Okay 
7. Lighting systems provide adequate levels of illumination for required tasks?  Could use 

some exterior lighting at the bridge on upper level 
a. Minimal glare at computer stations?  Okay 

8. Fire Alarm system is functional and meets current code and ADA requirements?  Okay 
9. Security Systems 

a. Card access system?  Yes 
b. CCTV system?  Yes – 6 internal and 2 external 
c. Intrusion detection system?  Yes 
d. Central monitoring station tied into the fire alarm system?  Okay 
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3.8 Pottsgrove High School 
 

               

 
 
Pottsgrove High School is located on a 49.8 acre parcel in Lower Pottsgrove Township.  The site is 
shared with District Administrative Offices (attached to the high school) and directly adjacent to Ringing 
Rocks Elementary School. 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   1345 Kauffman Road 
    Pottstown, PA  19464 
 
Principal:   Chris Shaffer 
 
Local Municipality/County: Lower Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1958 – Original Construction, 1967, 1992 
 
Zoning:   R-2 Residential 
 
Site Size:   49.8 acres 
 
Building Size/Area:  167,910 sq.ft. 
 
Number of Floors:  Two 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry  
 
Roof:    Fully adhered EPDM membrane roof 
 
Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer, glass curtain walls 
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Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block at corridor walls, stud and drywall, or   
    moveable partition walls 
 
Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, Polomyx, ceramic tile 
 
Flooring:   Terrazzo, vinyl composition tile, asbestos floor tile, ceramic tile, carpet,  
    concrete, walk-off carpet tile, wood 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tile 
 
Windows:   Insulated glass and aluminum windows – some operable, with vertical  
    blinds 
 
Exterior Doors:  Hollow metal doors with metal frames 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frames 
 
Mechanical: The facility is heated by two 15 year old Weil McLain series 2094 cast 

iron boilers with natural gas/#2 fuel oil Industrial Combustion burners.  
The boilers have blend pumps installed to help reduce the possibility of 
thermal shock.  These boilers are in good condition. 

 
 Fuel oil is stored in a 10,000 gallon underground fuel oil tank.  The 

system includes a leak detection system and is in good condition. 
 
 The hot water is circulated through the facility by two horizontal base 

mounted hot water pumps.  The pump system is in good condition. 
 
 The heating system has a main hot water temperature reset valve in 

place for reducing the loop water temperature based on outdoor 
temperature.  This system appeared to be functioning properly. 

 
 The school ATC system is a Johnson DDC pneumatic/electric system 

that is in good condition.  There are 12 zones of control on the main 
panel in the boiler room.  The UVs in the building utilize DDC controls 
and the air handlers utilize pneumatic controls. 

 
 The school is cooled by two 150 ton Dunham Bush water cooled chillers.  

The room that holds the chillers does not appear to comply with current 
requirements for spaces with refrigerant.  Additional safety measures 
should be installed to bring this space up as close to the current code as 
possible. 

 
 The cooling towers for the chillers are both located above the boiler room 

on the roof.  The towers are both Baltimore Aircoil model VTL-152-MCL.  
These units are 15 years old and in good condition for their age.  There 
are some signs of deterioration in the towers that are mainly age based.  
A typical life expectancy for a cooling tower is 20 years.   

 
 A filter system should be installed in the condenser water piping to 

reduce the debris that is circulated through the chillers from the tower. 
 
 Some of the supporting steel members for the towers are rusting and 

should be refinished. 
 
 Chilled water and condenser water is circulated through the 

facility/system by horizontal base mounted pumps.  The pumps appear 
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to be in good condition.  There are three pumps that serve the system - 
one for the chilled, one for the condenser, and one standby.  
Consideration should be given to installing additional backup pumps 
and/or VFDs to gain some efficiency. 

 
 The room where the water service enters the building is not well 

ventilated.  Additional ventilation should be added to this area. 
 
 Most of the school is conditioned by classroom style McQuay unit 

ventilators.  These units provide heating, cooling, and ventilation.  They 
are not particularly effective for ventilation, humidity control, or air 
distribution, but do appear to be in good condition. 

 
 Relief air from the unit ventilators is transferred into a ceiling plenum that 

is open between floors.  This system may not meet current code 
requirements and should be further evaluated and corrected. 

 
 The cafeteria lobby area does not have adequate HVAC.  This area 

should be upgraded to provide heat and cooling. 
 
 The electronic equipment room in the main office area needs to have a 

separate cooling system installed to condition this space year round. 
 
 Large spaces utilize central air handlers with hot and chilled water coils.  

These units generally appear to be in good operating condition except as 
noted in this report. 

 
 The auditorium area is very noisy.  This is due to the ductwork system 

and the slot diffusers.  The only effective way to resolve this issue would 
be to replace the entire ductwork system.  In addition, the air return 
pattern does not provide good air distribution to all spaces and should be 
upgraded when the duct system is replaced.  

 
 The stage area has the code required stage smoke relief systems. 
 
 The gymnasium area is not air conditioned.  The District may wish to 

consider installing air conditioning in this space.  Another option would 
be to install ceiling fans that would provide added air movement and a 
cooling effect.  If air conditioning would be added, the ductwork would 
need to be insulated or replaced. 

 
 The return grilles in the gym are damaged and should be replaced. 
 
 The exhaust systems appear to be adequately sized and in good 

condition. 
 
 The MDF room in the District Office is not adequately conditioned.  A 

new air conditioning system should be installed in this space. 
 
 The VAV system in the District Office includes a DX cooling system with 

two circuits, VAV boxes, and heat from the HS boilers.  This system 
appears to be in good operating condition. 

 
 Except as noted above, the systems were generally in good condition but 

are 15 years old.  The average typical effective life expectancy of these 
types of systems is about 20 years. 
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Plumbing/Fire Protection: The school is connected to the public water and sewer systems. 
 
 The domestic water system has the required backflow prevention device. 
 
 The school is fed by a 4” domestic water system.  A private well is 

utilized for the irrigation of the fields.  The room where the water service 
enters the building is not well ventilated.  Much of the piping in this area 
is showing signs of deterioration. 

 
 The water softener system is located in the water service pit area.  This 

is not a good location.  We recommend that the softeners be relocated or 
an underground brine tank system be installed.  Hand carrying bags of 
salt into this area is a safety issue.  

 
 The brine backwash to the sump pit is causing corrosion of the piping.  

This pipe should be replaced with PVC pipe to eliminate the issues 
associated with this corrosion and salt.   

 
 The domestic hot water is generated by a Patterson Kelley dual fuel 

water heater system.  This system appears to be in good condition.  A 
mixing valve is utilized to allow the system to provide 140 F to the 
kitchen and 120 F to the school. 

 
 The plumbing fixtures generally appear to be in good condition except as 

noted below. 
 
 The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards.  

In addition, the stall type urinals do not meet current codes and should 
be replaced. 

 
 The lavatories do not generally have any aerators with flow restriction.  

New vandal resistant aerators with flow restriction should be added to 
reduce water consumption. 

 
 The FCS lab did not appear to have an ADA station. 
 
 The kitchen utilizes two in-floor style grease traps. 
 
 The rooftop HVAC units do not have splash blocks under the condensate 

pipe discharges.  These should be added to help lengthen the life of the 
roof material. 

 
 The school includes a fire sprinkler system.  The system is split into four 

main zones. 
 
 The stage has the required fire hose cabinets. 
  
 
Energy Opportunities: Variable speed drives could be added to the HVAC circulation pumps to 

reduce hot and chilled water pump energy. 
 
 When the towers get replaced, they should be replaced with units that 

include variable speed drives on the fan motors. 
 
 CO2 sensors could be added to the larger areas to allow for demand 

control type ventilation.  This will greatly reduce the cost of ventilating 
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these spaces.  This control would be most effective in the gymnasium, 
cafeteria, media center, and auditorium. 

 
 Heat recovery system could be added to the larger spaces to allow for 

energy savings through the ventilation systems. 
 
 When the water heater is replaced, the new units should be a high 

efficiency type to reduce the cost of water heating. 
 
 Unit ventilators could be tied to occupancy sensors to reduce fan run 

times and energy use.  The occupancy sensor would not change room 
temperature, but would allow the ventilation and fan to be cycled based 
on actual room occupancy. 

 
 Vandal resistant low flow aerators should be added to the lavatory 

faucets to restrict water flow and save on water consumption – both hot 
and cold. 

 
 
Electrical/Communications: Service is 277/480 volts, 3 phase, 2500 amp main fused switch via a 

secondary meter on a PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is 
adequate for the building load.  The service ground is severely corroded 
because it is in the salt storage room.  New ground rods should be driven 
and any exposed reinforcing in the foundation bonded to the service. 

 
Generator is a Kohler 100 KW natural gas outdoor – enclosed unit. This 
unit is well-maintained and adequate for the connected lighting and 
systems power load.  The boiler and circulator (heating) equipment is 
connected to the emergency system. 
 
The District Office requires an emergency power circuit to serve 
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) so that voice communications using 
Cisco voice-over-IP System is not vulnerable to power interruptions.  A 
minimum 100 amp circuit should be run from the generator-supplied 
panel board in the electrical room. 

 
Emergency lights are compact fluorescent within corridor luminaries 
connected as night lights. There are incandescent emergency lamps in 
gym and auditorium lights.  Re-circuit to emergency-only circuits. 

 
Exit signs use compact fluorescent lamps.  All exit signs should be 
replaced with LED types. 

  
Lighting: Overall lighting is fluorescent using a mixture of T-12, T-8 linear and 

compact lamps and magnetic and high-efficiency electronic ballasts. 
Newer T-8 lighting has been installed by the maintenance staff, is in 
good condition and appears to be well-maintained.  Replace T-12 
fixtures with T-8 or retrofit existing luminaries. 

 
Classroom lighting is either T-12 or T-8 parabolic recessed with one row 
on a separate switch.  The lighting levels appear to be appropriate for 
classrooms.  Replace remaining T-12 fixtures with pendant or recessed 
using T-8 and add occupancy sensors. 

 
Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide low-bay lensed pendant 
luminaries fitted with wire guards. Lighting is in fair condition, but lenses 
are no longer available and several are missing.  Replace with either 
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compact fluorescent or T-5 high output. 
 
Locker room lighting is recessed lensed fluorescent with (3) T-12 lamps 
each.  These lights should be retrofitted with two T-8 lamps.  All lights 
should be on occupancy sensor control. 

 
Corridor lights are recessed 2’x4’ and recessed 6” compact fluorescent 
down lights. Replace T-12 fixtures with T-8 using center lamp as 
emergency-only. 
 
Lighting in the main lobby is from recessed metal halide luminaries.  The 
lighting is fair but is inefficient.  Replace with high output compact 
fluorescent as practical for a drywall ceiling. 
 
Library lighting is 1' x 4' parabolic louver T-12 fluorescent. These lights 
should be retrofitted or replaced with T8 and electronic ballasts. 
 
The auditorium house lighting is from recessed metal halide luminaries.  
The quartz lamp, within these luminaries, is used as house lighting and 
emergency lighting.  This is an installation similar to the middle school 
auditorium.  To improve lighting, reduce maintenance and save energy, 
several solutions should be considered including high output compact 
fluorescent with dimming ballasts. 
 
Stage lighting uses ETC controls and appears to be in good condition. 
There are stage electrics and Fresnel lensed lights, catwalk spotlights 
and side-mount spotlights.  

 
Cafeteria lighting is T-12 parabolic.  Retrofit with T-8 and add daylight 
controls to half of room toward windows. 

 
Exterior building lighting is metal halide from building wall-packs and full-
cutoff (taller) and (shorter) pole mounted site luminaries.  Exterior lighting 
is controlled by photocell.  The shorter poles should be replaced with 
more effective lighting.  Some taller poles are getting rusty. 

 
Electrical Systems: Fire alarm is a Siemens ‘MXL’ with horn-strobe audio/visual alarms.  

Corridor smoke detectors are located on 30-foot centers.  The signal 
coverage should be expanded as there are no classroom audio-visual 
devices.  There should be a graphic annunciator in a vestibule to aid in 
identifying alarm locations in a large building. 

 
Access control is KeyScan System at all district buildings via wide area 

 network. 
 

Intrusion detection monitors, door contacts and corridor motion sensors 
exist in this building.  This system is reported to be at capacity for user 
database.  This system should be upgraded to allow more users. 

 
Video surveillance consists of a split-screen monitor in main office.  
Entrances have cameras inside looking at door. Other areas have 
cameras to monitor interior remote locations. 

 
Intercom system is a DuKane with the control and amplifier in an office 
closet.  This system is connected to be accessed by the voice system. 

 
Classroom clocks are digital type.  Master clock is in the intercom system 
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to generate class change tones. 
 

Voice system is a Cisco voice-over-IP operated over the district-wide 
area network.  The main server is located in the District Office. 

 
Telecommunication service to the building is a 100 pair Verizon copper.  
There is a 24 strand connection to the protector for the Verizon copper 
cable. 
 
The main district communications and computer network is located in the 
District Office.  A 24-strand optical fiber cable from Verizon distributes to 
other district buildings.  There is a microwave (terrestrial antenna) link to 
the middle school.  Ringing Rocks and West Pottsgrove are connected 
via copper cable from Verizon and may suffer lower connection speeds.  
There is no generator backup of the UPS System.  There is inadequate 
cooling of the room where main servers are located.  Grounding 
connections (bonding) from power supplies and server racks to the main 
building service ground need to be added. 

 
Local area network consists of four data closets and District Office head 
end.  The network is a wired/wireless overlay.  There are at least two 
wired data outlets in each classroom.   
 
Cable TV service is from Comcast with cable runs in corridor to splitters 
serving lines to classrooms.  There is a local, in-school broadcast system 
in the tech. ed. studio similar to one at the middle school. 
 
Auditorium and classroom video is displayed using ceiling projectors and 
speakers from PC and video sources.  This system was installed in 
2007. 
 
The auditorium sound system consists of several amplifiers and high/low 
frequency proscenium mounted speakers.  There are some wireless and 
choral microphones.  There is a 16-channel mixer board.  The system 
operates in the assembly mode but one channel is dead in the 
performance mode.  This limits usage for theatrical performances.  There 
is a capital project (similar to the middle school) being considered to 
upgrade this system. 
 
The gymnasium sound system uses only two “sound sphere” speakers.  
(The middle school gym has four.)  There may be defective drivers due 
to reported poor high frequency response.  These should be replaced 
and the source equipment upgraded for good voice and music 
distribution. 
 
The cafeteria sound system consists of a recessed wall amplifier, mixer 
and recessed ceiling speakers.  This system operates marginally and 
replacement should be considered. 

 
Energy  
Opportunities: Replace older remaining fluorescent lights in classrooms with pendant or 

recessed T-8 luminaries.  This has been mostly completed by the 
maintenance staff.  Retrofit all parabolic louver and architectural pendant 
lighting with T-8 lamps.  Add occupancy sensors.  
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Investigate present or future “low power factor” penalties on PECO 
electric billing.  Install capacitive correction as required to eliminate 
charges. 

 
 Add occupancy sensors to classrooms, locker rooms, storage and 

smaller spaces where lights may be unintentionally left on. 
 
 Replace all exit signs with LED types.  
 
 Re-circuit always-on corridor emergency lighting to normally-off 

emergency and switched normal circuits.  Use 3-lamp luminaries with the 
center lamp on emergency only circuits. 

 
 Replace gym lobby and auditorium lighting. 
 
 Replace some exterior building lighting with cutoff style compact 

fluorescent for effective security lighting.  Replace 3 high-wattage 
floodlights at flagpole to what is required for effective lighting.  Replace 
ineffective lights on shorter poles. 

 
Cafeteria lighting should be retrofitted with T-8.  Luminaries (18) closer to 
the windows could be equipped with dimming ballasts and a daylight 
sensor to take advantage of plentiful natural light. 
 
Library, art, band and District Office conference room lighting should be 
retrofitted or replaced with high-efficiency 1' x 4' recessed luminaries to 
improve lighting of these areas.  

 
Review control of exterior lighting.  Parking area lighting may be turned 
off after hours where not required for security. 
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Summary of Recommendations – Pottsgrove High School 
 
The following site and building improvements should be considered as part of a renovation 
project.  It is not our position that any or all work should be completed as a requirement, but as a 
recommendation depending on the scope of the project proposed. 
 
Site: 

! The site exceeds the minimum recommended land area for a high school as defined by the PA 
Department of Education. 

! Reconstruct softball/overlay field E (See Appendix 5.1 for Athletic Field Use and Feasibility Study 
dated October 2006). 

! Upgrade current athletic stadium and surrounding area – may include upgraded concessions, 
new field house. 

! Provide paved path between athletic fields to improve accessibility. 
! Improve drainage in stadium field. 
! Provide one fenced turf field. 
! Re-work tennis courts to eliminate planter boxes within fenced courts. 

 
Building: 
Structure 

! No structural issues to report. 
 
Systems 

! The school is cooled by two 150 ton Dunham Bush water cooled chillers.  The room that holds 
the chillers does not appear to comply with current requirements for spaces with refrigerant.  
Additional safety measures should be installed to bring this space up as close to the current code 
as possible. 

! A filter system should be installed in the condenser water piping to reduce the debris that is 
circulated through the chillers from the tower. 

! Some of the supporting steel members for the towers are rusting and should be refinished. 
! Chilled water and condenser water is circulated through the facility/system by horizontal base 

mounted pumps.  The pumps appear to be in good condition.  There are three pumps that serve 
the system - one for the chilled, one for the condenser, and one standby.  Consideration should 
be given to installing additional backup pumps and/or VFDs to gains some efficiency. 

! The room where the water service enters the building is not well ventilated.  Additional ventilation 
should be added to this area. 

! Relief air from the unit ventilators is transferred into a ceiling plenum that is open between floors.  
This system may not meet current code requirements and should be further evaluated and 
corrected. 

! The cafeteria lobby area does not have adequate HVAC.  This area should be upgraded to 
provide heat and cooling. 

! The electronic equipment room in the main office area needs to have a separate cooling system 
installed to condition this space year round. 

! The auditorium area is very noisy.  This is due to the ductwork system and the slot diffusers.  The 
only effective way to resolve this issue would be to replace the entire ductwork system.  In 
addition, the air return pattern does not provide good air distribution to all spaces and should be 
upgraded when the duct system is replaced.  

! The gymnasium area is not air conditioned.  The district may wish to consider installing air 
conditioning in this space.  Another option would be to install ceiling fans that would provide 
added air movement and a cooling effect.  If air conditioning would be added, the ductwork would 
need to be insulated or replaced. 

! The return grilles in the gym are damaged and should be replaced. 
! The MDF room in the District Office is not adequately conditioned.  A new air conditioning system 

should be installed in this space. 
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! The water softener system is located in the water service pit area.  This is not a good location.  
We recommend that the softeners be relocated or an underground brine tank system be installed.  
Hand carrying bags of salt into this area is a safety issue.  

! The brine backwash to the sump pit is causing corrosion of the piping.  This pipe should be 
replaced with PVC pipe to eliminate the issues associated with this corrosion and salt.   

! The toilet rooms do not all appear to meet ADA accessibility standards.  In addition, the stall type 
urinals do not meet current codes and should be replaced. 

! The lavatories do not generally have any aerators with flow restriction.  New vandal resistant 
aerators with flow restriction should be added to reduce water consumption. 

! The FCS lab did not appear to have an ADA station. 
! The rooftop HVAC units do not have splash blocks under the condensate pipe discharges.  These 

should be added to help lengthen the life of the roof material. 
! Service is 277/480 volts, 3 phase, 2500 amp main fused switch via a secondary meter on a 

PECO-owned, pad-mounted transformer. This is adequate for the building load.  The service 
ground is severely corroded because it is in the salt storage room.  New ground rods should be 
driven and any exposed reinforcing in the foundation bonded to the service. 

! The District Office requires an emergency power circuit to serve uninterruptible power supplies 
(UPS) so that voice communications using Cisco voice-over-IP System is not vulnerable to power 
interruptions.  A minimum 100 amp circuit should be run from the generator-supplied panel board 
in the electrical room. 

! Exit signs use compact fluorescent lamps.  All exit signs should be replaced with LED types. 
! Overall lighting is fluorescent using a mixture of T-12, T-8 linear and compact lamps and 

magnetic and high-efficiency electronic ballasts. Newer T-8 lighting has been installed by the 
maintenance staff, is in good condition and appears to be well-maintained.  Replace T-12 fixtures 
with T-8 or retrofit existing luminaries. 

! Classroom lighting is either T-12 or T-8 parabolic recessed with one row on a separate switch.  
The lighting levels appear to be appropriate for classrooms.  Replace remaining T-12 fixtures with 
pendant or recessed using T-8 and add occupancy sensors. 

! Gymnasium lighting uses 400 metal halide low-bay lensed pendant luminaries fitted with wire 
guards. Lighting is in fair condition, but lenses are no longer available and several are missing.  
Replace with either compact fluorescent or T-5 high output. 

! Locker room lighting is recessed lensed fluorescent with (3) T-12 lamps each.  These lights 
should be retrofitted with two T-8 lamps.  All lights should be on occupancy sensor control. 

! Corridor Lights are recessed 2’x4’ and recessed 6” compact fluorescent down lights. Replace T-
12 fixtures with T-8 using center lamp as emergency only. 

! Lighting in the main lobby is from recessed metal halide luminaries.  The lighting is fair but is 
inefficient.  Replace with high output compact fluorescent as practical for a drywall ceiling. 

! Library lighting is 1' x 4' parabolic louver T-12 fluorescent. These lights should be retrofitted or 
replaced with T-8 and electronic ballasts. 

! The auditorium house lighting is from recessed metal halide luminaries.  The quartz lamp, within 
these luminaries, is used as house lighting and emergency lighting.  This is an installation similar 
to the middle school auditorium.  To improve lighting, reduce maintenance and save energy, 
several solutions should be considered including high output compact fluorescent with dimming 
ballasts. 

! Cafeteria lighting is T-12 parabolic.  Retrofit with T-8 and add daylight controls to half of room 
toward windows. 

! Exterior building lighting is metal halide from building wall-packs and full-cutoff (taller) and 
(shorter) pole mounted site luminaries.  Exterior lighting is controlled by photocell.  The shorter 
poles should be replaced with more effective lighting.  Some taller poles are getting rusty. 

! Fire alarm is a Siemens ‘MXL’ with horn-strobe audio/visual alarms.  Corridor smoke detectors 
are located on 30-foot centers.  The signal coverage should be expanded as there are no 
classroom audio-visual devices.  There should be a graphic annunciator in a vestibule to aid in 
identifying alarm locations in a large building. 

! Intrusion detection monitors, door contacts and corridor motion sensors exist in this building.  This 
system is reported to be at capacity for user database.  This system should be upgraded to allow 
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more users. 
! The main district communications and computer network is located in the District Office.  A 24-

strand optical fiber cable from Verizon distributes to other district buildings.  There is a microwave 
(terrestrial antenna) link to the middle school.  Ringing Rocks and West Pottsgrove are connected 
via copper cable from Verizon and may suffer lower connection speeds.  There is no generator 
backup of the UPS System.  There is inadequate cooling of the room where main servers are 
located.  Grounding connections (bonding) from power supplies and server racks to the main 
building service ground need to be added. 

! The cafeteria sound system consists of a recessed wall amplifier, mixer and recessed ceiling 
speakers.  This system operates marginally and replacement should be considered. 

! The gymnasium sound system uses only two “sound sphere” speakers.  (The middle school gym 
has four.)  There may be defective drivers due to reported poor high frequency response.  These 
should be replaced and the source equipment upgraded for good voice and music distribution. 

! Provide additional power outlets in FCS. 
! Replace asbestos floor tile in second floor classrooms. 

 
Program 

! Provide more pottery wheels in art studio. 
! Replace stools in art studio. 
! Provide “picnic tables” at outdoor art patio. 
! Provide additional pieces of cardio equipment in fitness center. 
! Renovate weight room for classroom space. 
! Renovate room 404 for third art studio. 
! Renovate room 402 for classroom space. 
! Replace folding wall in main gym with curtain. 
! Provide a secure vestibule at main entrance. 
! Relocate nurse’s suite closer to administration suite. 
! Increase size of gym. 
! Increase size of auxiliary gym. 
! Increase size of auditorium. 
! Provide additional storage for physical education program. 

 
Miscellaneous 

! Replace floor in gym. 
! Replace floor in auditorium. 
! Replace walk-off carpet tiles near gym with rubber flooring. 
! Provide automated door opener at main entrance. 
! Provide dedicated space for OT/PT and speech. 
! Provide ADA accessible reception counter in admin. suite. 
! Provide ADA access to auditorium stage from main seating area. 
! Provide student toilets near art and music. 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
High School Educational Program Check List 

POTTSGROVE HIGH SCHOOL 
 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 
Participants:  Chris Shaffer, Principal, Pottsgrove High School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 

A. General Information 
1. Current 2007-2008 enrollment? 1009, probably 1100 next year  
2. How many Temporary Classroom Units (modulars) are located at your school?  0 
 

B. Site Issues 
1. Number of existing parking spaces?  Need to verify 
2. Is parking adequate for regular school day?  Yes, on average day  
3. Is parking adequate during special school events?  No, but don’t need more spaces for 

the few exceptions 
4. How many school buses serve your school?   

a. Full size buses –  21 
b. Half size buses – 0  
c. Vans – 4 

3. Approximate number or percentage of student walkers?  Small percentage 
5. Safety concerns between bus and parent drop-off/pick-up? With current method, 

students leave rear of school and load onto stacked buses or walk through buses to 
get to parked cars.  Plan is to flip staff and student parking in an attempt to 
eliminate this potential problem. 

6. Safety concerns with traffic flow on site or at site exits?  No, occasionally traffic gets 
backed up on Charlotte Street 

 
C. Educational Program Issues 

1. Are classrooms adequate in size to serve 25 students with new equipment and 
technology requirements?  Varies – academic areas generally a little tight, speciality 
areas vary 

2. What is the average number of students in a general classroom?  23 
a. Range – 15 to 30 

3. Adequate number of small group instruction or seminar spaces?  Yes 
4. Large group instructional/lecture space available?  Auditorium or cafeteria for very large 

group, library classroom is slightly oversized as compared to other classrooms 
5. Acoustics within teaching spaces support verbal communications?  Yes 
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6. Adequate number of power and data outlets in teaching spaces?  Most are adequate, 
social studies and English classrooms could use more or better located outlets 

7. Adequate non-glare lighting is provided in teaching spaces?  Yes 
8. Noisy areas (music, band, gym, auditorium, boiler room, etc.) are acoustically isolated 

from teaching spaces?  Yes 
9. Specialized learning areas and equipment is compatible with instructional needs? 

a. Science 
1. Laboratories/classrooms – 7 labs, total of 9 rooms – 2 science rooms 

not lab ready 
2. Prep. Areas – Yes 

b. Family & Consumer Science 
1. Foods & Nutrition Lab – Good – would like separate kitchen for teacher 

and more room in the dining area 
2. Child Development Lab – No hands-on child care program 
3. Clothing Construction – Small area, not enough machines for number of 

students (14 versus classes of 17 or 18 students), no cutting table, no 
room for ironing boards, poor location and number of power outlets 

c. Art Education 
1. Art Studios with natural light – two studios with natural light and an 

adjacent patio 
2. Sculpture/Kiln studio – yes, could use a second kiln and more wheels 
3. Photo/dark room – No, not part of program 
4. Outdoor patio – yes, but could use picnic style tables 

d. Tech. Ed. – yes, will undergo some changes next year, keep the graphics portion 
and eliminate the carpentry section 

e. Library 
1. TV Studio/classroom – TV studio located elsewhere, do have attached 

classroom 
f. Music Education 

1. Band Room – Yes, with office 
2. Choral Room – Yes, with office 
3. Practice Rooms (4) – No, could use some 
4. Storage  - Adequate 

g. Physical Education 
1. Gym – Too small, need more seating and larger floor space – 

sometimes have 70 students in a gym class and classes are getting 
larger, old manual wood bleachers, poor acoustics 

2. Auxiliary Gym – Too small 
3. Weight Room – Okay – could use more cardio equipment 
4. Locker Rooms - Okay 
5. Team Rooms – Okay for one sport – second sport needs to use locker 

room 
6. Trainers Room - Okay 
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7. Coaches offices/planning – Not big enough for locker space and 
planning 

8. Lobby/concession areas are adequate? Space is fine, no concession 
stand 

9. Public toilets near Gym? Yes 
10. Equipment storage capacity?  Not enough for the Phys. Ed. program – 

share space with athletics 
 

D. ADA Accessibility Issues 
1. Adequate and appropriate handicap parking from main parking lots to main public 

entrances?  Yes 
2. ADA compliant toilet facilities? Yes 
3. Auditorium handicap seating? No, access to stage from seating area is needed 
4. Gymnasium bleacher handicap seating? No 
5. Assistive listening system for auditorium and gymnasium?  No 
6. Elevator or ramp access to upper or lower levels?  Yes 
7. ADA stations are provided for specialized teaching spaces?   

a. Science labs - No 
b. Family & Consumer Science - No 
c. Computer labs - No 

8. Administration reception counter is accessible?  No 
 

E. Support Spaces 
1. Cafeteria/Kitchen 

a. Number of lunch seatings?  3 this year, will be going to 4 next year 
b. Number of serving lines?  2 full lines and one permanently located snack line 
c. Cafeteria is adequate in size?  Seating capacity?  348 – would like it to be larger – 

no moving around space for students after they eat 
d. Kitchen equipment meets the needs for proper food preparation requirements?  

Yes – satellite kitchen 
2. Auditorium  

a. Number of seats?  800 
b. Sound system quality?  Currently being upgraded 
c. Stage lighting and rigging system quality?  Rigging replaced in 2002, lighting is 

fine 
d. Adequate support space for public functions 

1. Lobby  -  Yes 
2. Public toilets  -  Yes 
3. Stage is adequate in size  -  Yes 
4. Changing rooms  -  No designated space – use multi-purpose room 

behind stage 
3. Administration Suite 
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a. Located at main entrance with proper supervision of visitors entering the 
building?  No, use a full-time hall monitor to allow people to access 

b. Secure vestibule?  No – see above. 
c. Reception area provides adequate seating for visitors?  3 to 4 seats 
d. Adequate numbers of offices of proper size?  No, would like one or two more, 1 

Principal, 1 AP, 1 Dean of Students, 1 Hall Monitor, plus support staff 
e. Adequate mail/work room?  Congested, would like it to be located elsewhere 
f. Adequate conference room?  No, only one that is shared with Guidance 
g. Administration toilets provided?  Okay 

4. Guidance Suite – would like to see it moved to Media center 
a. Private student waiting area adequately sized?  Yes, doubles as Career Center 
b. Adequate number of offices of proper size?  Okay, no room for growth – will 

need another for the future 
c. Secure student records storage?  No, records are stored in multiple areas 
d. Adequate conference room?  Shared with admin. 
e. Career Center is adequate in size and provided with the proper equipment?  No, 

not very inviting 
5. Nurse/Health Suite – Poor location, not near admin. suite 

a. Private waiting/treatment room?  Yes 
b. Adequate cot area with nurse supervision?  Yes 
c. Lockable storage for medications?  Yes 

6. Student Support Center – SNAP on second floor – room 201 
7. Professional Development School’s Office & Seminar Room provided?  Use media center 

for technology training for staff 
8. Teacher Planning Centers  -  Use room 208A, copy center and faculty dining room 
9. Faculty lounge/dining is adequate in size and centrally located within building or to 

academic area?  Adequate 
10. Adequate numbers of faculty toilets are conveniently located through out the building?  

Yes 
11. Student Toilets/restrooms 

a. Located close to academic classrooms?  Generally okay – no toilets near art and 
music 

b. Located close to cafeteria and public use spaces?  Yes 
c. Adequate in size to handle the school day and evening function demand?  Yes 

12. Corridors and stairs are adequate in width to avoid congestion during class changes?  
Tight, but okay 

13. Storage is adequate? 
a. Student material storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Okay – 

could use more, like having the cubbies near the cafeteria 
b. Student lockers?  Yes, used by students, using all of them, will not have enough 

if enrollment increases 
c. Teacher storage within classrooms or dedicated storage rooms?  Good 
d. Administration and Guidance storage?  Could use more 
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e. General school supplies?  Need more space 
14. Custodial space is adequate?  Good 

 
F. General Building systems and conditions 

1. Roof condition 
a. Type of roofing system(s)  -  EPDM, fully adhered, two minor (difficult to track) 

leaks especially with slush/snow 
2. Window systems 

a. Operable windows?  Yes 
b. Insulated glass windows?  Yes 

3. Mechanical systems provide reliable heating, ventilation and cooling?  Univents in CRs, 
not effective 

4. Plumbing systems function properly?  Okay 
a. Quality of drinking water?  Okay 

5. Fire protection/sprinkler system?  Not fully sprinklered 
6. Electrical systems are reliable and adequate for power requirements?  Yes 
7. Lighting systems provide adequate levels of illumination for required tasks? 

a. Minimal glare at computer stations?  Yes – T12 currently, looking to change to 
something more efficient 

8. Fire Alarm system is functional and meets current code and ADA requirements?  Yes 
9. Security Systems 

a. Card access system?  Completed for all perimeter doors this summer 
b. CCTV system?  Yes – with interior mounted cameras only 
c. Intrusion detection system?  Yes 
d. Central monitoring station tied into the fire alarm system?  Yes 

 
General Notes: 
- Making changes for next year to create additional needed teaching stations 

- Wood shop will be converted to teaching stations 
- Weight Room will become Health Classroom 

- Would like to have an extra set of double doors out the back lobby to the parking lot 
- Will need a third Art Studio next year – Classroom 404? 
- Will need more classrooms to accommodate change to ½ day vocational school 
- Asbestos tiles in second floor classrooms replaced summer 2008 
- Tile in auditorium needs to be replaced 
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3.9 Pottsgrove District Administration Offices 
               

 
 
Pottsgrove District Administration Offices are housed in the same building as the high school and was 
part of the 1992 renovations. 
 
General Building Description: 
 
Address:   1301 Kauffman Road 
    Pottstown, PA  19464 
 
Superintendent:  Dr. Bradley Landis 
 
Local Municipality/County: Lower Pottsgrove Township/Montgomery County 
 
Date(s) of Construction: 1958 – Original Construction, 1967, 1992 
 
Zoning:   R-2 Residential 
 
Site Size:   See High School 
 
Building Size/Area:  9,900 s.f. 
 
Number of Floors:  One 
  
Construction Type:  Steel frame/masonry  
 
Roof:    Asphalt built-up with slag surface 
    Ballasted E.P.D.M. membrane roof 
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Exterior Wall Construction: Masonry cavity wall with brick exterior veneer, glass curtain walls 
 
Interior Wall Construction: Concrete block at corridor walls, stud and drywall, or   
    moveable partition walls 
 
Interior Wall Finishes:  Painted block or drywall, Polycote, ceramic tile 
 
Flooring:   Terrazzo, vinyl composition tile, asbestos floor tile, ceramic tile, carpet,  
    concrete, walk-off carpet tile, wood 
 
Ceilings:   Acoustical tile 
 
Windows:   Insulated glass and aluminum windows – some operable, with vertical  
    blinds 
 
Exterior Doors:  Hollow metal doors with metal frames 
 
Interior Doors:   Solid wood doors with metal frames 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See the high school report for floor plans and details on any facility deficiencies.
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Administration Interview 

 
Date of Meeting: February 25, 2008 

Participants:  Dr. Bradley Landis, Superintendent, Pottsgrove School District 
   Shellie Feola, Assistant Superintendent, Pottsgrove School District 
   David Nester, Business Administrator, Pottsgrove School District 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Gilbert Architects, Project Director 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 

A. Future Impact of Program Changes 
1. Full day Kindergarten?  Eliminate Pre-1st?  General sense is that full day Kindergarten will 

happen within the next 5 years.  Any movement to Pre-1st would be beyond that time 
line and doesn’t need to be considered (at this point) as a priority. 

2. Alternative Education Program?  Also not a top priority at this time.  If the School District 
already had space available, it might be different.  To build space for this program is not 
something to consider now. 

3. Vocational Program changes?  Change to a half day program will take place Fall of 2009.  
At this time the program will be available to 10th, 11th and 12th grades. 

4. Equity across elementary schools – capacity of new ES?  Not something the School 
District is working toward.  If a new elementary school were to be built, it should handle 
an enrollment of about 550 students. 

5. Cross utilization of facilities – athletic fields, auditorium. . .  Already being done to some 
extent for the athletic fields requiring transportation of students.  This is not ideal.  In 
most cases, cross utilization of the auditorium isn’t practical.  Limiting community use 
of school fields and facilities has not been a possibility to date. 

6. Team teaching – commons area?  Any new elementary school should include an 
intentional space to be used as a common area.  This can be as minimal as a widened 
corridor – doesn’t need to be its own defined room.  This space will allow teachers in 
that pod to plan/work together or allow multiple classes to work together on a project. 

7. Science Program review?  This curriculum review will happen next year with no 
significant facility changes expected. 

8. Technology changes - Computer Training – Computer Lab versus Classroom?  There is 
still a need for a computer lab – even with increased technology in the classrooms.  
Business courses could be taught there or any other computer based group instruction.   
The Technology Director will be heavily involved in how technology is incorporated into 
academic programs.  A video conference area for use by all schools is something 
planned within the next couple of years. 
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9. Community use of Facilities?  No major changes expected in this area.  Community 
heavily uses athletic areas and other interior spaces within all the schools. 

10. Special Ed. inclusion?  As the district continues to move toward more inclusion into main 
stream classrooms, some special ed. designated spaces (not all) may become available.  
The changes in the Western Center for Technical Studies program will result in more 
students – including Special Ed. students – back at the high school.  Given this, the 
number of classrooms dedicated to special ed. may remain unchanged. 

 
B. Critical Adjacencies 

1. DAO with High School or Middle School or Elementary School – Not necessary 
2. Special Ed. with DAO – Desired, but not required 
3. Special Ed. with HS, MS or ES – Not necessary 
4. Technology with DAO – Not necessary 
5. Alternative Ed. with DAO, or HS, MS, or ES – Not something being considered at this 

time. 
6. Pre-K and Kindergarten with Elementary – Not something being considered at this time. 
 

C. General 
1. How do current facilities fit program/curriculum current need?  Future need? 

! Current technology upgrades happening at the MS (already done at the HS) should be 
rolled out to the elementary schools. 

! Amenities like white boards are being handled at the Building Administrator level – 
inconsistent amenities between schools. 

! Lighting upgrades – darken front of room, two level lighting, motion sensors for 
on/off, window treatments all need to be updated to better match technology and 
improve efficiencies. 

! Any planned (designed) Teacher Planning Areas have been assigned as teaching 
stations.  PDE required a certain number be included in a renovation or new school 
plan.  Should these spaces be made available to be used as designed? 

 
2. What program/curriculum changes do you expect in the next 3 years?  5 years?  10 

years? 
! Full day kindergarten 
! Special ed. inclusion progress may mean re-working these rooms into more 

traditional classroom set-up 
! Additional staff is expected at the District Admin. Office – including a social worker 

and a supervisor of curriculum 
 
3. Acquisition of properties – What are the potentials?  Preferences? 

! Rickels/Genardis property – has offer for $2.6 million?? 
! St. Pius school – Pottsgrove School District to evaluate possibility of this building and 

or property 
4. Board and/or parent “hot buttons”? 
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! Early education center – probably won’t be well received 
! Currently under going a Title 9 audit  
! Athletic fields – number and quality of facilities 
! Class size – pushing for lower numbers 
! Foreign languages 

 
5. What projects – small and large – are in process or already planned? 

! Mike Katzenmoyer to provide 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Administration Interview 

 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 
Participants:  Susan Race, Assistant Superintendent, Pottsgrove School District 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Gilbert Architects, Project Director 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 

A. Future Impact of Program Changes 
11. Full day Kindergarten?  Eliminate Pre-1st?  Pre-1st will be eliminated next year, may have 

full-day k in all schools 
12. Alternative Education Program?  Nothing planned at this time 
13. Vocational Program changes?  Going to half day program shouldn’t have a big impact on 

the HS 
14. Equity across elementary schools?  Equity or parity in programs and technology, but not 

in size 
15. Cross utilization of facilities – athletic fields, auditorium, . . . Yes, happens with athletic 

fields 
 

B. Critical Adjacencies 
7. DAO with High School or Middle School or Elementary School – No, don’t need to be 

adjacent. 
8. Special Ed. with DAO – Would prefer to be physically near, have much interaction with 

the Supervisor and Assistant Supervisor 
9. Special Ed. with HS, MS or ES – Not necessary 
10. Technology with DAO – Don’t see a need from assistant superintendent perspective 
11. Alternative Ed. with DAO, or HS, MS, or ES – Can’t see the district doing a daytime alt. 

ed. program, for evening it wouldn’t matter 
12. Pre-K and Kindergarten with Elementary – Could present a problem with the Board and 

with parents 
 

C. Potential Items for Significant Curriculum Changes  
1. Team teaching – commons area – don’t see this happening 
2. Science Program review – HS to be done next year – should not affect facilities 
3. Computer Training – lab versus classroom – should not affect curriculum, just delivery 

will be different 
4. Vocational Education – will add some students to the high school 
5. Community use of Facilities?? 
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D. General 
6. How do current facilities fit program/curriculum needs? 
  
7. What program/curriculum changes do expect in the next 3 years?  5 years?  10 years? 
 
General Comments: 
- Ideas for better utilization of DAO space – re-work entry and reception area to have 

smaller reception area and allow space for an additional conference room 
- Will need space for “Teacher on Special Assignment” – maybe re-work the space in front 

of Dr. Race’s office.  Also, would like to provide private office space for assistant 
director 

- Need to continue to work toward full inclusion – this should open up some classroom 
space 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Facilities Interview 

 
Date of Meeting: February 25, 2008 
Participants:  Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Gilbert Architects, Project Director 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. Building Facility Issues: 

1. Storage is at a premium in all buildings and facilities storage is scattered in a variety of 
locations throughout all buildings.  A centralized storage area would address some of 
these issues.  There is not currently enough room at any existing site to accommodate 
this.  If a new site is built, space should be allotted for central storage, complete with 
dock high delivery.  This will require at least one additional person on staff to manage 
the Central Store. 

2. Custodial closets are generally sufficient throughout the schools. 
3. Expansion of the recycling program will happen in the next several years to include 

plastic and aluminum. 
4. There are no secure dumpster locations at any of the sites.  The public is using them for 

larger, hard to get rid of items. 
5. All buildings should have secure vestibules that require visitors to pass through the 

main office. 
6. Card access system needs to be expanded at most schools to include multiple exterior 

doors and some interior doors. 
7. Would like to increase the number of security cameras at some of the sites and provide 

for remote access. 
8. The alarm system is “maxed out” for the number of codes distributed.  It is believed that 

a new system will be required if more codes are needed. 
9. Need an ongoing focus at all buildings to make renovations and upgrades to minimize 

utility usage – like changing out T12 fixtures to more efficient T8s. 
 

B. Maintenance Issues: 
1. Maintenance space needs to be consolidated.  There are 6 full-time staff in this area 

doing repairs, doing minor installations, salting drives and parking areas, . . .  A single 
space large enough to house required equipment (welder, power tools, Genie scissor 
lift, . . .) is desired.  The Grounds Program has a pole barn to house their equipment.  
This type of structure may be suitable for the maintenance equipment. 

2. Bulk storage of salt and Diamond-Tex is also needed. 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Athletic Program Check List 

 
 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 

Participants:     Gary DeRenzo, Athletic Director, Pottsgrove High School 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. High School 

1. Athletic fields and equipment are free from hazards?  For the most part, some uneven 
areas on some fields, doesn’t drain as well as it should since the new track was 
installed 

2. Seating capacity of stadium – Home side?  1800   Visitor Side?  2100 
3. Stadium facilities: 

a. Concessions – Yes, access from inside and outside stadium fence – no cooking 
hood 

b. Public Toilets – Yes 
c. Press Box – Yes, two tiered, not ADA accessible 
d. Running Track – Yes, 2 years old 
e. Emergency vehicle access – Yes, two vehicle gates to access the field 
f. ADA accessible fields – Yes to stadium, but no to all other fields, no paved paths 
g. ADA accessible stadium seating – Yes, visitors and home sides 

4. Number and condition of fields: 
a. Baseball – 1 at the HS, 2nd at Ringing Rocks is used by 9th grade 
b. Softball - 2 
c. Practice/Multi-purpose – 3 as overlay fields 

All fields have portable bleachers 
5. Basketball Courts – 2 modified courts, not used for basketball by school or community – 

used for practice for lacrosse, . . .  
6. Tennis Courts – 6, beginning to show signs of wear.  Two courts have planter boxes at 

the rear of the fenced area (used as a retaining wall for adjacent courts that are 
about two feet higher).  Boxes are a potential hazard to someone playing on the 
courts. 

7. Physical Education – indoor facilities: 
a. Gym – Seats 850, floor boards have shrunk leaving gaps, floor can probably only 

be refinished just one more time before it will need to be replaced.  Gym is 
overall too small.  Would prefer a curtain to the folding wall. 

b. Auxiliary Gym – In average condition, used for wrestling and by community, 
PT/OT and inclement weather use also 
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c. Weight Room – not currently being utilized as weight room.  This space is 
scheduled to be changed into a teaching space next year – probably the 
health classroom. 

d. Locker Rooms – Ventilation may be an issue – odors 
e. Team Rooms - Okay 
f. Trainers Room – Good, well located 
g. Coaches offices/planning - Okay 
h. Lobby/concession areas are adequate? Yes for a lobby – no ticket or concession 

area 
i. Public toilets near Gym? Yes 
j. Equipment storage capacity is sufficient? No, could always use more.  Storage 

container outside for some equipment. 
General Comments: 
 It would be nice to have team rooms directly adjacent to the stadium – current team 
rooms are too far removed and are not used for half times – takes too long. 
 Stadium is only used by the community for Relay for Life.  Other fields are heavily used 
by the community. 
 Walk off carpet tile in corridor at athletic area is showing signs of wear and needs to be 
replaced – alternate flooring material (rubber?) would be preferred. 
 School buses transport teams between schools (High School, Middle School, Lower 
Elementary School and Parks & Rec. fields adjacent to Lower) as needed and based on field 
availability. 
 Additional teams may be forming in the near term – middle school lacrosse, volleyball? 
 Fields are overused and do not have a chance to recover.  It would take 3 additional 
fields to adequately meet the needs of the school and community.  Athletic Director would like 
one of the fields to be turf – this field would be for lacrosse, soccer, field hockey – not the field 
in the stadium. 
 District is spending $10,000/yr to rent time at the Y’s pool. 
 The winter track team will run through the halls of the HS during inclement weather. 
 Some modified fields (half fields) would be helpful for goal practices. 
 
B. Middle School 

1. Athletic fields and equipment are free from hazards? No – there are drainage ditches 
near some of the fields creating a tripping hazard. 

2. Blacktop play area? No 
3. Fitness equipment? Not outside, but in the Weight Room 
4. Number and condition of fields: 

a. Football – yes, but poorly installed, not consistently used by the school for 
sports 

b. Track – cinder track, does not compact well – used by community and phys. ed. 
class – MS track team uses HS track 
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c. Baseball – 2 fields – both used by boys teams, girls softball goes to Lower, fields 
have poor drainage and are not very accessible – must walk through one to get 
to the other. 

d. Softball - None 
e. Practice/Multi-purpose – 2 overlay fields 

5. Physical Education – indoor facilities: 
a. Gymnasium with folding wall or curtain – Yes, with folding wall, good size and 

condition 
b. Auxiliary Gym – Good condition 
c. Adaptive Gym – Has weight equipment and cardio machines – on the smaller side 
d. Shower Area - Yes 
e. Drying Area - Yes 
f. Lockers – Yes – but no Team Rooms 
g. Laundry - Yes 
h. Storage - Yes 
i. Office/Shower/Toilets - Yes 

 
C. Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 

1. Athletic fields and equipment are free from hazards? Yes 
2. Blacktop play area? Yes 
3. Playground equipment? Yes 
4. Number and condition of fields: 

a. Softball – 2, used by MS girls team 
b. Practice/Multi-purpose – 3 used by HS and MS 

5. Physical Education: 
a. Gym - Yes 
b. Locker Rooms - Yes 
c. Physical Education teacher office - Yes 
d. Toilets near Gym? Yes 
e. Equipment storage capacity? Good 

 
D. West Pottsgrove Elementary School 

1. Athletic fields and equipment are free from hazards?  Generally yes – some wash out 
problems with the wooden chips at climbing equipment  

2. Blacktop play area? Yes  
3. Playground equipment? Yes 
4. Number and condition of fields: 

a. Softball - 0 
b. Practice/Multi-purpose – 2, but too small for sports, used by the community for 

Little league 
5.  Physical Education: 

a. Gym - Yes 
b. Locker Rooms – used for storage 
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c. Physical Education teacher office - Yes 
d. Toilets near Gym? Yes  
e. Equipment storage capacity? Adequate 

 
E. Ringing Rocks Elementary School 

1. Athletic fields and equipment are free from hazards? Yes – two areas – one for Primary 
and one for Intermediate 

2. Blacktop play area?  Yes 
3. Playground equipment?  Good 
4. Number and condition of fields: 

a. Softball – 1 used by HS 
b. Practice/Multi-purpose – 1 overlay 

5. Physical Education: 
a. Gym – Adequate in size – but carpeted 
b. Locker Rooms – Used as storage 
c. Physical Education teacher office - Yes 
d. Toilets near Gym? Yes 
e. Equipment storage capacity? Minimal 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Technology Program Check List 

 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 

Participants:  Kristen Kozloski, Technology Director, Pottsgrove School District 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. High School 

1. Technology needs are being met?  Wiring closets need better cooling. 
a. Wireless internet access – need to increase wireless capabilities 
b. Computers – desk top/laptop – Desktops for teachers/staff – will go to laptops 

next year, students use computer lab and/or library or laptop carts 
c. Connected to District-wide system for voice, data and video ? 

B. Middle School 
1. Technology needs are being met? Wiring closets need better cooling. 

a. Wireless internet access - Yes 
b. Computers – desk top/laptop - Desktops for teachers/staff – will go to laptops 

next year, students use computer lab and/or library or laptop carts 
c. Connected to District-wide system for voice, data and video ? 

C. Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 
1. Technology needs are being met? This is the only school designed and built with 

MDF/IDF spaces – so they are properly conditioned. 
a. Wireless internet access - Yes 
b. Computers – desk top/laptop - Desktops for teachers/staff – will go to laptops 

next year, students use computer lab and/or library 
c. Connected to District-wide system for voice, data and video ? 

D. West Pottsgrove Elementary School 
1. Technology needs are being met? 

d. Wireless internet access - yes 
e. Computers – desk top/laptop - Desktops for teachers/staff – will go to laptops 

next year, students use computer lab and/or library 
f. Connected to District-wide system for voice, data and video ? 

E. Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
1. Technology needs are being met? 

g. Wireless internet access - yes 
h. Computers – desk top/laptop - Desktops for teachers/staff – will go to laptops 

next year, students use computer lab and/or library 
i. Connected to District-wide system for voice, data and video ? 
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General Comments: 
- Fiber will be run from Norristown Intermediate to DAO – paid for by Act 183. 
- Goal is to eventually have a “fiber campus” 
- Move is to being all wireless – all schools have this capability now 
- Need to have a single, properly sized and cooled Data Center (Server Room) 
- Technology Director and Network Manager should be located in same area 
- All other technology staff should be located in the schools 
- Standards will include Pentium 4, PC/MAC mixed platform computers 
- Will need ability to plug-in 30 lap tops per classroom 
- Plans to set up Video Conferencing in the High School Media Center 
- System security is good 
- Would like to continue to pursue wireless projector technology 
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Pottsgrove Public School District 
Special Education Program Check List 

 
Date of Meeting: February 20, 2008 

Participants:  Ann Myers, Supervisor of Special Education, Pottsgrove School District 
   Christine Raber, Assistant Supervisor of Special Education, Pottsgrove  
    School District 
   Shellie Fiola, Assistant Superintendent, Pottsgrove School District 
   Mike Katzenmoyer, Director of Facilities, Pottsgrove School District 
   Jessica Mailhot, Project Manager, Gilbert Architects 
   Heather Conant, Project Director, Gilbert Architects 
 
A. High School 

1. Special Education needs are being met?  Need space for testing at all schools 
a. Speech-Language Therapy – services provided, but no designated area 
b. OT/PT - services provided, but no designated area 
c. Life Skills – Yes, but room was retrofitted from a child care area, poor ventilation 

for cooking, very cramped 
d. Emotional Disturbances – 2 classrooms 
e. Gifted & Talented – Yes, but no designated space 

 
B. Middle School 

1. Special Education needs are being met?  Need space for testing at all schools 
a. Speech-Language Therapy 
b. OT/PT - services provided, but no designated area, use gym or stair wells 
c. Life Skills - No 
d. Emotional Disturbances – 2 classrooms 
e. Gifted & Talented – Yes, but no designated space 

Note:  There is no provision for wheel chair bound students to get down from 3rd floor in 
event of a fire 
C. Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School 

1. Special Education needs are being met?  Need space for testing at all schools 
a. Speech-Language Therapy - Yes 
b. OT/PT - services provided, but no designated area – use lobby area 
c. Emotional Disturbances – Uses Learning Support 
d. Gifted & Talented - Yes 

 
D. West Pottsgrove Elementary School 

1. Special Education needs are being met?   
a. Speech-Language Therapy Need space for testing at all schools 
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b. OT/PT - services provided, but no designated area – use a closet 
c. Emotional Disturbances - Uses Learning Support 
d. Gifted & Talented – All GT students bused to this location on Wednesdays – other 

times the GT teacher “pushes in” to the schools 
 

E. Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
1. Special Education needs are being met?  Need space for testing at all schools 

a. Speech-Language Therapy - services provided, but no designated area 
b. OT/PT - services provided, but no designated area 
c. Emotional Disturbances - Uses Learning Support 
d. Gifted & Talented - Yes 

 
F. Staff Office Space – District Administration Offices 

1. Sufficient office space: 
a. Psychologists – 4 each assigned to an ES or the MS, all share the HS, space is 

very tight 
b. Secretarial Staff – 2 full-time and one part-time 
c. Supervisor and Assistant Supervisor – Each has their own office 
d. Storage – Tight on space and poorly organized, would like to get to the point of 

electronic files 
e. Additional staff – Itinerant teacher has no designated space at DAO 

 
 
General Comments: 

- Additional space is required at each of the schools for counselor from Lincoln Center – 
sometimes meeting with 4 or 5 students 

- Student records need to be converted to electronic format 
- Alternative ed. handled out of district – sent to IU in Pottstown 
- May be a possible autistic program at the district in the future 
- Working toward full inclusion 
- May be a possible alt. ed. program at the district in the future 
- Would prefer for entire staff to be in one location 
- Possibility for part-time secretary to become full-time 
- Changes in the Western Center program will increase number of students requiring services 
- Currently 25 special ed. teachers, budgeting for 5 more for next year 
- Would be nice to have automatic exterior doors  
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4.1  Building Program  
 

In developing options for the Pottsgrove School District, it was obvious that the facility 
with the greatest need – both facility and program - is Ringing Rocks Elementary School.   
Therefore, several options were developed involving Ringing Rocks using the program 
and criteria defined in this section. 
 
The program outlined below was initially developed as part of the Pottsgrove School 
District Facility Study for Elementary Schools completed in 2001.  With minor revisions, 
this program is still appropriate today.  
 
 
Administration: 

! Principal’s office with a private toilet room 
! Waiting area and space for two (2) secretaries 
! Mail and copy/work room – copy room to be adjacent to administration which is 

to be used by the entire staff 
! Conference room for up to ten people 
! Comments: 

o Secure vestibule requiring all visitors to pass through the administration 
area 

o 60 mail boxes 
o Separate waiting area for five people 

 
Nurse’s Suite: 

! Waiting area 
! Nurse’s office 
! Exam room 
! Toilet room 
! Cot area for four (4) cots 
! Comments: 

o Administration is back-up for the nurse – provide direct access between 
nurse and administration 

 
Guidance: 

! One (1) office adjacent to a conference room that will accommodate 10 – 12 
people; Space will be used for after school programs and testing 

! Provide space for secure records and material storage 
 
In-School Suspension (ISS): 

! Full size classroom close to administration 
! Toilet room space 
! Provide space for approximately 15 students at any given time; teacher in room 

(no office required) 
! No windows 

 
Specialists (can be located anywhere in the school): 

! Title 1 Reading Classroom 
o Reading specialist office with table to accommodate 3-4 people 
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o Space for 6-8 individual stations with eight teaching areas (six reading 
and two math) 

! Instructional Support (IST) 
o Full size classroom to accommodate a conference area to meet with 

parents with a counter area for serving coffee and space for two (2) 
computers 

o IST office directly adjacent to space 
! Speech 

o Half size classroom for small group instruction 
! Psychologist 

o Small room with table 
! Itinerant Room 

o Small room with table 
 
Special Education: 

! Provide four (4) special education classrooms with toilet facilities directly 
adjacent 

o Two Learning Support (provide two (2) computers) 
o Two Emotional Support (provide two (2) computers) 

 
Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy Room: 

! Adjacent to the gymnasium 
 

Library/Media Center: 
! Provide a group of 25 computers in the library for research 
! Office, aide office, work room and AV storage adjacent to library 
! 11,000 volume book collection 
! Would like this space to be welcoming – with windows and/or natural light.  

Library should be inviting space, central to the educational learning experience 
 
Computer Lab: 

! Adjacent to the library/media center 
! Space to accommodate one classroom or 30 students for instruction 

 
General Classrooms: 

! Classrooms for grades K-2 to have six (6) computers and grades 3-5 to have ten 
(10) computers.  All classrooms to have a teacher’s station with a computer. 

! Provide twelve (12) data jacks in each classroom. 
! Provide one (1) sink in each classroom. 
! Provide a toilet room in all kindergarten, 1st and 2nd grade classrooms. 

 
Art Classroom: 

! Provide four (4) sinks 
 
Music Classrooms: 

! Instrumental music with two (2) practice rooms 
! General music for vocal 

 
Multi-purpose room with stage: 

! To serve as cafeteria and assembly space 
! To be used for a before and after school daycare program 
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! Needs to be away from instructional areas 
 
Kitchen: 

! Warming kitchen only; food will continue to be delivered from middle school 
! Two (2) serving lines 

 
Gymnasium: 

! To serve as a physical education and community space 
! Bleachers 
! Provide public toilet facilities adjacent to gymnasium for after hours use 

 
Large Group Instruction Room: 

! A space separate from the multi-purpose room that can accommodate four (4) 
classrooms or 100 students 

! Can also be used for faculty planning 
 
Faculty Room: 

! To serve as a break room 
! Male and Female toilet rooms directly adjacent 

 
Toilet Room: 

! Provide adequate toilet facilities for the population 
 
Site Requirements: 

! Athletic facilities 
o Play areas 

! Separate play areas for K-2 and 3-5 grade levels 
! Provide hard play surfaces adjacent to both play areas (basketball 

for grades 3-5) 
o Multi-purpose field 
o Softball field  

! Parking 
o Staff 
o Visitors 
o Event parking 

! Bus and vehicular traffic 
o Pick-up and drop-off circulation 

 
Miscellaneous Site Issues: 

! Building security and vandalism issues 
! Public pedestrian traffic flow on school grounds
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4.2  Proposed Capacities  

 

Grade Level 
Number of 

Classrooms PDE Capacity PGSD Capacity 
        

K 4 100 72 
1 4 100 72 
2 4 100 96 
3 4 100 96 
4 4 100 96 
5 4 100 96 

        
Sub-total 24 600 528 

  2 50 48 
        

Total 26 650 576 
 
PDE classroom capacity is 25 students per classroom with a minimum classroom size of 
660 sq.ft.  PGSD classroom capacity is 18 students for grades K – 1 and 24 students for 
grades 2 – 5.  Minimum room size is also 660 sq.ft. 
 
Approximate size of core spaces 
Large Group Instruction    1,200 sq.ft. 
 To accommodate 100 people 
Library/Media Center      6,000-7,000 sq.ft. 
 To accommodate elementary  
 school population of 650* 
Cafeteria     1,650 sq.ft. 
Gymnasium     4,000 sq.ft. 
 
 
*To determine the physical size of the library information center, the following formula was 
used: 
For elementary schools, twenty-four percent (24%) of the student body times forty square feet (40 
sq.ft.): e.g. 650 students x .24 = 156 x 40 = 6,240 sq.ft. plus 30 sq. ft. per work station, plus office, 
conference, storage, workroom and instructional room. 
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4.3 Design Criteria  
 
The following design criteria was developed as a tool to address the administration and 
faculty’s desires, concerns and needs for an elementary facility.  The criteria identified is 
in no priority order but was considered for the development of options. 
 
Program equity: 

! Develop an Educational Program that is equitable to the other district-owned 
elementary schools and will offer the educational opportunities to all the district’s 
elementary school children. 

 
 
Create an enriched learning environment: 

! Maximize natural light into the classroom and minimize windowless classrooms 
! Provide proper ventilation and artificial light to all areas of the building 
! Defined adjacencies/proximities of support spaces to the educational spaces, 

i.e., the library/media center, gymnasium/multi-purpose room, specialists, etc. 
! Understanding scale and proportions of spaces relative to the user 
! Make conscious decisions on building including site, energy consumption, indoor 

air quality, finishes, water usage, stormwater management 
 
Safety: 

! Controlled entry points into the facility 
! Secure vestibule at main entrance 
! Direct line of sight in the building including monitoring the hallways and toilet 

rooms 
! Visibility and vulnerability of the building 

o Windows 
o Hiding areas around the building 
o Site access 
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4.4 Options  
 
 
Following are options developed to address some of the deficiencies outlined in this 
report. 
 
These options are listed in no order of priority. 
 
Options 1 thru 4 primarily address deficiencies at Ringing Rocks Elementary School.  
Following these options is a list of renovations and additions identified to correct some of 
the deficiencies at Pottsgrove High School.  It will take some combination of options to 
adequately address Pottsgrove High School, Ringing Rocks Elementary School and 
District Administration Office needs. 
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Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
 
 
Option 1:  Major Renovations/Additions to Ringing Rocks 
Elementary School  
 
Major renovations and additions to Ringing Rocks Elementary School, incorporating 
some of the District Administration staff. 
 

! Replace heating and cooling systems, lighting, power and technology equipment, 
and plumbing systems. 

! Re-organize existing interior spaces to minimize elementary school program 
deficiencies. 

! Repair/replace exterior materials, windows and doors, etcetera, to provide a 
more energy efficient building envelope. 

! Repair/replace interior finishes and equipment to compliment the current and 
future educational methodologies. 

! Incorporate Special Education Offices into portion of Ringing Rocks Elementary 
School footprint to provide space relief at the high school. 

! Re-organize parking and vehicular traffic patterns on the site. 
 
 
 
 

Advantages 
! Utilizes existing RRES. 
! No change to current transportation methods is required. 
! Addresses educational program/space deficiencies at the 

elementary school. 
! Provides secure and confidential area for Special 

Education staff. 
! Provides sufficient parking for staff, administrators, and 

visitors. 
! Provides enhanced security with improved floor plan, 

including a secure vestibule at the main entrance. 
 
 

Disadvantages 
! Provides no additional athletic fields. 
! Students and staff need to be relocated during 

construction. 
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Option 2:   New Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
 
Construct a new elementary school on the athletic field adjacent to the existing Ringing 
Rocks Elementary School. 
 

! Build new RRES on existing site (softball field adjacent to existing).   
 
 
 
 

Advantages 
! Addresses educational program/space deficiencies at the 

elementary school 
! Elementary students and staff do not need to be relocated 

during construction 
! No change to current transportation methods is required 
! Provides separation between bus traffic and automobile 

traffic 
! Existing RRES site is converted to athletic fields 
! Eliminates site acquisition costs 
! Provides opportunity for district wide equity between 

elementary schools 
 
 

Disadvantages 
! Demolition of a structurally sound building 
! Cost 
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Option 3:   New Ringing Rocks Elementary School with District 
Administration Offices 
 
Construct a new elementary school on the athletic field adjacent to the existing Ringing 
Rocks Elementary School. 
 

! Build new RRES on existing site (softball field adjacent to existing).   
! Include space in new facility for DAO.   
! Demolish existing RRES and convert site into athletic field. 

 
 
 
 

Advantages 
! Addresses educational program/space deficiencies at the 

elementary school 
! Elementary students and staff do not need to be relocated 

during construction 
! Addresses educational program/space deficiencies at the 

high school 
! No change to current transportation methods is required 
! Provides separation between bus traffic and automobile 

traffic 
! Existing RRES site is converted to athletic fields 
! Eliminates site acquisition costs 

 
 
 

Disadvantages 
! Demolition of a structurally sound building 
! Cost 
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OPTION 4:  Pottsgrove High School 
 
 
Phase 1:  Renovate limited existing spaces to address immediate 
program/space needs 
  

! Convert existing industrial arts (wood shop) into a new art room. 
! Reappoint existing library 

 
 
Phase 2:  Renovate existing District Administration Offices into academic 
spaces for high school 
  

! Convert existing district administration offices into an additional art room, family & 
consumer science rooms, and a life skills classroom 

! Renovate existing FCS classrooms to general education classrooms 
! Reappoint existing library 

 
 
Phase 3:  Gymnasium Addition 
  

! Construct a new competition sized gymnasium adjacent to the auditorium 
 
 
Phase 4:  Addition and Renovations for High School Administration and 
Guidance Offices 
  

! Construct an addition to house guidance offices 
! Create a secure vestibule at main entrance to the high school 
! Renovate and reorganize building administration offices 

 
 
Phase 5:  Renovate core areas of High School  
 

! Relocate Nurse’s suite to a more central location in the building 
! Renovate existing gymnasium into a library 
! Create a secure vestibule at the main entrance to the high school 
! Renovate existing library space into a tele-conference/distance learning center 
! Renovate and reorganize building administration offices 
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Estimates of Probable Construction Costs 
Ringing Rocks Elementary School 

 
OPTION 1 - Major Renovations/Additions to Ringing Rocks 
Elementary School 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION 
SOFT 
COSTS TOTAL 

Major 
Renovations &  
Addition 

3,300,000 15,324,526 2,304,404 2,605,169 23,534,099

   
 
OPTION 2 - New Ringing Rocks Elementary School 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION 
SOFT 
COSTS TOTAL 

New Building 4,370,622 22,667,077 5,258,787 4,596,408 36,892,894
 
 
OPTION 3 - New Ringing Rocks Elementary School with District 
Administration Offices 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION 
SOFT 
COSTS TOTAL 

New Building 4,370,622 26,608,942 6,173,299 TBD 37,152,863
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Estimates of Probable Construction Costs 
Pottsgrove High School 

 
Phase 1 - Renovate limited existing spaces to address 
immediate program/space needs 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION SOFT COSTS TOTAL 

Convert 
existing 
Industrial Arts 
room into Art 
classroom 

N/A 385,135 63,933 65,472 514,540

 
Phase 2 - Renovate existing district administration offices into 
academic spaces for high school 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION SOFT COSTS TOTAL 

Renovations 
to 
DAO & FCS 

N/A 1,647,569 273,501 280,086 2,201,156

 
Phase 3 - Gymnasium addition 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION SOFT COSTS TOTAL 

Gymnasium  
Addition TBD 3,425,820 568,686 582,389 4,576,895

 
Phase 4 - Addition and renovations for high school 
administration and guidance offices 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION SOFT COSTS TOTAL 

Addition & 
Renovations 
to Admin. & 
Guidance 

TBD 3,225,998 535,514 548,419 4,309,931

 
Phase 5 - Renovate core areas of high school 
 
 SITEWORK CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY/

INFLATION SOFT COSTS TOTAL 

Core Area 
Renovations N/A 1,968,697 326,803 334,678 2,630,178

 
 
   Total Possible Costs at High School        $14,232,700 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  
 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 

To meet the ever increasing demand for athletic facilities and to allow the existing fields 

proper recovery time, The Pottsgrove Area School District has requested a Feasibility 

Study to look at possible renovations and/or expansions to the athletic fields located at 

three campuses in the District: High School, Middle School and Lower Pottsgrove 

Elementary School.  Additionally as part of the recommended solutions, the Bleim Road 

tract is included in this study. All the fields on these campuses are utilized to 

accommodate the high school and middle school athletics, physical education programs 

and community use. ELA Group, Inc. has prepared this study to help aid the District in 

their preliminary review of the matter. 

 

B. BACKGROUND 
 

The primary problem with athletic fields is the inability to maintain quality surfaces for play. 

Substandard turf generally can be attributed to three (3) primary factors.  These include 

cultural factors, physical factors, and factors related to the type and intensity of field use.  

Cultural factors are most commonly associated with fertility and maintenance practices 

necessary to sustain vegetative propagation and root zone health.   Physical factors are 

those such as surface drainage and soil compaction which cannot be corrected through 

cultural practices.   Use factors are those that result in excessive wear of the turf whereby 

turf recovery is limited or not possible.  Poor turf usually results from a combination of 

these factors, but most often includes use of the field exceeding that which the cultural or 

physical characteristics can accommodate.   Accordingly, higher quality of construction 

and intensity of maintenance eliminates issues commonly associated with poor turf 

resulting from cultural or physical factors.  However, the use of the facility must also be 

balanced through observation of the turf condition in order to prevent deterioration and 

lack of recovery due to excessive use. One way to better allow fields recovery time is to 

increase the number of fields so use can be moved off the worn field so it may recover. 

 

“Non-competitive” or “practice” fields are at greater risk since construction methods/quality 

and maintenance practices may lead to poor turf due to cultural and physical factors 
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regardless of the intensity of field use.  Often, these fields have the highest intensity of use 

that when coupled with poor cultural and physical conditions will lead to rapid deterioration 

of the turf.  The turf often cannot recover even with maintenance practices as the cultural 

and physical characteristics of the field may not readily support turf recovery (germination) 

or new seedling growth.  

 

Public school districts, municipal agencies, and public recreation organizations face similar 

challenges where demand exceeds supply.  The development of new athletic fields, or 

high quality athletic fields, is further hampered by limited or fixed funds available for 

construction and ongoing maintenance practices.  To meet field demand in regard to 

budget constraints, a common approach is to emphasize quantity over quality.  Typically 

this approach results in one (1) or two (2) “premier” fields with the remainder generally 

categorized as “low cost” fields.  Maintenance follows a similar pattern with the majority of 

the available budget/man hours dedicated to the “premier” fields while an equal amount is 

spread over the remaining fields. 

 

As the “non-competitive / practice” fields tend to face increased demand, pressure is often 

exerted to schedule more events on the "premier” field(s).  The pressure to utilize the 

“premier” fields for more events increases as the “non-competitive / practice” fields 

continue to deteriorate.  Often, the perception is that the turf quality for all fields should be 

similar; however the discrepancy in the quality or nature of construction makes this 

impossible.  This can also contribute to a perception that certain athletic programs, 

groups, or athletes have higher priority than others do.  The challenge for most school 

districts, and other public agencies, is to address these perceptions through continued 

maintenance and improvement of the “non-competitive / practice” fields, accommodating 

the demand for use while performing improvements and maintenance, while preserving 

the integrity and quality of the “premier” fields. 

 

Ultimately, the goal of athletic field construction and maintenance is to provide safe 

playing surfaces, free of divots, bare areas, worn turf, and other hazards while maintaining 

a field surface that will not adversely impact the anticipated skill level of play. 

 

The primary goal of the study is to identify potential causes for the deterioration of the 

natural grass fields and develop recommendations to assist the District in determining 
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improvements, and/or use practices, that will provide for safe and consistent athletic fields 

sustainable to the required program demand for both all three Campuses.  To achieve this 

goal, the scope of the study includes the following primary tasks: 

 

! Visual inspection of each field included in the study to determine turf quality, 

physical characteristics, such as surface drainage, field slope, upslope drainage, 

compaction, and size, as well as general observations regarding the field condition. 

! Identify the current use, or uses, and intensity of use for each field. 

! Identify/establish an approximate baseline for maximum use based upon the 

intensity/type of field use, current condition, method of field construction, and 

maintenance practices. 

! Determine additional maintenance practices and/or improvements to maintain 

and/or increase the baseline for use, where applicable or possible. 

! Evaluate the benefit of synthetic turf athletic surfacing to increase the baseline use 

where the current natural grass fields cannot accommodate the required number of 

events, regardless of present maintenance practices, additional maintenance 

practices, or new construction. 

 

The following analysis, commentary, and recommendations are primarily based on the 

following: 

 

! Meetings, conversations, with the school district, as well as information provided 

regarding field use and maintenance, pertaining to the multi-purpose fields. 

! Site inspection/review of the athletic facilities at all three campuses. 

! Review of District field use practices, primarily related to scheduled field 

assignments, including type of sport/program and number of scheduled events 

(games and practices).  

! Previous experience with athletic field construction, maintenance practices, and 

field use, including synthetic turf facilities (both infill and “carpet-type” systems). 
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C. DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES 

 
Each field within the District is labeled by a letter and listed in alphabetical sequence as 

noted below.  The list begins at the High School and extends to the other campuses.  The 

list of fields are noted in Table A below:  

 

TABLE A – List of Athletic Fields 

HIGH SCHOOL 

A Stadium / Track 

B Varsity Baseball / Overlay 

C JV Baseball / Overlay 

D Softball / Overlay 

E Softball / Overlay 

  

MIDDLE SCHOOL 

H Stadium / Track 

I Baseball / Overlay 

J Softball / Overlay 

  

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

L Softball 

M Softball 

N Multi-Purpose 

 
TABLE B – Pottsgrove High School Athletics – Field Usage 

Sport/Athletic Program Boys/Girls Field 

Fall 

Varsity Football Boys (A), (D-

Practice) 

JV Football Boys (A, D) 

Field Hockey (Varsity/JV) Girls (E), (A-Games) 

Varsity Soccer Boys/Girls (C), (A-Games) 
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JV Soccer Boys/Girls (B) 

Spring 

Varsity Baseball Boys (B) 

JV Baseball Boys (C) 

Varsity Softball Girls (D) 

JV Softball Girls (E) 

Track and Field (Varsity/JV) Boys/Girls (A) 

Lacrosse Boys (N), (A-games) 

Lacrosse Girls (H), (A-games) 

 
TABLE C – Pottsgrove Middle School Athletics – Field Usage 

Sport/Athletic Program Boys/Girls Field 

Fall 

9th Grade Football Boys (A),(M) 

8th Grade Football Boys (H),(J) 

7th Grade Football Boys (H),(J) 

9th Grade Field Hockey Girls (N) 

8th Grade Field Hockey Girls (N) 

7th Grade Field Hockey Girls (N) 

7th Grade Soccer Boys (H),(I) 

8th Grade Soccer Boys (H),(I) 

7th Grade Soccer Girls (H),(I) 

8th Grade Soccer Girls (H),(I) 

Spring 

9th Grade Baseball Boys (C), (Floating) 

8th Grade Baseball Boys (I) 

7th Grade Baseball Boys (J) 

8th Grade Softball Girls (L) 

7th Grade Softball Girls (M) 

Lacrosse Girls (H) 

Track and Field Girls/Boys (A) 
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D. STUDY PURPOSE AND GOALS 

 

Several of the fields at each of the three campuses deteriorate quickly each season during 

regularly scheduled use. While several of the fields are in “good” or acceptable playing 

condition, many of the fields have deteriorated due to excessive use. The maintenance 

program for some of these fields is having difficulty in keeping the desired field conditions 

due to the continual usage.   At all campuses the fields with the greatest extent of 

deterioration are the baseball/overlay fields which can be expected due to the continual 

year round use of the venues.  We are to look at the existing conditions on the Campus’ 

and see what steps can be made to improve fields and if more fields are required to meet 

the school and community needs. 

 

Overlay practice fields, where multi-purpose fields lie on the grass outfields are a major 

component of competition facilities in the District. This Study focuses on the multi-purpose 

aspect of the fields and not the ballfield such as edging, infield arc restoration and 

cultivation.  These improvements are components of standard field maintenance and not 

of cultural, physical or intensity of use. Review of the overlay field will be limited to turf, 

grading, drainage, size and orientation. 

 
II. ATHLETIC FIELD CONDITIONS AND USE 
 

A. Field Classifications 
 

The following summarizes the key points and highlights regarding the observed conditions of the 

athletic fields included within the scope of this study.  The Athletic Field reviews are presented 

based upon their respective locations. The classification of the fields, based on field condition and 

not upon the type of use by sport, or any assumptions as to the priority related to the nature of the 

use or sport (program). The three classifications of grass fields are as follows: 

 

1. GROUP 1 FIELDS (GOOD TO EXCELLENT CONDITION) 
 

These fields are characterized by generally dense, consistent, and uniform turf (natural 

grass) cover, good to above average drainage, and complete, or near complete, turf 

recovery through natural germination and common cultural maintenance practices.  

Common characteristics include: 
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! Primarily single season use, either Fall or Spring, and use by one (1) program 

(sport).  This permits a natural recovery period and in between season 

maintenance recovery of approximately six (6) to eight (8) months.   

! Good to above average surface drainage characteristics are evident and the 

soil profile/horizon promotes good to above average vertical drainage 

(infiltration).  The field drains quickly and is playable shortly after rain events. 

There is limited compaction and good drainage characteristics of existing 

topsoil. 

! The surface contour (grading) is consistent with recommended practices, being 

crowned or side to side as opposed to end to end or corner to corner, and the 

field plane (slope) is uniform and within recommended slope tolerances. 

! The intensity of use does not exceed current maintenance practices.  Typical 

maintenance practices are effective and measurable field recovery is observed.  

Generally through field maintenance and natural recovery, the turf quality of the 

field will be restored to “equal condition” by the start of the following season of 

use. 

! The use of the field is physically controlled by fencing and gated access.  Use 

of the fields is restricted and carefully monitored to maintain the best quality turf 

and field conditions. 

! The field size and adjoining sideline areas (safety perimeter) are appropriate 

for the designated program or sport use. 

 
2. GROUP 2 FIELDS (FAIR TO AVERAGE CONDITION) 

 

The fields noted above are characterized by generally dense, consistent, and uniform 

turf (natural grass) cover beyond the high traffic areas, intense wear is typical along 

the midfield line, sidelines, goal mouths, and other “high traffic” areas, drainage is fair 

to moderate (slow), turf recovery through natural germination and common cultural 

maintenance practices does not occur in the “high traffic" areas.  Common 

characteristics include: 

 

! Multiple season use, including both the Fall or Spring sports seasons, and use 

by two (2) programs.  The natural grass recovery period is limited to three (3) to 
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four (4) months and maintenance practices to restore the field are limited to the 

summer months where methods to promote germination are less effective.   

 

! Field drainage is slow to moderate.  Characteristics of the existing soil horizon 

or compaction reduce infiltration rates.  Standing water is evident after rain 

events and remains for longer periods of time.  Water collects in low areas of 

the fields.  The fields do not have underdrain systems or amended 

(“prescription”) root zones. 

 

! The field contour, while generally acceptable, is not the “ideal” method for field 

grading.  These fields may be graded "end to end", or "corner to corner" as 

opposed to having a crowned surface or sideline to sideline configuration.  The 

field slopes are inconsistent, being steep or flat, and sumped areas (“bird 

baths”) may be present.   The field plane (slope) is marginal being near, or 

outside of the recommended slope tolerances.  

 

! The intensity of use exceeds the ability of current maintenance practices to 

restore the grass cover and limits the period for natural germination and 

recovery. Recovery appears possible and is not unnecessarily restricted by the 

physical conditions of the field.  Good turf conditions are present beyond the 

high intensity use areas indicate that the characteristics required for growth and 

turf recovery are present. 

 

! The use of the field is not physically controlled by fencing and gates.  Field use 

is scheduled and monitored, however uses included not only designated sports 

program use, but physical education, club sports, intramural use, and some 

community use.  

 

! The field size and adjoining sideline areas (safety perimeter) are generally 

acceptable for the designated use.  The field sizes may be below the 

recommended requirement for competition, however, are adequate for practice 

use and/or freshman (9th Grade) competition use. 

 

3. GROUP 3 FIELDS (POOR TO FAILING CONDITION) 
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The fields noted above are characterized by poor, inconsistent, and “clumped” turf 

(natural grass) cover with significant bare or thin areas over a substantial portion of the 

field surface.   Ponded water and saturated field conditions are present for several 

days following rain events while the fields are dry and hard, even with irrigation 

(manual) during dryer periods. Turf recovery, regardless of the intensity and type of 

maintenance practices is substantially nonexistent. Common characteristics of the 

Group 3 Athletic Fields include: 

 

! Multiple season use, including both the Fall or Spring sports seasons, and use 

by more than one (1) Fall and one (1) Spring program use.  The multiple 

program use results in a high intensity/frequency of field use with utilization 

occurring several times per day, or near daily, use.  The natural grass recovery 

period is limited to three (3) to four (4) months and maintenance practices to 

restore the fields are limited to the summer months where methods to promote 

germination are less effective.   

 

! Field drainage is ineffective.  Characteristics of the existing soil horizon or soil 

compaction prohibit infiltration or the infiltration rate is extremely slow.  

Standing water is present following rain events and exists over substantial 

areas of the field for extended periods. The fields do not have underdrain 

systems or amended (“prescription”) root zones. 

 

! The field contour is inconsistent or inappropriate for the designated use.  These 

fields may be graded end to end, or corner to corner as opposed to a crowned 

surface or sideline to sideline configuration.  The field slopes are inconsistent; 

being steep or excessively flat, and sumped areas (“bird baths”) may be 

present.   The field plane (slope) is marginal being near, or outside of the 

recommended slope tolerances.  

 

! The intensity of use exceeds the ability of current maintenance practices to 

restore the grass cover and limits the period for natural germination and 

recovery. Due to adverse physical conditions related to drainage, compaction, 
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or other factors (such as method or materials utilized for construction), common 

maintenance practices will not be effective regardless of frequency. 

 

! The use of the field is not physically control by fencing and gates.  In addition to 

School use for athletics, physical education, and club sports, community 

requested use of District facilities is most commonly directed to these fields. 

 

! The field size and adjoining sideline areas (safety perimeter) are marginal.  The 

field sizes do not meet the recommended minimum field areas (dimensions) 

and/or the fields are being used for sports not originally intended, or designated 

for these fields.  
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B. Pottsgrove High School 
 

1. Stadium Field (Field A) - The athletic field at the Stadium is in overall good to 
excellent condition. There are noticeable patches where there is spotty turf 

growth. The field condition, however, is “above average” as compared to most 

other high school stadium/primary competition natural grass fields. 

 

! Consistent dense turf cover characterizes the field.  Wear/thinning turf occurs 

primarily along the sidelines and track & field events, however large bare areas 

are not present. 

 

! While the field wears with use during the season, current maintenance 

practices and recovery time is adequate to restore the field by the following 

season.  

 

! The field is utilized for Varsity, JV and 9th grade football competition as well as 

Varsity practice.  Total “events” scheduled for the Stadium Field is 75 – 85. 

 

! The field is likely near or just above the maximum baseline number of events.  

An increase in the number of events, change in use, or play during adverse 

conditions, may result in turf deterioration that could not be addressed by 

current maintenance practices within the present field recovery time. 

 

! Additional recovery time should be provided for the natural grass surfacing that 

combined with current maintenance practices permits complete/near complete 

recovery by the following Fall sports season.  Additional use during the Spring 

will severely inhibit turf recovery and could greatly impact turf and field quality 

for the Fall season use. 

 

! The field recovers (drains) quickly following rain events and withstands periods 

of dry weather.  Game scheduling/field use is not unnecessarily impacted by 

field conditions following weather events. 
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2. Varsity Baseball / Overlay Field (Field B) - The athletic field is in overall good to 
excellent condition.  Significant turf wear is absent following the recovery period 

and a consistent dense and uniform turf cover characterizes the field. The field 

condition/turf quality is “above average” as compared to most other high school 

primary competition natural grass fields. 

 

! While the field wear occurs during the season, the wear is minimal due to the 

intensive maintenance.  Current maintenance practice and recovery time 

seems adequate to restore the baseball portion of the field.  The 

overlay/outfield contains more weed growth due to the high amount of use. 

Perennial grass recovery takes longer, allowing quick-growing annual weeds to 

propagate in the bare/worn spots. 

 

! Field use is not limited to the spring season only.  The field is used for several 

age groups of soccer, including both the girls and boys programs. Total 

“events”, including practice, scheduled for the field is 100 - 110. 

 

! The field is generally responding well to the current number of events and 

scheduled athletic use.  Based on observed field wear, the use is within/under 

the current maximum baseline based on current use and maintenance 

practices. 

 

! Not enough recovery time is currently provided for the natural grass surfacing 

(mostly in the outfield/overlay area). However, current intensive maintenance 

practices permit complete/near complete recovery.  Additional use during the 

Fall may inhibit turf recovery and could greatly impact turf and field quality for 

the currently scheduled Fall season use.  Additional uses scheduled for the 

field, if desired, should be limited to low impact athletic programs if additional 

use is desired whereby the turf quality will not be adversely impacted. 

 

! The field recovers (drains) quickly following rain events and withstands periods 

of dry weather.  Game scheduling/field use is not unnecessarily impacted by 

field conditions following weather events. 
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3. JV Baseball / Overlay Field (Field C) - The athletic field is in overall poor to fair 
condition.  Significant turf wear is present following the recovery period and an 

inconsistent turf cover characterizes the field. The field condition/turf quality is 

“below average” as compared to most other high school stadium/primary 

competition natural grass fields. 

 

! While the field wear occurs during the season, the wear is enhanced 

throughout the year due to the poor turf and drainage conditions.  Current 

maintenance practice and recovery time cannot offset wear due to usage in 

order to restore the baseball portion of the field.  Areas of standing water are 

present, compounding problems with proper turf recovery. 

 

! Field use is not limited to the spring season only.  The field is used for several 

age groups of soccer, including both the girls and boys programs. Total 

“events”, including practice, scheduled for the field is 100 - 110. 

 

! Current maintenance efforts are having a difficult time promoting proper field 

recovery and turf growth due to the usage.  Based on observed field wear, the 

use is over the current maximum baseline based on current use and 

maintenance practices. 

 

! Not enough recovery time is currently provided for the natural grass surfacing 

(in outfield/overlay area).  Regrading for proper drainage along with the 

reduction in the additional uses during the Fall may allow greater turf recovery 

and could greatly impact turf and field quality for Fall season use.  Additional 

uses scheduled for the field, if desired, should be limited to low impact athletic 

programs if additional use is desired whereby the turf quality will not be 

adversely impacted. 

 

! The field recovers (drains) slowly following rain events.  Game scheduling/field 

use is impacted by field conditions following weather events. 

 

4. Varsity Softball / Overlay Field (Field D) - The field is in fair to average 

condition. Significant turf deterioration is evident at high traffic areas.  Better turf 
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quality/density is present beyond the high traffic areas. The field is susceptible to 

damage through vandalism with the proximity to adjacent parking areas.  The field 

condition/turf quality is “average” as compared to most other high school natural 

grass practice fields. 

 

! Field wear in the high traffic areas exceeds current maintenance practices and 

recovery time is not sufficient to restore the field by the following season.  

Physical field conditions, such as compaction and poor drainage, appears to 

slightly restrict germination and turf establishment. 

 

! The field is used for primarily for varsity softball competition during the Spring 

season.  The field is also utilized as part of the JV football program in the Fall. 

An estimated 35 – 45 events per the season, including preseason practice 

utilize this field 

 

! Current use exceeds the apparent maximum number of baseline events.  

Additional maintenance practices may be required or the intensity of use 

should be reduced to maintain desired turf quality/conditions.  

 

! Significant areas of standing surface water and saturated/”soft” surface exist 

following significant rain events.  Drainage is slow, poor, and likely impacts field 

use, availability and condition. 

 

5. Softball Overlay Field (E) – This field is in overall good to excellent condition.  

The overall quality and condition of the turf and surface is good when compared to 

most public high school or “municipal” multi-purpose sports fields.  The overall turf 

carpet is dense and consistent over the entire surface and significant evidence of 

wear or turf deterioration is not apparent.  The surface is consistent and 

appropriate for field hockey. 

 

! Drainage problems caused by physical conditions related to grading, soil 

compaction, poor infiltration characteristics, or other factors were observed in 

some locations. Issues with field recovery following rain events, or periods of 

dry weather, may exist. 
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! Current maintenance practices appear to be consistent with the designated 

programs (softball and field hockey) and the intensity of use.  The present 

intensity of use does not adversely impact the turf quality/condition of the field. 

 

! The field is primarily utilized in the Fall for varsity and junior varsity field hockey 

competition events and practices.  Scheduled use includes approximately 20 – 

25 games as well as estimated 35 – 45 practices. 

 

! Based upon the observed condition of the field, the estimated baseline for use 

is 70 – 80 events over the season for field hockey, or other low impact field 

sports without deterioration.  Introduction of additional athletic programs, such 

as lacrosse, football, or soccer, could cause or accelerate deterioration of the 

field due to poor drainage. 



HIGH SCHOOLTRACK / FOOTBALL STADIUM (FIELD A) 

VARSITY BASEBALL / OVERLAY (FIELD B) 

SOFTBALL / OVERLAY  (FIELD E) 
(NOTE: AS PART OF OPTION B,  
MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD TO BE 

RENOVATED / RECONSTRUCTED) 

JV BASEBALL / OVERLAY (FIELD C) 
(NOTE: AS PART OF OPTION C, FIELD TO GET  

DUGOUTS AND LIGHTING) 

SOFTBALL / OVERLAY (FIELD D) 

FIGURE 1 - POTTSGROVE HIGH SCHOOL
OVERALL CAMPUS PLAN – EXISTING ATHLETIC FIELDS

NO SCALE 

SCHOOL LANE 

KAUFFMAN ROAD 

HIGH SCHOOL 

DISTRICT OFFICE 
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C. Pottsgrove Middle School 
 

1. Stadium Field (H) – condition is fair to average based upon the observed 

conditions of the grass and field surface.  Better turf quality/density is present 

beyond the high traffic areas.  The overall field condition/turf quality is “ average” to 

“below average” as compared to most other scholastic or publicly accessible 

natural grass competition fields. 

 

! Overall turf quality and density is inconsistent.  Significant wear and complete 

deterioration exists randomly mostly “high traffic areas”.  Bare and thinning 

areas are also present.  Significant poor turf conditions are present on 

approximately 25% - 40% of the field. 

 

! The condition of the field could affect the anticipated quality of play and the 

uneven surface as well as potential soil compaction could potentially increase 

the chance for injuries as compared to other grass fields having a more regular 

and consistent surface. 

 

! Field drainage is good.  The inlet drains as well as soil characteristics, location 

and grading appear to promote proper drainage.  

 

! The field is overrun by undesirable and invasive weed growth.  The weed 

management program appears to be ineffective due to the weed type (crown 

vetch). 

 

! Current maintenance practices cannot offset wear due to usage and new 

growth and turf recovery is slow. This is due to the intensity of use, type of use, 

and physical characteristics of the field.  Typical maintenance practices cannot 

facilitate turf recovery due to these inhibiting factors.   

 

! The field is used for middle school football games during the Fall season.  It 

appears that the field may also be utilized for soccer as well based upon line 

markings observed during inspection of the field. In addition, the field may also 
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be utilized for physical education and club, or intramural, activities.   

Documentation from the District indicates that the field is scheduled for thirty-

three (33) games when combining both seasons.  The uses might actually be 

as high 60 - 70 events, including practices and games during the fall as well as 

other use during the Spring. 

 

! The current use, type of use, and intensity of use exceed the apparent 

maximum number of baseline events.  It is possible that the current physical 

conditions of the field limit the effectiveness of practices to enhance turf 

recovery, naturally occurring grass growth/recovery, regardless of the intensity 

of field use. 

 

! Stone track surfacing is overwhelmed with weeds and along inner edge of 

track, spill over of the stone material has taken place in the field area. The 

wooden edging also has deteriorated over time and could pose a potential 

safety hazard. 

 

2. Baseball Field / Overlay (Field I) - The condition of Field (I) at the Middle School 

is fair to average based upon the observed conditions of the grass and field 

surface. The overall field condition/turf quality is “ average” to “below average” as 

compared to most other scholastic or publicly accessible natural grass competition 

fields. 

 

! While the field wear occurs during each sports season, the wear is enhanced 

due to the poor turf and drainage conditions.  Current maintenance practice 

and recovery time cannot offset wear due to usage on both the baseball and 

outfield portions of the field.  Several “bird bath”, or saturated/”soft” surface 

areas are present, compounding problems with proper turf recovery.  Drainage 

is slow, poor, and likely impacts field use and availability. 

 

! Baseball field use is not limited to the spring season only.  The outfield is used 

for soccer, and several age groups of football. Total “events”, including 

practice, scheduled for the field is 115 - 120. 
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! Based on observed field wear, the use is over the current maximum baseline 

based on current use and maintenance practices. 

 

! Not enough recovery time is currently provided for the natural grass surfacing.  

Regrading for proper drainage along with the reduction in the additional uses 

during the Spring may allow greater turf recovery and could greatly impact turf 

and field quality.   

 

! The condition of the fields could potentially affect the anticipated quality of play 

and the uneven/inconsistent surface as well as potential soil compaction could 

potentially increase the chance for injuries as compared to other grass fields 

having a more regular and consistent surface. 

 

! The fields have moderate undesirable weed growth (crown vetch).   Invasive 

growth is more prevalent at areas of thinning turf and wet areas where the 

grass cover has been choked out. 

 

3. Baseball Field / Overlay (Field J) - The condition of Field (J) at the Middle School 

is fair to average based upon the field layout. The overall field condition/turf 

quality is “ average” as compared to most other scholastic or publicly accessible 

natural grass competition fields. 

 

! Baseball competition is limited to the spring season only.  The outfield is used 

for football practice. Total scheduled “events” for the field is 30 – 35. 

 

! Current maintenance efforts seem adequate to promote proper field recovery 

and turf growth.  Based on observed field wear, the use is under the current 

maximum baseline based on current use and maintenance practices, however 

because of this field not being a “premier” competition field, less time is spent 

maintaining it.  

 

! Infield is not skinned, as is the normal field layout. This is mostly due to the 

field not being utilized as an initial competition field and the outfield lacks in 

depth.  Also, field grading slopes towards the infield due to the field’s position. 
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! The outfield portion of the field, which is used occasionally for football practice 

shows some moderate undesirable weed growth (crown vetch).   Invasive 

growth is more prevalent at areas of thinning turf and wet areas. 



 

BASEBALL / OVERLAY (FIELD I) 

BASEBALL / OVERLAY (FIELD J) 

MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL / TRACK (FIELD H) 

N. HANOVER STREET FIGURE 2 - POTTSGROVE MIDDLE SCHOOL
OVERALL CAMPUS PLAN – EXISTING  ATHLETIC FIELDS

NO SCALE 
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D. Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School Athletic Fields 
 

1. Softball / Overlay (Field L) – The condition of Field (J) is fair to average based 

upon the observed conditions of the grass and field surface. The overall field 

condition/turf quality is “ average” to “good” as compared to most other scholastic 

or publicly accessible natural grass competition fields. 

 

! Relatively consistent dense turf cover characterizes the field.  Turf wear, 

including thin or bare areas in the “high traffic areas” was observed only around 

the infield and seating areas. 

 

! An annual weed population (clover) was present over significant areas of the 

field surface.  Additional, or more consistent, broadleaf control should be 

considered to enhance turf quality/appearance of the field. 

 

! While the field wears with use during each season, current maintenance 

practices and recovery time is adequate to restore the field by the following 

season. 

 

! Determination of the baseline number of events is approximate as the practice 

use of this field is not specifically noted or scheduled.  Gym classes as well as 

softball team practice, football practice (overlay) and community use make up 

most of the play on this field. Fall football practice use, assuming a minimum of 

three (3) practices per week over a twelve-week period yields a baseline of 

approximately 30 – 40 events in the Fall 

 

! Should this field be utilized in the future for more frequent or higher impact 

venues, remedial work to the topsoil and turf would be required to promote 

successful natural germination with maintenance assisted recovery to handle 

increased traffic. It is noted that in several spots, the topsoil layer has a high 

clay content that inhibits timely turf regeneration.  
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! As noted above, appropriate recovery time is provided for the natural grass 

surfacing combined with current the type/quality of field construction and 

maintenance practices permits, or will likely facilitate, complete or near 

complete recovery after each season of use.  

 

2. Softball / Overlay (Field M) – The condition of Field (M) is poor to failing based 

upon the observed conditions of the grass and field surface. The overall field 

condition/turf quality is “average” to “below average” as compared to most other 

scholastic or publicly accessible natural grass competition fields. 

 

! Turf quality and density beyond the high traffic areas is generally is spotty and 

thin.  

 

! A large annual broadleaf weed population is present.  In addition, the turf color 

is inconsistent indicating inconsistent application of fertilizer/chemical 

treatments or inconsistent nutrient levels in the root zone.  More intense and 

consistent measures to control invasive growth and balance the nutrient 

levels/chemical composition of the topsoil should be considered. 

 

! Naturally occurring new growth/germination is present.  General turf recovery is 

most likely impacted and reduced by the intensity of maintenance. Also, turf 

recovery may be more inhibited as a result of poor surface drainage.  These 

drainage problems may affect the usability of the field following significant rain 

events or early spring use following snowmelt.  

 

! The field is adequate as a “practice” field. Upland drainage area to the field is 

not diverted causing erosive drainage impacts on the infield. Drainage 

problems caused by physical conditions related to grading, soil compaction, 

poor infiltration characteristics, or other factors were not observed.  Field 

recovery and use following rain events appears to be poor. 

 

! The maximum baseline use, based upon the current use, observed field wear, 

and current maintenance practices is estimated to be 30 – 40 events relative to 

practice use.  If improved to competition standards, improved maintenance 
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procedures would have to be implemented in order to maintain a higher quality 

natural grass surface. 

 

3. Multi-Purpose (Field N) – The condition of Field (N) is fair to average based 

upon the observed conditions of the grass and field surface. The overall field 

condition/turf quality is “average” to “good” as compared to most other scholastic or 

publicly accessible natural grass competition fields. 

 

! Current maintenance practices appear to be consistent with the designated 

program use (field hockey, lacrosse) with the exception of a few areas.  At the 

time of site investigation, there were several large bare spots at “high traffic” 

areas. The present intensity of the use does not adversely impact the overall 

turf quality/condition of the field.  

 

! Appropriate recovery time is currently provided for the natural grass surfacing 

and that combined with current maintenance practices and present intensity of 

use permits complete/near complete recovery by the following sports season.  

Additional uses during the spring or higher intensity uses during the Spring may 

significantly deteriorate the grass cover and restrict/reduce the turf recovery 

period.  Overall turf and field quality for the field could be adversely impacted to 

the degree that the field surface conditions might not be safe or suitable for the 

currently scheduled uses. 

 

! Based upon the observed condition of the field, the estimated baseline for use 

for the field is 30 – 50 events over a single season for field hockey or lacrosse 

and without significant deterioration.  

 

! The field width is marginal based upon NFSHSA recommendations for field 

width.  Available width for the playing surface appears to be meet the 

recommended 180’ dimension for both sports, but encroaches on the third 

baseline of Field L. It is recommended that a minimum 12’ safety area be 

established around all athletic fields, which cannot be done here. 



 

FOOTBALL PRACTICE (FIELD N) 

SOFTBALL (FIELD L) 

SOFTBALL (FIELD M) 

BUCHERT ROAD 

EXISTING SWALE 

FIGURE 3 - LOWER POTTSGROVE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL

OVERALL CAMPUS PLAN – EXISTING ATHLETIC FIELDS
NO SCALE 

MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD 

MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD 
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III. ATHLETIC FIELD CONDITIONS SUMMARY 

 
GROUP 1 FIELDS – Good to Excellent 

 
Pottsgrove High School – Stadium Field (A), Varsity Baseball (B), Softball Overlay Field (E) 
  
 
 
! Seem to present good surface and vertical (infiltration) drainage. 
! Appropriate and consistent field contours. 
! Controlled field use and access (fenced and gated). 
! Single season usage (in some cases). 
! Field size and safety areas are appropriate for scheduled uses. 
! Maintenance is consistent with intensity and type of use. 

 

 
GROUP 2 FIELDS – Fair to Average 

 
Pottsgrove High School – JV Baseball Field (C), Softball Field (D) 
 
Pottsgrove Middle School -  Football/Track Stadium (H), Baseball/Overlay Field (I), Softball 
Field (J) 
 
Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School – Softball/Overlay Field (L), Multi-Purpose Field (N) 
 
 
! Multiple season use and/or higher intensity use reduces or limits field recovery period. 
! Marginal surface drainage. 
! Spotty turf quality/growth. 
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GROUP 3 FIELDS – Poor to Failing 

 
Pottsgrove High School – None 
 
Pottsgrove Middle School – None 
 
Lower Pottsgrove Elementary School – Softball Field (M) 
 
 
! Marginal space for required field layout. 
! Inadequate vehicular access. 
! Poor surface drainage. 
! Intensity of field use greatly exceeds the capability of common maintenance practices and 

physical limitations inhibit effectiveness of these maintenance practices. 
 
 
IV. FIELD USE AND NEED ANALYSIS 
 

It appears that the primary factor attributing to the condition of the athletic fields at all the 

campuses is the intensity/frequency of use.  Provision of additional athletic fields will 

reduce turf stress by limiting the number of events to where deterioration is reduced, turf 

recovery is feasible, and appropriate maintenance can be performed. 

 

It is often difficult to determine the number of fields required to support public school 

athletic programs as well as justifying providing additional athletic fields.  Many diverse 

opinions likely exist as to the number of athletic fields that are required to support middle 

and high school athletic programs.  These opinions are often shaped by the “expectation 

of quality” and are often do not consider the maintenance and recovery periods required 

for athletic fields as well as the differences in field stress resulting from the varying 

intensity of certain sports.  

 

A common and basic approach includes providing one (1) “premier” field (stadium facility) 

plus one (1) field per team (ether competition and practice or practice and use of the 

stadium field).  In most cases, all fields are schedule for both fall and spring use, resulting 

in a common ratio of 0.5 fields for each team/sport.  Baseball and softball fields are usually 

provided at a ratio of 1 field per team due to the unique field requirements for the sport.  
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Based upon this method of approach, the total multi-purpose field need for the Pottsgrove 

High School and Middle School Programs is outlined in Table 1, below: 

 
Table 1 - 0.5 Field/Sport Team Ratio Method 
 

Pottsgrove High School Multi-Purpose Field Requirements 
Sport Teams Ratio Field Count 

Football 2 (Boys Varsity and JV) 0.5 1.0 
    

Soccer 4 (Boys and Girls Varsity and 
JV) 

0.5 2.0 

    
Field Hockey 2 (Girls Varsity and JV) 0.5 1.0 

    
Lacrosse 3 (Boys and Girls) 0.5 1.5 

    
Stadium Field 1 “Premier” Competition 

Multi-Use Field 
1 1.0 

    
Total Multi-Purpose 

Fields Needed 
  6.5 

    
Total Multi-Purpose 

Fields Existing 
5 (Stadium Field, Fields 

B,C,D and E) 
*0.41 5.0 

    
Deficiency or Excess   (1.5) 

*12 sports teams/5 dedicated “full size multi-purpose fields, 0.18 fields are provided per sports 
team. 

 
Pottsgrove Middle School Multi-purpose Field Requirements 

Sport Teams Ratio Field Count 
Football 3 (Boys 7, 8 and 9th Grades.) 0.5 1.5 

    
Soccer 4 (Boys and Girls 7th and 8th 

Grade) 
0.5 2.0 

    
Field Hockey 3 (Girls 7th and 8th Grade) 0.5 1.5 

    
Lacrosse 1 (Girls 7th and 8th Grade) 0.5 .5 

    
Total Multi-Purpose 

Fields Needed 
  5.5 

    
Total Multi-Purpose 

Fields Existing 
4 (Stadium Field H, Fields I 
and J and Field N at LPES) 

*0.18 4.0 

    
Deficiency   (1.5) 

*11 sports teams/4 dedicated “full size multi-purpose fields, 0.18 fields are provided per 
sports team. 
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The Table above (Table 1) considers only “full size” regulation fields.  The Table does not 

consider use of baseball or softball field outfield areas where minimum recommended field 

dimensions cannot be provided.  Use of outfield areas for other sports practices (excluding 

field hockey) is not recommended.  Additional baseball or softball fields may be required 

where dual use of the outfield areas is common practice.  The baseball and softball fields 

are not included in the above Table and are provided on the campus at an adequate 1:1 

ratio.  Use of the outfield areas for other sports use to accommodate the field deficiency 

noted above has resulted in deterioration of the outfield area.  The continued use of the 

outfield areas for high intensity sports practice (football and lacrosse) should be 

discouraged or reduced.  

 

Based upon the above method to determine field need, approximately three (3) 
additional fields are required to support the High School and Middle School field sports 

programs in consideration of turf stress/wear and appropriate turf recovery periods under 

normal maintenance practices. 

 

 It should be noted that these methods are “rule of thumb” and are not actual scientific 

calculations.  These methods have been developed based on prior experience in 

observation of field use by sport in consideration of typical field wear and turf grass 

recovery under normal maintenance practices.  The number of fields appropriate to any 

high school or middle school program is influenced by many factors, including frequency 

of use, method of use, District athletic and maintenance budget, philosophy regarding 

athletics, and many other factors. 

 
V. FIELD IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

A. Introduction and Improvement Options Summary 
Based upon the analysis above it appears that to properly serve the athletic needs of the 

High School and Middle School that consideration should be made to increasing the 

number of multi-purpose fields to allow for proper field usage and the ability to "rotate” the 

venues so the turf can recover.  Aside from the apparent need to increase the number of 

multi-purpose fields, other items should be considered as part of the improvements for the 

facilities.  These include improving existing fields at both the Middle School and 

Elementary School, amenity upgrades at the High School baseball fields and relocation of  
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a High School Softball field to possibly limit the field hockey venue (E) to a single season 

use. 

 

The recommendations in this Section have been grouped in five (5) categories, 

designated as Improvement Options A through E. The Options vary in degree of 

improvements and various suggestions maybe selected from one or another option. 

 

Additional options beyond turf renovation or reconstruction of existing fields have also 

been developed (Options C, D and E).  These options not only include addressing the turf 

quality of some of the fields as a “base improvement” but also present concepts to 

address growing program needs through the provision of additional athletic fields or 

installation of synthetic turf surfacing. The Improvement Options are as follows: 

 
Option A 

! Improve turf quality of GROUP 3 Fields through restoration and renovation. 
 
Option B 

! Improve turf quality of GROUP 2 fields through restoration, renovation methods or 
complete reconstruction, relocation and/or new construction. 

 
Option C 

! Include Option A and B. 

! Acquire land to permit development of additional fields. 
 
Option D 

! Develop Bleim Road Tract. 

 
Option E 

! Provide synthetic turf surfacing at existing selected fields. 
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B. Improvement Option A 

" Improve turf quality of the GROUP 3 Athletic Fields through restoration or 
renovation methods. 

 
The following improvements are recommended to address current poor field conditions of 

the Group 3 Fields through restoration practices, including complete excavation and 

reconstruction of the root zone, or turf renovation techniques, including aeration, 

application of topdressing, and reseeding.  

 

The improvements presented as part of Option A will not address issues associated with 

program demand, field size, orientation, surface contour, and surface drainage (although 

drainage may be improved through better infiltration capabilities as a result of the 

improvements). In addition, the following improvements will not address the perimeter 

safety zone issues between the fields or other desired improvements, such a spectator 

seating, fencing, or improved irrigation.   These measures alone will not serve to eliminate 

all problems with the turf quality as well. More intensive care and improved maintenance 

methods will also raise the quality and recoverability of field surfaces. 

 

1. Renovation -Field M - The minimum scope of work includes field renovation 

through deep tine aeration, pulverize and drag soil cores, apply and spread 

topdressing, and slit seeding or drill seeding to reestablish grass cover.  

Reconstruction of the root zone at this time does not appear warranted.   Over 

time, introduction of sand based media through deep tine aeration may increase 

the infiltration capacity of the upper soil horizon.  Adding topdressing and dragging 

the soil cores will reduce the low areas and assist in creating a more consistent 

field contour.     

 

Periodic renovation of the field will be required following completion of the 

described improvements to maintain appropriate and suitable turf quality, unless 

the intensity of use is reduced.  
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OPTION A -TOTAL OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
 
Improvement Description Estimated Cost 

Field Renovation $10,000

Probable Cost (1 Fields) $10,000

 
 

Advantages: Disadvantages: 
! Most Economical solution. 
! Turf quality of poor/marginal fields 

is improved. 
! Maintenance will be more effective 

due to improved root zone quality 
and infiltration. 

! Does not address other issues 
affecting the field quality such as 
slope and field grading. 

! Does not address issues related to 
configuration and field size. 

! Current and future programming 
demand not addressed. 

! Field use and intensity not 
addressed. 

 
 
C. Improvement Option B  

 
" Improve turf quality of GROUP 2 fields through restoration, renovation 

methods or complete reconstruction relocation and/or new construction. 
 

The following improvements are proposed to address issues beyond turf quality as 

presented in Option A through reconstruction of the fields.  Renovation, reconstruction or 

new construction where applicable, of the Group 2 and Group 3 Fields is also included as 

part of this Option. 

 

This option will address issues associated with current turf quality as well as issues 

associated with the field size and or safety zone and sideline areas.   This option will not 

address issues associated with program demand or intensity of field use but through 

increasing field size and field conditions, make more fields available for competition use 

and have the ability to accommodate a greater range of sports/programs. 

 

1. Reconstruction of Middle School Facilities (Fields H, I & J) – Address physical 

conditions such as root zone compaction, poor infiltration, poor surface drainage, 

inconsistent field slope, and irregular drainage pattern through complete 

reconstruction of these fields.  
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OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
Improvement Description (Field H, I & J) Estimated Cost 

1.  Reconstruct Stadium Field H - Seeded $130,000

2.  Reconstruct Field I - Seeded $130,000

3.  Reconstruct Field J - Seeded $130,000

Probable Cost $390,000
Note: Improvements do not include site demolition, utility (stormwater, electric, and water) improvements as well 

as miscellaneous events and appurtenances and any unforeseen conditions. 

 

2. Reconstruction of Elementary School Facilities (Fields L, M, N and Relocate 

Softball Field E from High School) – As part of this option, it is proposed to provide 

a softball complex to serve the District located at the Elementary School. This will 

require reconstruction / relocation of Fields L and M, construction of a new Softball 

Field E and a new softball field.  Overlay Field N will be reconstructed / relocated to 

the center of the four softball fields as well. 

 
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
 
Improvement Description  Estimated Cost 

1.  Construct Four New Softball Fields (L,M,N, & E) 

     a.  General Construction (grading and infield) $600,000

2.  Field Fencing (infield and backstop) $160,000

Probable Cost  $760,000

 

As part of this option, Field N will be relocated to the center of the new Softball 

complex. Accessory improvements include portable bleachers. 

 
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
Improvement Description (Field N) Estimated Cost 

1.  Reconstruct Field - Seeded $65,000

3.  Portable Bleachers $12,000

Probable Cost $77,000

 

3. Reconstruction / Restoration (Field E) – With the elimination of the softball use 

from this field, reconstruction /restoration of the field will be required to some 

degree. The minimum scope of work includes regrading, installation of topsoil, 

deep tine aeration on the existing field, pulverize and drag soil cores, apply and 

spread topdressing, and slit seeding or drill seeding to reestablish grass cover.  
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Reconstruction of the root zone at this time does not appear warranted.   Over 

time, introduction of sand based media through deep tine aeration may increase 

the infiltration capacity of the upper soil horizon.  Adding topdressing and dragging 

the soil cores will reduce the low areas and assist in creating a more consistent 

field contour.     
 

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
Improvement Description (Field E) Estimated Cost 

Field Renovation / Reconstruction - Seeded $40,000

Probable Cost $40,000

 
 

4. New Multi-Purpose Field Construction at Elementary School  - Improvements 

include stripping existing topsoil, removal of engineered fill where required to 

establish root zone depth, regrading to form a more suitable surface contour, 

importing suitable subsoil materials, importing additional topsoil, fine grading, 

seeding, or sodding.   Other improvements recommended as part of construction 

include provision of new yard hydrants and reconnection to existing water supply.   

Subsurface drainage, sand grid drainage, automated irrigation, lighting, and other 

upgrades could also be considered. 

 
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
Improvement Description Estimated Cost 

1.  Construct (2) New  (195’ x 330’)  Fields -Seeded $400,000

2.  Field Fencing (Perimeter and Interior) $45,000

3.  Portable Bleachers $48,000

Probable Cost $493,000

Accessory improvements include provision of perimeter chain link fence to prevent field 
encroachment and assist in controlling field access, fencing between the fields, and 
provision of portable bleachers installed on concrete pads. 
 

OPTION B  - TOTAL OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
 
Total Improvement Description  Estimated Cost 
1.  Reconstruct Middle School Facilities $390,000

2. Reconstruct Elementary School Facilities $837,000

3. Reconstruct Field E $40,000

4. Construct 2 New Multi-Purpose Fields $493,000

Probable Cost:  $1,760,000
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Advantages: Disadvantages: 
! Addresses issues related to field 

grading and drainage 
! Turf quality of all fields rated below 

“good” are improved. 
! Maintenance effectiveness will be 

increased. 
! Additional “competition” quality fields 

added. Two new fields and the removal 
of the softball field from Field E 
essentially addresses the need for 
three multi-purpose fields. 

! Increase in field size provides more 
“multi-purpose” play space. 

! Current and future programming 
demand not completely addressed. 

! Field use and intensity not reduced. 
! The two new fields are not on the 

campuses they are to serve. Cost to 
develop these may go higher 
depending on site conditions. 

 



 

FIGURE  4 - OPTION B RENOVATIONS 

LOWER POTTSGROVE  ELEMENTARY CAMPUS
NO SCALE 

NEW 180’ X 300’ MULTI – PURPOSE 
FIELDS (2) 

LOWER POTTSGROVE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NEW SOFTBALL FIELDS 
(INCLUDES FIELD E  

FROM HIGH SHOOOL 

RELOCATED SOFTBALL (FIELD L) 

NEW 195’ X 360’ MULTI – PURPOSE 
OVERLAY FIELD

RELOCATED SOFTBALL (FIELD M)

PROPOSED ACCESS DRIVE 

NOTE: OPTION B INCLUDES 
RECONSTRUCTION OF MIDDLE 
SCHOOL FIELD’S AND 
RECONSTRUCTION OF MULTI-
PURPOSE FIELDE AT THE HIGH 
SCHOOL. 
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D. Improvement Option C 
" Option B 
" Acquire land to permit development of additional fields 

 

Providing additional fields will assist in meeting program demands as well as providing for 

recovery periods for overused facilities.  This Option will also assist in reducing the 

intensity of field use, permitting the District fields to be maintained in a higher quality or 

improved condition (assuming maintenance practices will remain consistent with field 

use/turf requirements). This Option is essentially Options A and B with the added 

acquisition of land for new athletic fields. 

 

The option considers development of an “off-site” athletic campus with the addition of two 

(2) new multi-purpose fields. These two in conjunction with the two (2) new from Option B 

will address the shortcomings found on the sites.  The costs included below are for a 

“typical” athletic complex and are not specific to any location or specific tract of land.  In 

addition the new multi-purpose fields will allow for possible improvements to both the 

Varsity Baseball Field and JV Baseball / Overlay Field C as part of a general campus 

upgrade. 
 

1. “Base Improvements” - Restore and renovate athletic fields as presented in Option 

B. 
 
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
Total Improvement Description  Estimated Cost 
1.  Reconstruct Middle School Facilities $390,000

2. Reconstruct Elementary School Facilities $837,000

3. Reconstruct Field E $40,000

4. Construct 2 New Multi-Purpose Fields $493,000

Minimum Probable Cost:  $1,760,000

 
 

2. Additional Athletic Fields - Develop two (2) new multi-purpose athletic fields both 

320’ x 200’ in dimension at the adjacent site located on Buchert Road southwest of 

the high school campus.   
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Actual cost will vary based upon acquisition costs, physical characteristics of the 

property, and improvements as may be desired by the School District and/or 

required by local planning agencies or other authorities having jurisdiction.  Costs 

may also be influenced through participation and cost sharing by local 

municipalities, recreational organizations, or other athletic/recreational interest 

groups. 
 

  OPINION OF PROBABLE COST- OFF SITE CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT 
Description Cost

Property Acquisition  (9 Acres) $600,000

Construction and Athletic Field Development (2  Multi-Purpose 

Fields) 

$130,000

Site Development (Walkways, storm water management, 

landscaping, grading etc.) 

$150,000

Subtotal $880,000

Soft Costs/Contingency (20%) $176,000

Total Estimated Cost: $1,056,000

 
 

 

3. Renovations to Varsity Baseball Field B and JV Baseball Field C – As part of a 

general facility upgrade with creation of two new multi-purpose fields (See Item 2) 

and a renovated Field E (See Option B) pressures to use the overlay portions of 

those fields will be greatly lessened.  This lends itself to consider upgrades to both 

baseball fields to better serve the teams and community. 

 

These renovations would be more focused on amenities such as dugouts, 

construction of fenced bullpens, addition of permanent bleacher seating and 

possibly lighting on the Field B. 
 

  OPINION OF PROBABLE COST 
Description Cost

Varsity Field B – Dugouts (block) – 2 Total (1 / storage) $40,000

Varsity Field B – Permanent Bleachers (100 seats) $15,000

Varsity Field B – Fenced in bullpen – 2 Total $5,000

Varsity Field B – Lighting – 6 poles $240,000
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Junior Varsity Field C – Dugouts (block) 2 total – no storage $32,000

Junior Varsity Field C – Fenced in bullpen 2 total $5,000

Junior Varsity Field C – Permanent Bleachers (50 seats) $7,500

Total Estimated Cost: $352,500

 
 
OPTION C  - TOTAL OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 
 

Description Cost

1. Base (Option B) Improvements $1,728,000

2. Off-Site Athletic Campus $1,056,000

3. Baseball Field Renovations $352,500

Probable Cost: $3,136,500.00

 
Advantages: Disadvantages: 
! Additional fields permit better 

distribution of events, and 
consequently reduce turf wear. 

!  
! Turf quality of poor/marginal fields 

is improved 
! Maintenance effectiveness will be 

increased. 
! Additional “competition” quality 

fields added. 
! Existing and growing program 

needs can be better addressed. 

! High cost for improvements 
versus number of fields gained. 

! Additional demand on 
maintenance staff and budget. 

! GROUP 2 athletic field conditions 
not addressed, although 
improvement may occur through 
reduced use. 

 



 

SPROGELS RUN 

200’ x 320’ MULTI – PURPOSE  FIELD 

200’ x 320’ MULTI – PURPOSE  FIELD 

100 YR FLOODPLAIN EXISTING 
COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY 

 HALE STREET 

FIGURE 5 – OPTION C - BUCHERT ROAD TRACT
NO SCALE 

BUCHERT ROAD 

HIGH SCHOOL CAMPUS 
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E. Improvement Option D 
" Development of the Bleim Road Tract 

 

Providing additional fields will assist in meeting program demands as well as potentially 

providing for recovery periods for overused facilities.  This Option will also assist in 

reducing the intensity of field use, permitting the District fields to be maintained in a higher 

quality or improved condition (assuming maintenance practices will remain consistent with 

field use/turf requirements). This Option provides for the development of the School 

District owned “Bleim Road Tract”. Two Concept Sketches of the site were developed by 

another consultant for the District, one with three multi-purpose fields and the other with 

four.  Both concepts include parking and a field house. Due to programming needs and 

the desire to address community needs, we have chosen the four-field option to maximize 

resources. 

 

Actual cost will vary based upon physical characteristics of the property, and 

improvements as may be desired by the School District and/or required by local planning 

agencies or other authorities having jurisdiction.  Costs may be also be influenced through 

participation and cost sharing by local municipalities, recreational organizations, or other 

athletic/recreational interest groups. 
 

  OPINION OF PROBABLE COST- BLEIM ROAD DEVELOPMENT 
Description Cost

Property Acquisition  $0

Construction and Athletic Field Development (4  Multi-Purpose 

Fields) 

$250,000

Site Development (Parking lot, storm water management, sewer 

and water extension, earthmoving, landscaping etc.) 

$780,000

Field House $325,000

Subtotal $1,355,000
Soft Costs/Contingency (20%) $271,000

Total Estimated Cost: $1,626,000

 



 

195’ X 330’ MULTI – 
PURPOSE  FIELD 

160’ x 360’ FOOTBALL 
PRACTICE FIELD 

BLEIM ROAD 

FIGURE 6 – OPTION D - BLEIM ROAD TRACT
NO SCALE 

NEW PARKING LOT  
(75 SPACES) 

180’ x 300’ MULTI – PURPOSE  
FIELD 
 

195’ x 330’ MULTI – 
PURPOSE  FIELD 

PORTABLE  
BLEACHERS 

FIELD HOUSE / 
RESTROOMS /  

LOCKER ROOMS /  
CONCESSION 
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F. Improvement Option E 
 
 

As is typical, because of the costs involved, schools desiring to build a synthetic field do so as 

a separate project. Hence, this option entails only the conversion of one (1) or more existing 

selected natural grass athletic fields to synthetic turf. 

 

Similar to Option C, providing synthetic turf fields will assist in meeting program demand by 

permitting more events to be scheduled for a single (or several) facility without impacting field 

quality.  This Option will also assist in reducing the intensity of field use, permitting the District 

natural grass fields to be maintained in a higher quality or improved condition (assuming 

maintenance practices will remain consistent with field use/turf requirements). 

 

Option E will not address size, orientation, drainage and other issues that were previously 

identified with the Group 2 and 3 athletic fields. If addressing these issues is a District priority 

then the specific remedial work should be added into this Option. 

 

Prior to discussing improvement options associated with synthetic turf, a general 

understanding regarding the improvement of natural grass athletic fields as opposed to 

providing additional fields, or synthetic surfacing must be understood. 

 

Improving, restoring, and renovating the existing athletic fields as described in Options A and 

B are often mistakenly undertaken under the assumption that the baseline use can be 

increased without surface deterioration.  While the improvements associated with the above 

options alone will not produce “premier” athletic fields, it is important to note in discussions 

regarding synthetic turf that further enhancements (automated irrigation systems, underdrain 

systems, prescription athletic field mixes, etc.) to these existing grass fields will not 

necessarily permit a higher intensity of use.  This is also an important consideration in 

allocating additional uses as field demand increases to the Group 1 fields. 

 

The impact from the intensity (turf wear) and type of play on a “premier” field versus a “basic” 

field is similar.  However, “premier” natural grass fields are advantageous in that natural turf 

recovery is enhanced and common maintenance practices are more effective in promoting turf 

recovery. Additionally, turf recovery response is increased, the field surface will be more 
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consistent, turf quality and overall appearance is better, and recovery following rain events is 

more rapid, which can reduce rescheduling or cancellations of games or events.   Enhanced 

by a good growing medium, turf stress is reduced and less physical damage or compaction 

occurs with use.   While upgrading natural grass fields may permit additional use due to 

lessening weather associated impacts and increased turf recovery, extensive use, dual 

season use, and other factors will likely lead to rapid deterioration.  Therefore, the actual 

“increase” in the number of events that can be scheduled is marginal. 

 

Generally, success in reducing field wear and deterioration is achieved only by adding athletic 

fields (Options C and D) to better distribute field use and lower intensity or increasing 

maintenance practices to include complete restoration of the athletic fields following each 

season of use.  This is in consideration that reducing athletic participation, physical education, 

or elimination of athletic programs is not a viable alternative.  Community use can be 

restricted; however, this is often met with public resistance. In addition, reducing or preventing 

community use may not be beneficial to the District athletic programs in the long term as the 

youth programs assist in development of athletic skills necessary for future participation in 

high school sports. 

 

More successful approaches are to distribute programs among a greater number of fields 

(whether “premier” or “basic”) requiring construction of additional fields to meet program 

needs as presented in Options C and D, or utilization of synthetic surfacing that will not be 

impacted by excessive use as proposed in this Improvement Option.   

 

Synthetic surfacing/fields are most successful in accommodating field demand where the 

facility is designed to accommodate multiple sports and scheduling can be arranged to 

promote consistent use of the field by several programs during one season.  

 

The following alternatives are presented as possible improvements that will permit increased 

field use, better accommodate the current athletic program and potential growth, and 

ultimately reduce deterioration of the existing nature grass athletic fields. 

 

1. Synthetic Turf Athletic Field Installation – Convert One (1) field minimum. In this 

case, the stadium located at the high school is the most likely candidate. This is 

because of their ability to provide the most spectator seating as well as host a 
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variety of different sports. Other fields, however, may be chosen for conversion 

should the School District see a benefit in doing so. Selection of athletic field(s) to 

be converted is subject to further evaluation by the School District as to where the 

greatest benefit could be derived. 

 

Conversion of a “typical” existing natural grass field to synthetic turf includes 

stripping and removal of topsoil, overexcavation for installation of subdrainage, 

subgrade compaction, installation of geotextile fabric, installation of perimeter curb 

or other suitable turf anchor, installation of subdrainage and stone base, and 

installation of synthetic turf and rubber, or sand/rubber infill.  Other improvements 

include installation of storm sewers for conveyance and collection of 

underdrainage, and seeding/restoration of disturbance associated with 

construction.  Where perimeter fencing does not exist, fencing should be provided.  

 

The description of improvements/costs outlined below are “per field” costs.  Costs 

will vary depending on turf quality, infill weight, field markings, and other factors. 

 
OPTION D  - TOTAL OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: 

 
Improvement Description Estimated Cost 

Site Preparation – High School Stadiun $425,000

Synthetic Turf Installation* $450,000

Total Probable Cost $875,000
*Typical costs for synthetic turf based upon 84,000 SF, typical football field inlaid/tufted markings, no logos, 

36 oz. - 44 oz. face weight, with 4lbs./sf rubber infill. 

 
Advantages: Disadvantages: 
! Synthetic turf will permit field use to 

be more evenly distributed, 
improving overall quality. 

! Reduction in maintenance effort 
and costs for “premier” competition 
field – could be applied to natural 
grass fields. 

! Scheduling not impacted by 
weather. 

! Surface is always consistent and 
unaffected by high intensity use. 

! Higher initial installation costs and 
long term replacement/repair costs. 

! Perception regarding synthetic turf 
and injuries. 

! Determining priority of use and 
scheduling. 

! Potential for vandalism may require 
increased security/field protection. 
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G. Athletic Field Improvements Probable Cost Summary 

 

OPTION A 
1. Field Renovation $10,000

 TOTAL PROBABLE COST OPTION A $10,000 
  

OPTION B 
1. Reconstruct Middle School Facilities $390,000

2. Reconstruct Elementary School Facilities $837,000

3. Reconstruct Field E $40,000

4. Construct 2 New Multi-Purpose Fields $493,000

 TOTAL PROBABLE COST OPTION B $1,760,000 
  

OPTION C 
1. Base (Option B) Improvements $1,728,000

2. Off-Site Athletic Campus $1,056,000

3. Baseball Field Renovations $352,500

 TOTAL PROBABLE COST OPTION C $3,136,500 

 

OPTION D 
1. Install Two (2) Synthetic Turf Athletic Fields $1,750,000

 TOTAL PROBABLE COST OPTION D $1,750,000 
  

OPTION E 
1. Install One (1) Synthetic Turf Athletic Field $875,000

 TOTAL PROBABLE COST OPTION E $875,000 
 

Costs included in the summary are for improvement costs only.  Soft costs, including permitting, design fees, 

surveying, testing, builders risk insurance, land development, storm water management, erosion and sediment 

control, construction and design contingency are not included. 



 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 
 



 
Appendix A – Cost Factor Per Event for Competition and Practice Fields – General Guidelines 

 
SPORT <10 

(Minimum) 
10-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 

Football $5,000 $500 $700 $800 $1,000 $1,000
Lacrosse $3,000 $300 $500 $700 $800 $1,000
Soccer $2,000 $125 $150 $175 $200 $300
Field Hockey $2,000 $75 $100 $150 $200 $250
Practice 
Fields 

$1,500 $10 $25 $50 $75 $100

 
Notes: 
1. Base Minimum Costs include standard weed control, fertilization, spring/fall aeration, overseeding, mowing and seasonal watering.. 
2. Cost are calculated based on the goal of returning field to equal (good) or better condition prior to beginning next season / use. 
3. Middle School Fields are calculated at 50% of competition field costs. 
4. Field usage where multiple fields are listed is “per field” and is approximate as field use may rotate based upon field condition or availability. 
5. Calculations for fields used by multiple sports/practices utilize combination of each cost factor as applicable. 

 
Appendix B – Recommended Field Size Chart (NFSHSA) 

 
Sport Boys/ Length Width Perimeter Min. Length/ Min. Required

Girls Width Area

Football Boys 360' 160' 15' 390' x 190' 74,100 SF

Field Hockey Girls 300' 180' 15'/30' 330' x 225 74,250 SF

Lacrosse Boys/Girls 330' 180' 18'/15'/20' 360' x 228' 82,080

Soccer Boys/Girls 360' 225' 12' 384' x 249' 95,616 SF
300' 165' 324' x 189' 61,236 SF

 
 
Source: National Federation of State High School Associations, "Court and Field Diagram Guide", as amended. 

 
APPENDIX SHEET A-1 
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Appendix C - Synthetic Turf vs. Natural Grass Comparison 

  Table C1 – Installation Costs 
 

Subgrade 
Preparation

Synthetic 
Turf

Field Area 
(SF) Total Cost Rough/Fine 

Grading
Seeding/ 
Sodding

Underdrain 
System (4")

Irrigation 
System

Field Area 
(SF) Total Cost

Basic (1) 4.00$          3.50$       89,000 667,500.00$     Basic (3) $0.50 $0.08 $0.00 $0.37 89,000 $84,550.00

Premier (2) 4.00$          5.00$       89,000 801,000.00$     Premier (4) $0.75 $0.60 $2.05 $0.37 89,000 $335,797.00

Synthetic Turf Natural Grass

  Notes: 
 (1) Basic: Basic synthetic turf having lower fiber weight/density, face weight, stitch rate, and/or warranty 
 (2) Premier: Premier synthetic turf having increased fiber weight/density, face weight, stitch rate, and/or warranty 
 (3) Basic: Basic natural grass having 4”-6” amended topsoil, seeded (slit or drill), manual irrigation (yard hydrants) 
 (4) Premier: Premier natural grass having prepared subgrade, 6” topsoil, sodded, sand grid underdrain system, irrigation system 
 (Unit cost/total costs are based on renovation of existing field area with limited bulk earthmoving. Costs may vary based upon actual field 

conditions.) 
 

Table C2 – Average Maintenance Costs 
 

Mowing Brushing Irrigation Fertilization Aeration/ 
Seeding

Field 
Markings 

Turf 
Repair

Total 
Hours

Material 
Cost

Labor 
Rate Total Labor Total Cost

Synthetic Turf 0.0 56.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 68.0 $1,000.00 $45.00 $3,060.00 $4,060.00

Natural Grass 56.0 0.0 32.0 16.0 24.0 48.0 48.0 224.0 $25,000.00 $45.00 $10,080.00 $35,080.00  
 
Notes: 
1. Mowing/Brushing: 28 weeks x 1 mowing/brushing per week x2 hours, Synthetic Turf includes adding rubber/infill and brushing in at (2) applications 

per year. 
2. Irrigation (Natural Grass): 16 weeks x 2hrs. per week for water wheel transport and set-up. 
3. Fertilization (Natural Grass): Fall and Spring applications, pre/post emergent herbicide, (4) total maintenance events x 4 hours each. 
4. Aeration/Seeding: Core field, pulverize and drag plugs, drill or slit seed, 3 person crew x 8 hours = 24 hours. 
5. Field Markings (Natural Grass): Line markings, 2 hours each application, applied bi-weekly each Fall (6) and Spring Season (6) x 2 person crew. 
6. Field Markings (Synthetic Turf): Line Markings (Field Hockey Only), 2 applications x 2 hours each x 2 person crew + 4 hours for removal. 
7. Turf Repair (Natural Grass): Spot repair, resodding, topdressing, 2 hours per week x 2-person crew x 12 weeks each Spring/Fall. 
8. Turf Repair (Synthetic Grass): Turf repair included as part of Warranty (No Cost). 
(Labor rates are approximate and assume allowance for hourly rate plus benefits.) 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX SHEET A-2 
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Table C3 – 15 Year Life Cycle Cost Comparison 

 

Y e a r S e a so n a l 
M a in te na nce

R e n o va tio n / 
R e so d d in g

To ta l Y e a rly  
C o s t A g g re ta te  To ta l Y e a r S e a so n a l 

M a in te na nce
R e n o va tio n /R e

p a ir
To ta l Y e a rly  

C o s t A g g re g a te  T o ta l

0 In itia l C o n s truc tion  C o s t: $ 27 1 ,45 0 .00 0 In itia l C o n s truc tion  C o s t: $ 8 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0
1 $ 1 1 ,4 6 0 .0 0 $ 1 1 ,4 6 0 .0 0 $ 2 8 2 ,9 1 0 .0 0 1 $ 3 ,7 2 0 .0 0 $ 3 ,7 2 0 .0 0 $ 8 0 4 ,7 2 0 .0 0
2 $ 1 2 ,1 4 7 .6 0 $ 1 2 ,1 4 7 .6 0 $ 2 9 5 ,0 5 7 .6 0 2 $ 3 ,9 4 3 .2 0 $ 3 ,9 4 3 .2 0 $ 8 0 8 ,6 6 3 .2 0
3 $ 6 ,8 0 2 .6 6 $ 3 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0 $ 4 1 ,8 0 2 .6 6 $ 3 3 6 ,8 6 0 .2 6 3 $ 4 ,1 7 9 .7 9 $ 4 ,1 7 9 .7 9 $ 8 1 2 ,8 4 2 .9 9
4 $ 1 3 ,6 0 5 .3 1 $ 1 3 ,6 0 5 .3 1 $ 3 5 0 ,4 6 5 .5 7 4 $ 4 ,4 3 0 .5 8 $ 4 ,4 3 0 .5 8 $ 8 1 7 ,2 7 3 .5 7
5 $ 1 4 ,4 2 1 .6 3 $ 1 4 ,4 2 1 .6 3 $ 3 6 4 ,8 8 7 .2 0 5 $ 4 ,6 9 6 .4 1 $ 4 ,6 9 6 .4 1 $ 8 2 1 ,9 6 9 .9 8
6 $ 8 ,0 7 6 .1 1 4 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0$       $ 4 9 ,3 7 6 .1 1 $ 4 1 4 ,2 6 3 .3 1 6 $ 4 ,9 7 8 .2 0 $ 4 ,9 7 8 .2 0 $ 8 2 6 ,9 4 8 .1 8
7 $ 1 6 ,1 5 2 .2 3 $ 1 6 ,1 5 2 .2 3 $ 4 3 0 ,4 1 5 .5 4 7 $ 5 ,2 7 6 .8 9 $ 5 ,2 7 6 .8 9 $ 8 3 2 ,2 2 5 .0 7
8 $ 1 7 ,1 2 1 .3 6 $ 1 7 ,1 2 1 .3 6 $ 4 4 7 ,5 3 6 .9 0 8 $ 5 ,5 9 3 .5 0 $ 5 ,5 9 3 .5 0 $ 8 3 7 ,8 1 8 .5 7
9 $ 9 ,5 8 7 .9 6 4 8 ,7 3 4 .0 0$       $ 5 8 ,3 2 1 .9 6 $ 5 0 5 ,8 5 8 .8 6 9 $ 5 ,9 2 9 .1 1 $ 5 ,9 2 9 .1 1 $ 8 4 3 ,7 4 7 .6 8

1 0 $ 1 9 ,1 7 5 .2 9 $ 1 9 ,1 7 5 .2 9 $ 5 2 5 ,0 3 4 .1 5 1 0 $ 6 ,2 8 4 .8 6 $ 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 $ 7 ,2 8 4 .8 6 $ 8 5 1 ,0 3 2 .5 4
1 1 $ 2 0 ,3 2 6 .4 8 $ 2 0 ,3 2 6 .4 8 $ 5 4 5 ,3 6 0 .6 3 1 1 $ 6 ,6 8 1 .9 5 $ 1 ,0 6 0 .0 0 $ 7 ,7 4 1 .9 5 $ 8 5 8 ,7 7 4 .4 9
1 2 $ 1 1 ,3 8 2 .8 3 5 7 ,5 0 6 .1 2$       $ 6 8 ,8 8 8 .9 5 $ 6 1 4 ,2 4 9 .5 8 1 2 $ 7 ,0 6 1 .6 7 $ 1 ,1 2 3 .6 0 $ 8 ,1 8 5 .2 7 $ 8 6 6 ,9 5 9 .7 6
1 3 $ 2 2 ,7 6 5 .6 6 $ 2 2 ,7 6 5 .6 6 $ 6 3 7 ,0 1 5 .2 4 1 3 $ 7 ,4 8 5 .3 7 $ 1 ,1 9 1 .0 2 $ 8 ,6 7 6 .3 9 $ 8 7 5 ,6 3 6 .1 5
1 4 $ 2 4 ,1 3 1 .6 0 $ 2 4 ,1 3 1 .6 0 $ 6 6 1 ,1 4 6 .8 4 1 4 $ 7 ,9 3 4 .4 9 $ 1 ,2 6 2 .4 8 $ 9 ,1 9 6 .9 7 $ 8 8 4 ,8 3 3 .1 2
1 5 $ 1 3 ,5 1 3 .6 9 6 7 ,8 5 7 .2 2$       $ 8 1 ,3 7 0 .9 1 $ 7 4 2 ,5 1 7 .7 5 1 5 $ 8 ,4 1 0 .5 6 $ 1 ,5 2 4 ,2 1 7 .1 1 $ 1 ,5 3 2 ,6 2 7 .6 7 $ 2 ,4 1 7 ,4 6 0 .7 9

N a tu ra l G ra ss S yn th e tic  Tu rf

 
Notes: 
 
1. Natural grass assumes resodding/complete renovation of at least 50% of field surface every three- (3) years. Cultural practices (seasonal 

maintenance) reduced during years when fields are resodded. 
2. Synthetic turf assumes that partial renovation will not be considered and that complete replacement will be required at a minimum of five (5) 

years following expiration of warranty (10) years. Costs include only turf replacement costs (does not include sub-base and underdrain). 
3. Synthetic turf season maintenance costs include additional $1000. Per year following Year 10 (Expiration of Warranty Period). 
4. Yearly costs adjusted 6” for inflation and cost of living increase for labor costs. 
5. Replacement costs based on $6.00 per SF x 6% per year for inflation and cost of living increase for labor rate. 
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5.4 Glossary of Abbreviations 

 
 
• ADA - Americans with Disabilities Act 
 
• ADAAG - Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines 
 
• AHERA - Asbestos Hazardous Emergency Response Act 
 
• ANSI - American National Standards Institute 
 
• ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. 
 
• ATC - Automatic Temperature Control 
 
• BOCA - Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc. 
 
• CAD/D - Computer Aided Drafting/Design 
 
• CEFPI - Council of Educational Facilities Planners, International. 
 
• CLRM/CR - Classroom 
         
• CONF - Conference 
 
• CMU - Concrete Masonry Units ("concrete blocks") 
   

 • DAO -   District Administration Offices         
                

• Ext’g - Existing             
        

• HVAC - Heating, Ventilating and Air-conditioning     
 
• IBC - International Building Code     
 
•   IEBC -   International Existing Building Code    
 
•   IPC  -   Instructional Planning Center     
 
•   IT  -   Information Technology      
 
• KIT -  Kitchen       
 
• LGI -  Large Group Instruction     •   TECH  - Technology 
 
• MEP - Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing    •   PLMB’G - Plumbing 
 
! OFF - Office       •   Tlt./T.  - Toilet  
 

 •   PDE  -  Pennsylvania Department of Education   •    VAT  - Vinyl Asbestos Tile 
  
 •   PECO -  Phila. Electric Co     •    VCT  - Vinyl Composition Tile 
  

 •   RM -  Room       •   WK.RM. - Work Room 
 

•   SGI  -  Small Group Instruction 
 
•   Sp. Ed -  Special Education 
 
•   St/STO -  Storage 
 
•   SF/SQ.FT. -  Square Feet
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5.5 Credentials of Authors 
 
 
This study was prepared by staff members of Gilbert Architects, Inc. with the cooperation and assistance of the 
persons cited in the Acknowledgments. 
 
The authors of this study were Harry Pettoni, Jessica Mailhot, Rod Frey and Heather Conant with the assistance 
of Ken Kauffman and Dave Goodling from Moore Engineering Company. 
 
Gilbert Architects 
Harry J. Pettoni, REFP 
Vice President 
Mr. Pettoni has over sixteen years of educational facility design experience in the public, private and higher 
education sectors.  During his nine years with Gilbert, Harry has been instrumental in supporting the sustainable 
green design and LEED efforts of the firm.  He took the lead on the design efforts for Radnor Elementary School – 
Pennsylvania’s first ever newly constructed “green” school.  A current officer in the northeast region of CEFPI 
(Council of Education Facility Planners International), Harry focuses on improving educational facilities by creating 
healthy environments for students, faculty and staff. 
 
Jessica Mailhot 
Project Manager 
Ms. Maillot’s eight years of architectural project management in the public and private sectors have focused on 
coordination of clients, consultants and internal resources to create exceptional results.  Her varied experiences 
make her particularly valuable in dealing with comparative analysis including district-wide, facility and program 
assessments.  Jessica’s wide range of skills adds value in the design, development and construction of 
specialized spaces. 
 
Rod Frey 
Project Manager 
Mr. Frey’s project management/project team responsibilities involve surveying, design, equipment material 
research and construction documentation in coordination with clients, consultants and contractors from 
preliminary design through construction.  He brings 23 years of experience to Gilbert Architects with extensive 
knowledge of construction documents, models and color presentations.  As a project manager his responsibilities 
include design and detailing of projects in conjunction with the vice president, coordination with clients, 
consultants and contractors from the beginning to end, and job captain for project team responsibilities. 
 
Heather Conant 
Project Director 
As project director, Ms. Conant manages information throughout the project life.  Her attention to detail in 
gathering, tabulating, reporting out data and creating necessary documentation is critical to any project’s success.  
Heather has been a key contributor in creating district-wide, county-wide and individual school assessments that 
are used by school districts to aid in maintenance planning, budgeting, redistricting and staffing.  She has 
evaluated a multitude of public schools ranging from pre-K to 12. 
 
 
Moore Engineering 
Ken Kauffman 
Vice President 
Mr. Kauffman is a Project Manager for mechanical systems including HVAC, plumbing and fire protection. He is 
responsible for design of mechanical systems for educational, commercial, industrial and institutional applications 
including systems design, equipment selection, specification writing, project coordination and construction 
supervision.  
He has prepared numerous life cycle cost analysis for buildings simulating systems and generating estimated 
operational costs.  The studies include comparisons of systems, advantages, disadvantages, first costs, 
operational costs, and life cycle-costs.  These studies are utilized in determining which system is best suited for 
the building and client. 
Mr. Kauffman holds Professional Engineering licenses in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. 
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Dave Goodling 
Project Manager 
Mr. Goodling is an Electrical Project Engineer for Moore Engineering Company and is responsible for the 
electrical systems design of assigned projects. Duties include specification preparation, design and coordination 
with architectural and other engineering disciplines, and selection of equipment and systems. 
Mr. Goodling has extensive experience with institutional and educational buildings and their electrical power and 
lighting requirements, as well as design experience in communications, sound systems, specialty systems, and 
computer network infrastructures for customized installations. 
Mr. Goodling holds Professional Engineering licenses in Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina. 
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